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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes non-projective constructions in English and Czech. It is based
on the functional generative description of language and the analysis of material drawn
from the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank, the Prague Dependency
Treebank, and the British National Corpus. The theoretical part provides a brief
characterization of phrase structure grammar and dependency grammar together with the
definition of the fundamentals of the functional generative description, and the definition
of non-projectivity. The analytical section presents a detailed comparative classification
of non-projective structures in both languages. Individual types are studied from the
perspective of differences between the surface structure and the underlying structure,
demonstrating how the substitution of a non-projective clause for a projective one
influences the topic-focus articulation and the meaning of the clause. The main objective
is to define factors motivating non-projectivity in English and Czech, to compare them,
and to determine whether it is marked or neutral type of discontinuity that prevails in
each of the two languages.

ABSTRAKT
Tato pnice se zabyva popisem neprojektivnfch konstrukd v angliCtine a cestine.
Vychazf z funkcne generativnfho popisu jazyka a studia materialu zfskaneho z Prazskeho
cesko-anglickeho zavislostnfho korpusu, Prazskeho zavislostnfho korpusu a Britskeho
narodnfho korpusu. Nejprve strucne charakterizuje dYe nejvyznamnejsf koncepce
teoretickeho popisu syntakticke struktury vety, syntax zavislostnf a slozkovou. Nasleduje
vyklad hlavnfch vychodisek funkcne generativnfho popisu jazyka a definice neprojektivnf
konstrukce. Analyticka cast se zabyva komplexnf charakteristikou neprojektivnfch
konstrukcf vanglictine a cestine. Podava jejich klasifikaci, u jednotlivych typu probfra
rozdfly mezi hloubkovu a povrchovou strukturou vety a ukazuje, jak nahrazenf
konstrukce neprojektivnf za projektivnf oVliviiuje aktualnf clenenf vety a jejf vyznam.
Hlavnim dIem prace je vymezit faktory motivujid neprojektivitu v obou jazycfch,
porovnat je a urcit, zda v danem jazyce prevaZuje neprojektivita pffznakova Ci neutralni,
motivovana gramatickymi aspekty jazyka.
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Introduction
The phenomenon of projectivity has been discussed in linguistics since the
establishment of modern generative grammar and the development of computational
linguistics. The term projectivity is primarily associated with dependency grammar, but
discontinuity started to be discussed earlier in the phrase structure grammar under the
term discontinuous constituents. Projectivity is a formal aspect of sentences in which
elements related by syntactic dependency occur in the adjacent position in the surface
structure word order. Non-projective constructions denote instances in which two
elements within a sentence which relate both formally and semantically to each other are
separated in the surface word order by one or more words which do not depend on either
of them. Two types of discontinuous constructions can be distinguished - (a) regular
structural discontinuity which is stylistically neutral, bears no signs of markedness, is
firmly connected with certain constructions, and in most cases is conditioned
grammatically, e.g. preposition of interrogative and relative pronouns; (b) discontinuity
of the marked type which is regarded as a deviation from grammatical order (Duskova
1999:105). Discontinuity, in general, represents a phenomenon which splits into several
types and subtypes, each of them being bound by specific language surrounding.
The aim of this thesis is to provide a synoptic comparative classification of both
English and Czech discontinuous constructions, and to define factors motivating
discontinuity in both languages. The approach to the subject is based on the Functional
Generative Description of language, which originated from the tradition of the Prague
School of Linguistics.

1

The first chapter provides an account of the theoretical basis of dependency
syntax, the Functional Generative Description, and the theory of topic -

focus

articulation. The second chapter analyzes discontinuous structures specific to English, the
third chapter compares discontinuities which occur both in English and Czech, and the
fourth chapter analyzes discontinuity specific to Czech. Each type of discontinuity is
analyzed from the perspective of TFA with particular attention paid to differences
between surface structure and semantic structure. On the basis of this analysis we also
attempt to specify the position of non-projectivity in the system of the languages
compared from the perspective of the traditional centre-periphery concept.
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1. Theoretical Outline
The theoretical part of this thesis provides a brief characterization of the two most
significant concepts of formal description of syntax, i.e. phrase structure grammar and
dependency grammar, on which the syntactic theory of Functional Generative
Description (FGD) is based. The principle of projectivity together with the definition of a
discontinuous construction is given in 1.6 followed by an overview of linguistic studies
and investigations on the subject of word order and projectivity. Sections 1.8 and 1.9
specify formal aspects of our linguistic project, outline the hypothesis, methodology, and
describe the sources of data.

1.1 Terminology
Terminology in this field varies according to individual authors and regional
linguistic tradition. The following terms occur in studies on projectivity, word order and
TFA: non-projective construction, discontinuity (syntactic discontinuity), discontinuous

structure / phrase / constituent, unbounded dependency or long-distance dependency.
These terms are used in this paper synonymously to denote non-projective constructions
as they are specified together with the condition of projectivity in 1.6.

1.2 Concepts of Formal Description of the Syntactic Structure of the Sentence
1.2.1 Phrase Grammar and Syntax of Immediate Constituents
Two basic syntactic conceptions are applied in the theoretical description of
language, i.e. syntax of immediate constituents and dependency syntax. The former
originated in the V.S., and it is associated with the theory of descriptivism, which pursued
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a relatively explicit description of language without a subjective explanation (Haj icova et
al. 2002:31). The beginnings of this structural school date back to the 1930s and they are
associated with L. Bloomfield, Ch. Hockett and Z. Harris. Descriptivism provided the
ground for Chomsky's theory of two types of formal grammars, i.e. phrase structure
grammars and transformation grammars which were introduced on the basis of immediate
constituents and transformations. A sentence in the original phrase structure was divided
according to rewriting rules into a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP). This
distinction corresponds strictly speaking to a subject part and a predicate part of the
sentence. Each of the phrases is further divided into lower binomial (or multinomial)
constituents going as low as separate word forms, or their segments. The essential
criterion for determining which word forms or segments form a constituent is immediacy,
i.e. closeness (affinity) of the parts. However, no unequivocal linguistic rules can be
applied to determine such immediacy, and therefore the determination of immediate
constituent depends only on the intuition of native speakers, e.g. in case a predicative
verb is modified by two adjuncts, the syntactic structure of the sentence does not make it
possible to decide which of them is more closely connected to the verb (Sgall et al.
1969: 14); (Hajicova 2006). Moreover, the syntactic concept of immediate constituents
concentrated in the beginnings only on the surface structure of the sentence, leaving
semantics and the deep structure aside. The significance of Chomsky's theory consists in
the fact that it represented a first attempt to describe syntactic level of language and its
recursive property by means of formal mathematical methods. Chomsky's Syntactic
Structures (1957) presented a first formal linguistic approach based primarily on syntax,

not phonology as was common to most preceding linguistic theories. The theory was
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constructed for the study of English, and it was applied on English, therefore it does not
concentrate primarily on word order and its alternatives in connection with changes of the
semantic structure. Since word order in English is primarily grammatically fixed, the
syntactic function of subject and object in a declarative sentence can be indirectly defined
in positional terms as a noun phrase on the left and right of the predicative verb,
respectively (Duskova 1994:518). This is one of the problematic issues when analyzing
non-projectivity from the perspective of immediate constituents and phrase grammar.
Under the influence of growing interest in certain semantic aspects and the problems
emphasized by generative semantics, Chomsky incorporated the study of semantic
information assigned to the underlying structure into his theory in his later works. The

extended standard theory by Chomsky (1968), the elaborated version of his standard
theory (1965) preserves the same three components as its predecessor, i.e. generative
syntax, interpretative semantics and phonetics; the semantic component, however, is
newly included also in certain features of the surface structure (Hajicova et al. 2002:47).
This change was initiated by the requirement of distinguishing between sentences with a
different topic-focus articulation (TF A). Chomsky introduced concepts of presupposition,

focus and range ofpermissible focus (Chomsky 1971) which comes close to the scale of
communicative dynamism described by Firbas (1978:6ff). Successive studies (Chomsky
1973, 1976, 1980) gradually enable a complex semantic interpretation. At the beginning
of the 1990s the tendency to reduce formal descriptive devices in linguistics led to the
origin of Chomsky's minimalist program (1993) which reduced the number of interface
levels to two, i.e. the logical form and the phonetic form, cf. FGD and the hierarchy of
language levels in 1.3. 1
I

The aim of this section is to outline the main principles of Chomsky's theories with special attention to
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1.2.2 Dependency Syntax
The second dominant approach to syntactic analysis is based on the relation of
dependency. The dependency relation is considered to be the relation between the two
members of the syntagm; the syntagm is a pair of syntactic words, one of which (the
governing node) "stands" for the whole pair in its "outer relations" (Sgall et al. 1969:14).
One of the criteria for determining which node is governing, and which node is dependent
is the possibility to omit the dependent member of the dependency pair. In other words,
dependent clause elements can be omitted without making the sentence ungrammatical.
From the point of view of the dependency relation, there is no difference between a
member's modifying the whole syntagm and its modifying its governor only (ibid.).
Dependency syntax is based on the concept of valency,2 and therefore on the assumption
that a verb is the major constituent of a sentence which selects its valency, i.e. obligatory
complements in order to create a minimal complete structure and grammatical sentence
(Danes - Grepl - Hlavsa 1987: 18ff). Obligatory (constituti ve) complements represent the
only exception regarding the principle of omitting, i.e. although they depend on the verb,
they cannot be omitted. Apart from obligatory there are also facultative complements
represented by all non-valency complements (ibid.).
Dependency syntax represents a traditional European approach, the first
systematic description of which was provided by L. Tesniere (1959). Modern Czech
grammars are also based on dependency syntax, cf. Smilauer 1947 (later 1966); Havninek
- Jedlicka 1960; Danes - Grepl - Hlavsa 1987. In the formal approach to dependency
the aspects which are further developed by other formal descriptive approaches, particularly by FOD. A
more detailed description of development of generative grammars can be found in Hajicova et aI.
(2002:32ff).
2 We use the term valency in the way it was introduced by L. Tesniere (1959) and subsequently elaborated
by F. Danes 1974, 1987a, 1987b; cf. also D. J. AIlerton (1982).
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syntax, each sentence is represented by a dependency tree formed by an interconnected
tree-like net of nodes representing individual words (lexical units), and edges
representing syntactic dependencies between nodes. Each dependency tree branches in
the direction from the governing elements to the governed elements. It has a single rootnode, and each clause element is represented by a single node. Each node has only one
parent, i.e. an immediately superordinate node. Nodes of a tree are organized both in the
vertical direction (according to mother node - daughter node relation), and in the
horizontal direction (according to the surface word order and TF A), e.g. Figure 1. The
relation of dependency (determination) can be expressed by two means - hypotaxis and
parataxis. The constitutive sentential relation is predication arising between a predicate
and its subject; predication is considered a specific type of dependency, which is the
reason for a subject to be recorded in a dependency tree as a daughter node of the
predicate. Dependency can be formally expressed by (i) congruence; (ii) rection; (iii)
juxtaposition, cf. also other terms: adjunction, Cz. slaba zavislost, pfimykimi
(Hausenblas 1958).
Dependency syntax is able to record all dependencies between individual clause
constituents and simultaneously preserve the surface structure word order. The
dependency tree edges unambiguously indicate which members form a syntagm; their
vertical arrangement signals which of the nodes is superordinate, and which of them is
dependent. The phrase grammar, on the contrary, ·assigns syntactic roles to individual
clause constituents on the basis of surface word order position, and therefore an element
placed to the left of the predicative verb will tend to be interpreted as a subject, instances
of extraposition, fronting etc. causing problems in the formal record. Unlike dependency,
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syntax phrase grammar is unable to record syntactic relations between members of a
discontinuous syntagm; the only possibility of formal record in the phrase structure is the
adjacent variant. The significant advantage of a corpus structured according to
dependency syntax is the fact that a tectogrammatical (semantic, deep structure)
representation is able to generate both projective and non-projective surface structures.
Figure 1
EnglishT-wsL2324-s4
root

spokeswoman #NewNode
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ADDR /
qcomplex
qcomplex

et
sulka
ACT

seven
RSTR

A spokeswoman said Sulka operates a total of seven stores in the U.S. and overseas.
Tiskova mluvci uvedla, ze spolecnost Sulka spravuje celkem sedm obchodu ve Spojenych statech
a v zamori. (PEDT 2324,4)
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1.3 Functional Generative Description of Language
Functional generative description (FGD) represents a generative system based on
the expression of semantic relations. This concept first appeared in the 1960s at Charles
University Prague, following the functional approach of the Prague School and
simultaneously reacting to Chomsky's transformational grammars. The fact that a
function (meaning) cannot be described without its relation to form, however, was most
explicitly expressed by V. Skalicka (1935), cf. also other authors who emphasized certain
concepts of the form-function relation, e.g. Mathesius (1924), Havranek (1940), Trnka
(1953) (Sgall et al. 1969:5). A more detailed description of the relation between the
syntactic and semantic level was provided in A Three-level Approach to Syntax (Danes
1964) in which semantic level, grammatical level, and the level ofTFA are distinguished.
FGD is partially based on this analysis and operates with several interconnected language
levels which are organized from the highest, i.e. tectogrammatical (deep structure,
semantic level) level toward the lowest, i.e. phonetic level. Similarly to Chomsky's
reduction of interfaces in the minimalist program, FGD removed the level of surface
syntax and it operates with the level of phonetics and phonology, morphology (in the
form of a linear string) and the tectogrammaticallevel. 3 In contrary to Chomsky's theory,
homonymy between grammatical and semantic structure is resolved differently in FGD
where a homonymous sentence has one common representation on the level of
grammatical structure but several different representations on the semantic level, e.g.
Kritika polskeho delegata byla spravna (En. Criticism of the Polish delegate was correct)
3

Hajic, 1. - Hajicova, E. - Pajas, P. - Panevova, 1. - SgaU, P. - Vidova-Hladka, B. (2001): The Prague

Dependency Treebank. CDROM LDC200ITlO. Linguistic Data Consorciuffi. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania.
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in which delegate can function either as actor or patient (Sgall et al. 1969: 15). A record
of the sentence in the surface structure is represented by a sequence (string) of linearly
ordered items. In the tectogrammatical structure each sentence has at least one
representation which expresses unambiguously the single meaning of the sentence, or one
of its potential meanings.
In accordance with dependency syntax, FGD regards a verb with its valency
potential to be the centre of a sentence. This approach was first applied by Ch. Fillmore
and his Case Grammar (1968). Although his theory is based on syntax of immediate
constituents, it borders on dependency syntax since it follows Tesniere's concept of
valency; the term case does not refer to morphological case but to a deep case, i.e.
semantic role (Agent, Object, Benefactor, Location or Instrument) (Fill more 1968) which
is required by a verb and its intentional potential, and therefore the case grammar reflects
the relation between a verb and its complements. Fillmore classifies verbs according to
deep cases, i.e. more or less according to what is called a valency frame in dependency
grammar. From this perspective, the case grammar contributed to the connection of
syntax and semantics. FGD distinguishes in the tectogrammatical structure between inner
participants (arguments) and free modifications, which correspond to syntactically
obligatory and optional complements, see 1.2.2. There are several operational criteria for
determining inner participants (and therefore obligatory complements) within a sentence,
e.g. the ,,Nev{m" test described by Panevova (1980:29ff). In a dialogue starting with a
sentence Parents have arrived it is impossible to answer the question Where to? with I do
not know (Cz. Nev{m). Consequently, the direction with the meaning (to) where

represents an obligatory complementation, i.e. inner participant of the verb to arrive.
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However, the question With whom? can be answered with I do not know, therefore it
represents a free modification of the verb. FGD distinguishes the following inner
participants: Actor (Act), Patient (Pat), Addressee (Addr), Origo (Orig), Effect (Eft)
Panevova 1980:41 t). Other complements of a verb are free modifications, e.g. Location,
Manner, Time etc.

1.4 Development of the Theory of Word Order and TFA
The analysis of non-projectivity is connected to the analysis of word order and
topic-focus articulation (TFA). We understand TFA (also Functional Sentence
Perspective) as a segmentation of a sentence into topic (theme) and focus (rheme).
According to FGD, TF A is an integral part of a language system since it influences the
semantics of the sentence. Two sentences differing only in TF A are not mutually
interchangeable in a fluent text; in certain cases such sentences differ even in their
cognitive content (Sgall et al. 1969:67).
One of the first structural approaches to word order in Czech was provided by the
Prague Linguistic Circle, esp. V. Mathesius4 , who summarized (l947:327ff) linguistic
research in word order since the beginning of 20th century and confronted three studies by

J. Zubaty (Zubary 1901), V. Ertl (Ertl 1914) and F. Travnicek (Travnicek 1937).
According to Mathesius, Zubaty was the first Czech linguist to denote a different way of
presenting known and unknown information in the sentence. Mathesius then
distinguished that "the element about which something is stated may be said to be the
basis of the utterance or the theme, and what is stated about the basis is the nucleus ofthe
However, it should be noted that the importance of the phenomenon now subsumed under the heading of
the topic-focus dichotomy has been known since H. Weil and G. von der Gabelenz (Firbas 1978:3; Sgall et
al. 1986:175).
4
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utterance or rheme" (Mathesius 1975:81). Mathesius also determined what later started
to be called TF A to be the most significant word order factor, other factors being rhythm,
grammatical word order and the adjacency principle described by Ertl. Almost all
subsequent linguistic studies on word order have been based on the definition and
hierarchization of these word order factors. Ertl' s distinction of types of word order stems
from the development of intonation and from the presence or absence of stress (Ertl
1914). Another substantial contribution to the analysis of word order is given by
Mathesius's description of the main word order tendencies in English (Mathesius
1975:153ft).
A very detailed analysis of word order factors and their hierarchization is
provided by V. Smilauer, see Smilauer (1966:63ft). Smilauer's view corresponds in most
aspects with Mathesius's. Smilauer also considers TFA the most important motivation for
the change of the surface structure word order, followed by grammatical aspects of word
order including adjacency. The adjacency principle induces the impossibility to separate
certain members in the surface structure from each other because of their close affiliation.
Other word order factors are represented by phonetic character of the sentence and
marginally also by traditionalisms and foreign influences (ibid.). It is Smilauer's detailed
and accurate definition of word order factors that most studies on Czech word order
started to be based on. Regarding structural approach, later studies of TF A were
published by J. Firbas (1957, 1978, 1992), F. Danes (1970, 1974), A. Svoboda (1978) and
linguists bound with FGD, particularly Sgall et al. (1980, 1986), Hajicova et al. (1998).
Firbas analyzed the sentence structure showing that not only a topic-focus dichotomy, but
a whole scale of communicative dynamism (CD) is present, distinguishing degrees of
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CD, e.g. in the unmarked cases, each lexical unit has a higher degree of CD than those
standing to the left of it. Danes investigated the relation of 'theme', 'rheme' and
intonation, as well as the structure of a text in terms of 'thematic' progressions.

1.5 TFA in English and Czech
The information structure of the sentence can be defined on the basis of three
aspects: (i) the division of lexical units into contextually bound and non-bound; (ii) the
division of the tectogrammatical structure into topic and focus; (iii) the hierarchization of
communicative dynamism, cf. Sgall et al. (1986: 178f). An individual lexical unit in the
sentence is context dependent if it is regarded as "given", easily accessible in the hearer's
memory, i.e. salient, activated above the upper threshold in the stock of shared
knowledge. A contextually non-bound element is regarded as new, or not recoverable
(Sgall- Hajicova - Panevova 1986: 179). Contextually bound elements appear typically in
the topic while non-bound elements in the focus. Quirk et al. (1985: 1356ff) identifies
information units with tone units, and information focus with intonation nucleus; the
neutral position of the focus is at the end of the sentence, any other position is described
as marked, cf. also the term intonation centre 5 (Sgall- Hajicova - Burariova 1980: 14) and
Mathesius's term objective word order (Mathesius 1975:153ff). Concerning TFA, there
are usually several variants of a single sentence and minor changes of word order are able
to induce significant changes in TF A, and thus in semantics.
It should be noted that word order as means of TF A does not assert itself equally
in English and Czech due to different typological features of both languages. In Czech,

5 The intonation centre is carried by the focus proper, i.e. the most dynamic element within the sentence
(Sgall 1999).
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the information structure is hierarchically superordinate to the syntactic structure while in
English, it is primarily grammatical structure that influences the position of clause
elements, cf. Duskova (l994:518t TFA in English can be indicated by various means. A
major role in TF A is played by context and semantic structure along with intonation in
speech; due to greater importance of intonation in English, the identification of TFA in
written texts can be more problematic, giving rise to ambiguous instances, cf. Sgall et al.
(l985:134ff); Hajicova et al. (1998:125)7. A frequent device of the change of TFA in
English is passivization, which is prototypically used to express a contextually bound
patient,8 and the existential construction with 'there', which serves to the introduction of
a rhematic subject. The role of verbal semantics expressing or implying appearance or
existence on the scene is discussed by Firbas (1966:243). It needs to be pointed out that
sentences whose intonation centre is not carried by the final element in the surface
structure are more likely to occur in English than in Czech without any signals of stylistic
or emotional markedness. Determiners also function as an important means of signalling
degrees of CD, e.g. the non-generic indefinite determiner as a rule signals contextual
independence, whereas the definite determiner can mark nouns both as belonging to the
topic, or to the focus. TF A in English can also be indicated by various lexical means, e.g.
rhematizers, thematizing elements, or specific syntactic constructions such as cleft,
pseudo-cleft sentences, topicalization, and left-dislocation (Sgall et al. 1980: 126f). There
is a set of general rules which can be claimed to be valid of all sentences (Hajicova

Deviations from grammatical word order are extremely rare in English, only 3.2%. More than 60% of
English clauses correspond to the basic TF A, i.e. the topic precedes the focus (Duskova 1999:251 t).
7 Consequently, in English a written text represents a less reliable ground for TFA analysis than in Czech
(SgaIl et al. 1980: 135).
8 cf. also functions of passivization in Czech, e.g. surpression of the prominence of the agent (Havranek
1928:16)
6
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1984): (i) if the predicative verb or any of the nodes directly dependent on it is
contextually non-bound, all these nodes form a part of the focus in the underlying
structure; (ii) if a node different from the root node belongs to the focus, all nodes which
depend on it do also belong to the focus; (iii) if the root node and simultaneously all its
daughter nodes are contextually bound, it needs to be examined whether any daughter
nodes of the node which is placed most to the right are not contextually non-bound; (iv)
all nodes which are not part of the focus belong to the topic.

1.6 The Definition of Non-Projective Constructions
According to FGD the tectogrammatical representation of the sentence has the
form of a dependency tree with a single root node, see 1.1.2. Individual nodes are
connected by means of edges. Linear arrangement of nodes from the left to the right
meets the condition of projectivity. A sentence is projective if between a governing node
and an immediately subordinate node there are only nodes immediately or mediately
dependent on the governing node (Hajicova et al. 2002:88). All clauses interrupting any
syntactic dependency in the surface structure by another element that does not directly
depend on either of them violate the projectivity condition, and they are called nonprojective. Non-projectivity is caused by two main reasons: i) any two edges cross; ii) a
perpendicular leading from a node in vertical direction crosses an edge (Uhlifova 1972).
Non-projective clauses in English and Czech have a different status, they occur in
discourse under different conditions. Most Czech discontinuous constructions can occur
only in a specific context, i.e. under specific language conditions while English clauses
may display structural discontinuity, cf. Hajicova 2006, Duskova 1999:105. A wide range
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of inflectional means and the free word order in Czech enable significant changes in the
surface structure of a sentence according to the communication needs and goals of the
speaker; therefore in Czech, it is possible to front or otherwise extrapose even such
elements whose syntactic dependency could in English be determined only by their word
order. Figure 2 demonstrates the two types of non-projectivity, i.e. right-branching and
left-branching.
Figure 2

A.

B.

The types ofprojectivity violation in A and B can be represented by examples (1) and (2)
respectively.
(1) Of all the one-time expenses incurred by a corporation or professional
firm, few are larger or longer term than the purchase of real estate or the
signing of a commercial lease. (PEDT: 2444,1)
(2) Everybody was still confident, including most institutional investors.
(PEDT: 2210,25)

1.7 Projectivity in Linguistics
A detailed systematic typology of discontinuity in English is provided by

Duskova (1999: 106ft). This typology corresponds to that presented by R. Quirk et al.
in Comprehensive Grammar of English Language (1985:496ff; 1302; 1397ft). The
following types of discontinuity are discussed:
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(i) discontinuous prepositional phrase: He worked, without for the most part

any reward. (Quirk et al. 1985:1401)
(ii) clauses of comparison: They visit her more frequently than they used to

now that she's ill. (Quirk et al. 1985: 1399)
(iii) discontinuous adjective phrase: This is a different result from ours.
(Quirk et al. 1985:1400)
(iv) divided apposition: An unusual present was given to him, a book on

ethics. (Quirk et al. 1985: 1302)
(v) discontinuous postmodification of the governing noun: The time had

come to decorate the house for Christmas. (Quirk et al. 1985: 1397)
(vi) split infinitive: For me to suddenly resign my job is unthinkable. (Quirk
et al. 1985:496)
(vii) transitive phrasal verbs with pronominal object: He turned it down.
(Duskova 1999: 107)
Duskova's study also compares individual types in English with their potential
counterparts in Czech. Major attention is paid to discontinuous postmodification.
Another modern descriptive theory based on dependency syntax which discusses
discontinuity is Word Grammar by R. Hudson (1984, 2000). In contrary to Chomsky,
Hudson refuses to divide a word form into inflectional parts and a root; morphology is
left aside in his approach. Apart from standard requisites which need to be covered by
every theory of syntax, Word Grammar discusses structure sharing9 and consequently
also discontinuity. Structure sharing, i.e. multiple dependency structure in which a
member can have more than just one governing node, is the major motivation for
9

The term structure sharing refers to Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag 1994: 19).
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discontinuity according to Hudson (Hudson 2000). He also identifies reasons why a
language demands primarily continuous structures, and introduces 8 conditions of
projectivity:
(i)

the no-tangling principle, i.e. dependency arrows must not tangle;

(ii)

the no-dangling principle, i.e. every word must have a parent;

(iii)

the sentence-root principle, i.e. in every non-compound sentence there is just
one word whose parent is not a word but a contextual element;
the coordination principle, i.e. if a surface dependency from a word outside a

(iv)

coordination to one inside it is tangle-free, the same dependency is possible
for all conjuncts regardless of tangling;
(v)

the competition principle, i.e. a sentence has a surface structure which
contains just one parent-link for each word;

(vi)

the surface-structure principle, i.e. the no-tangling and no-dangling principles
apply only to surface structure;

(vii)

the surface order principle, i.e. word order constraints only apply to surface
structure

(viii)

the raising principle, i.e. a word's surface parent is never subordinate to an
extra parent, e.g. in *you read it must the pronoun you represents the subject
of both read and must but as read depends on must, it is only must that can be
a surface parent of you (Hudson 2000).

Projectivity conditions defined by Hudson approximate those determined by FGD, cf.1.6.
The first Czech study whose subject is non-projectivity in particular is the 1972
article by L. Uhlffova published in Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics. Uhlifova
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analyzes language data on three levels - syntactic, stylistic and the level of discourse and she distinguishes 6 syntactically different types of non-projective constructions.
Moreover, she presents the typology also of the so-called divided nominal groups, and
provides description from the perspective of TF A. The study presents results of the first
systematic research into this phenomenon. Her later work on tendencies in Czech word
order (1987) concentrates more on word order in general, and it is only discontinuous
postmodification and clitics separated from the head that are discussed in detail. The TF A
structure and communication functions of discontinuity are left aside in this study.
A more specific problem connected with non-projectivity is discussed by V.
Petkevic who points out problems with the disambiguation during automatic parsing of
texts in Czech National Corpus (Petkevic 2001). The author distinguishes three main
types of discontinuity, and analyzes how strict the rules should be that need to be
implemented for automatic parsing in order to ensure correct identification of syntactic
relations, e.g. between members of an interrupted syntagm. Petkevic demonstrates that
unequivocal determination of syntactic dependencies on the basis of morphological form
or the position in the surface structure word order is accompanied by far more
complications in the case of non-projective constructions than in the case of projective
ones. Such determination involves not only the analysis of the discontinuous pair but also
of the wider context (Petkevic 2001). The three types described by Petkevic are: (i) a verb
and its object are separated by the insertion of another verb form (Soubor se nepodarilo

otevfit, lit. The file [it) did not manage to open); (ii) an interrogative adjective is
separated from the governing noun by an inserted verb (Jake mas ukoly?, lit. What have
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[you] homework?); (iii) "tangled complex sentence" (Koho si mysUf, ze mam rad?, lit.
Who do [you] think! like?).
Apart from Uhlfrova (1972) the most complex inventory of discontinuity in Czech
is provided by Hajicova (Hajicova 2006) and OIiva (Oliva 2001). Hajicova's typology is
based on the analysis of language data drawn from the Prague Dependency Treebank
(PDT). It should be noted that non-projective constructions in PDT violate the
projectivity principle on the analytical level, i.e. the level of surface syntax. The
following types of discontinuous constructions were found in PDT JO : The first and most
frequent type is represented by function words, e.g. the auxiliary to be, rhematizers, the
clitic conjunction -li. The second type of discontinuity is caused by context-linking
particles which are represented as nodes governing the predicative verb on the analytical
level of PDT. The third type is represented by dislocated dependents of infinitives, cf.
Petkevic's type Soubor se nepodafilo otevfft. The following types of discontinuity are
clauses of comparison, discontinuous coordination, divided nominal groups,11 unmarked
phrasemes with a dislocated dependent, fronted detached relatives or interrogatives,
numerals with a dislocated dependent, compound predicates, and numerals with genitive.
Oliva operated in his analysis of discontinuity with the terms syntactic domain
and immediate syntactic domain of a governing element (Oliva 2001). The syntactic
domain includes all elements that depend directly or indirectly on the governing node
(including the governing node); the immediate domain includes the governing node and
all elements that immediately depend on it. Non-projective constructions are then
10 The list reflects also the frequency of occurrence, starting with the most frequent types and continuing to
the least frequent ones.
11 This term refers to discontinuity in which the adjacency principle is violated for the purpose of TFA;
members of the discontinuous pair are a pre-posed contrastive topic and a context independent element
Hajicova 2006).
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described as violation of continuity of the domain of a governing element. Three types of
non-projectivity are distinguished in this way: (i) the initial position in the discontinuous
domain is occupied by a relative or interrogative pronoun; (ii) discontinuity is caused by
clitic climbing, i.e. a clitic bound to an infinitive climbs to the position of clitics bound to
the predicative verb; (iii) the division of domain in order to integrate one of its parts into
topic and the other into focus, e.g. Techto ptakit pfiIetaji kaielY rok tisice (lit. Of these

birds perch each year thousands) and Tento lik se Jan po cely den marne snaii! otci
sehnat (lit. This medicine John all day long unsuccessfully tried [for] the father to get).
Oliva also points out the possibility to interrupt the domain of a governing node several
times by the same type of discontinuity, e.g. Co se kdy Pavel komu rozhodl koupit

k Vanocum? (lit. What when Paul to whom decided to buy for Christmas?).
Specific aspects of the projectivity phenomenon have been studied also by other
authors. Sticha analyzed the so-called tangled complex sentences, which represent one of
the most frequent types of discontinuity both in English and Czech (Sticha 1996).
Research of non-projective constructions with clitics was carried out by Dotlacil (Dotlacil
2004).

1.8 Main Objectives
This thesis focuses on the analysis of discontinuous structures in English and
Czech in order to provide a synoptic comparative classification, and to define factors
which motivate discontinuity. The aim of the analysis is to define which factors assert
themselves in English discontinuities, and which in Czech discontinuities, and to compare
whether the types which occur in both languages are caused by identical factors.
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The hypothesis is that English long-distance dependencies lay significant
limitations on the possibility to pre-pose and/or otherwise extrapose the dependent
member of a discontinuous pair. The objective is to examine whether this can be
systematically distinguished according to the type of discontinuous structure, i.e. whether
individual types of discontinuities display any structural differences which are reflected
in the possibility of forming discontinuous constructions. We presume the prevailing
motivation factors differ in English and Czech according to typological features of each
language, and most types of discontinuity in English are motivated by factors of
grammatical nature while Czech discontinuities are largely connected with the
information structure. The thesis attempts to determine whether there are any types of
long-distance dependencies in English which are caused primarily by the adjustment of
TFA, and what position they occupy within the language system of the two languages.

1.9 Material and Methodology
The analysis is based on data from several sources. Czech examples in Chapter 4
are drawn from the Prague Dependency Treebank (POT), which was established in the
Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,
Charles University Prague and contains texts from several Czech newspapers and
magazines from the first half of the 1990s. POT (version 2.0) is a dependency corpus in
which texts are annotated with rich linguistic information ranging from morphology
through syntax and semantics including TF A and coreferential relations.
The sources of English examples are the Prague English Dependency Treebank
(PEDT) and British National Corpus (BNC). PEDT is the subsection of the Prague
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Czech-English Dependency Treebank, it contains articles from the Wall Street Journal 12
used for experiments with structural machine translation between English and Czech.
However, it should be noted that the annotation of English data is carried out only on the
tectogrammaticallevel; lower levels are adopted from PennTreebank, a corpus which was
created at the University of Pennsylvania. Regarding the fact that only 4.67%13 of the
entire corpus data have been annotated so far, a complex set of texts from PEDT was
used only as a source of discontinuous postmodification. Other types of discontinuity in
English need to be searched due to their scarcity by means of context search scripts in
BNC I4 . The total of 363 English and 237 Czech long-distance dependencies is analyzed
in this thesis. IS
The analysis focuses on the description of TFA of each discontinuous structure
with special attention to potential word order alternatives and their TFA. Each
discontinuity is analyzed from the perspective of comparison of the non-projective form
and its projective counterpart, and also from the perspective of potential limitation of
occurrence in either of the two languages. Attention is also paid to the influence of other
word order factors which may intervene and partially determine the surface structure, e.g.
semantic, rhythmical, grammatical motivations etc. Chapter 3 is based on the
confrontation method between Czech and English. It confronts not only individual
aspects mentioned above regarding both languages separately, it also confronts
differences in TFA bound to various devices of TFA used in English and Czech.
12 The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) is an international daily financial newspaper; it covers primarily issues of
D.S. and international business and finance.
13 This state was recorded on 30/0412007.
14 All data from BNC were acquired by means of the corpus managing software Bonito. The concordance
description is given in the sections discussing particular types of discontinuity.
15 The difference in the quantity of the examined data results from necessary difference in the way of data
retrieval; concordance descriptions and the way of sample search are provided in individual sections in
which particular types of discontinuity are analyzed.
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2. Analysis of Non-Projectivity Specific to English
This chapter is concerned with discontinuous structures that are specific to
English with special interest in determining factors motivating syntactic discontinuity.
There are several types of discontinuity that are specific to English. They include
discontinuous postmodification, discontinuity within a prepositional phrase, transitive
phrasal verbs, and split infinitive (Duskova 1999: 106ff)16. All these types will be
discussed in 2.1- 2.4, respectively.

In section 1 above we stated that non-projectivity is primarily motivated by the
topic-focus articulation (TFA). In the present section we concentrate on determining for
which of the types enumerated above this statement holds true and which types of
discontinuity are motivated by other factors. The types of discontinuity that are motivated
by structural aspects of English and are grammatical in their nature will be discussed only

in a brief outline; those motivated by other aspects will be analyzed from the perspective
ofTFA. Figure 3 demonstrates a simplified scheme of the procedure.

16 The discontinuous apposition is discussed in 3.4 as a marginal case of non-projective construction that
occurs both in English and Czech.
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The analysis focuses on determining (a) whether each type of discontinuity represents a
left-branching or right-branching non-projectivity; (b) whether TF A is influenced by the
presence of rhematizers, quantifiers, elements typical of topicalization etc.; (c) what
position within TFA do the head and the complement of a discontinuous pair occupy, e.g.
focus proper, contrastive topic etc.; (d) whether the surface word order is influenced by
the principle of end-weight and/or end-focus; (e) what degrees of communicative
dynamism (CD) are assigned to individual elements within the clause; (t) whether there
are any intervening factors, e.g. grammatical word order, semantic differentiation,
tendency to a well-balanced surface structure etc.

2.1 Discontinuous Postmodification
Discontinuity within a noun phrase appears to represent predominantly a marked
type of non-projective structures, arising as a result of the adjustment of the scale of CD
and TF A and simultaneously representing a c;ounterpart of an adjacent form. It represents
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one of the instances in which English surface word order can be changed without any
grammatical transformations to emphasize certain elements in respect to their information
value. This type of discontinuity can be realized by various formal means, e.g.
prepositional phrase, infinitive, participle, dependent relative or content clause. It is
apparently not subject to any syntactic restrictions in the sense that it occurs with all
clause elements which can be realized by a noun phrase, e.g. subject, object, adjunct,
subject complement, object complement. Discontinuous postmodification is rather rare in
English, and it is characteristic of formal writing, cf. Duskova (1999: 113). Due to the
nature of discontinuous postmodification it is impossible to collect linguistic data of this
type on the basis of a lemmatized context search. Therefore the analysis was based on the
research of a set of complex texts 17 from PEDT consisting of the total of 941 sentences.
This set of texts displayed 28 instances of discontinuous postmodification (2.98%).18
However, it is to be noted that our aim is not to provide a frequency analysis of individual
types of discontinuity but to determine motivations for a phrase to occur in a nonprojective position.
Surface word order of discontinuous clauses is often influenced by several factors
in cooperation, the most frequent being apparently the cooperation of the principle of
end-focus and end-weight, cf. (3).
(3) She said there is "growing realization" around the world that denial of
intellectual-property rights harms all trading nations, and particularly the
"creativity and inventiveness of an (offending) country's own citizens."
(PEDT: 0020,5)
17 The researched sample consists of the following sections, each comprising 10 files of various lengths:
221,231,232,241.
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The discontinuous postmodification realized by a dependent content clause represents the
most dynamic part of the focus and simultaneously it is too long to be placed in
juxtaposition to the head. An adjacent form would impair the balance within the sentence
structure, cf. Quirk et al. (1985: 1398). There is a general tendency to place a
discontinuous part of the phrase finally, or to shift it to the right in the surface structure
either because it bears the intonation centre, or because it is more dynamic than other
elements dependent on the same governing node, or because it is more dynamic than
another element which precedes it in the linear word order. Although both the principle of
end-focus and the principle of end-weight occur in combination in most instances, the
occurrence of the former does not imply the occurrence ofthe latter and vice versa, cf. (4)
and (5).
(4) The impact of the changes is to eliminate many of the most excessive
cases where the government has been paying more than $ 200 for each
passenger in SUBSIDIES. I9 (PEDT: 2234,25)
(5) (a) He said such results should be measurable in dollars and CENTS in
reducing the V.S. trade deficit with Japan. (PEDT: 2321,6)
(b) Rekl, ze takove vYsledky ve snizovani obchodniho deficitu
Spojenych statu vzhledem k Japonsku by mely byt mefitelne v
dolarech a CENTECH.
The discontinuous postmodification in (4) realized by a prepositional phrase is assigned
the highest rank of CD, its violating the adjacency principle makes it possible to place the
element with the highest informational value finally, which would not be achieved
without the intervening prepositional phrase for each passenger. Hence, it is the end19

Capitals indicate the intonation centre and focus proper.
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focus that decides on the surface word order. The focus proper in (5) on the contrary
occupies a different position from the typical final one. The principle of end-focus
appears to be overridden by the tendency to balance the surface structure by placing the
postmodifying prepositional phrase finally. If a question test described by Sgall Hajicova - Panevova (1986:207ff) and a negation test with continuation (ibid.) are
applied, the following set of questions and continued negations is achieved to define the
permissible range of focus, see Figure 4.

·
420
FIgure

Question test
Question

(i)

(ii)

What about such
results with
regard to
reducing the US
trade deficit with
Japan?
Such results in
reducing the US
trade deficit with
Japan should be
measurable in
what?

Negation test with continuation
Answer

Negation + Continuation

Range of
permissible
focus

(Such results)
should be
measurable in
dollars and
cents.

Such results in reducing the US
trade deficit with Japan should not
be measurable in dollars and cents
- but they need to be included in
the international index.

should be
measurable in
dollars and
cents

(In) dollars
and cents.

Such results in reducing the US
trade deficit with Japan should not
be measurable in dollars and
cents- but in Euros.

(in)dollars and
cents

The operational criteria used to define TF A in (i) and (ii) produce the range of
permissible focus that is acceptable in this particular context. Consequently, it is to be
noted that individual ranks within TF A cannot be defined merely on the positional basis
regarding pre-verbal and post-verbal positions. Concerning postmodification in (5), the
parts of a discontinuous pair occupy different positions in the pre- and post-verbal
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The analysis concerns only the dependent clause of(5)(a).
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segmentation of a clause, i.e. one of them occurs pre-verbally while the other postverbally. From the perspective of TFA, however, they appear to pertain to the same part
of information structure, i.e. both belong to the topic. According to Baresova (1994:98)
the most frequent element that disrupts the adjacency of a subject and its
postmodification is a verb, indicating that not only is the discontinuous modification
assigned higher degree of CD, it is also placed post-verbally. Since our analysis displayed
only 7 instances of discontinuous subject, a partial survey was carried out on the basis of
context search scripts in the British National Corpus (BNC) to achieve more detailed
information on TF A of such cases. The analysis of the total of 65 instances of
discontinuous subject21 displays the following distribution of TF A, see Figure 5 and
examples (4) to (8).
Figure 5

Subject (bead)

Postmodification (complement)

Tokens

%22

(i)

topic

focus proper

56

86,2

(ii)

topic

topic (the most dynamic element
within topic)

3

4,6

(iii)

focus (notional subject)

focus proper

4

6,2

(iv)

topic (the most dynamic element
within topic)

topic (the least dynamic element
within topic)

2

3,1

21 The BNC was accessed by means of the corpus managing software Bonito. The concordance description:
Query lc,[lemma="opinion"] Positive filter I 4 I [tag="PR."] analogically transformed for other lemmas.
Three nouns (opinion, reaction, time) were analysed to ensure that the most frequent formal means of
discontinuous postmodification are likely to occur in the results, i.e. prepositional phrase, infinitive,
dependent clause. The distribution of the results is the following: opinion 3 tokens, reaction 10 tokens, time
45 tokens.
22 Ratio of all instances of discontinuous postmodification analysed in this paper.
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Most discontinuous subjects extrapose the postmodification in order to emphasize its
information value and place the focus proper finally. Although projectivity of the clause
is violated in most discontinuous subjects by an infinitive without any other complements
subordinated to the infinitive, in certain instances the postposition is influenced also by
end-weight, cf. (6).
(6) Why is it that when the time comes to refit the kitchen or bathroom,
replace the lounge suite, plan the family holiday, or an irresistible
opportunity arises to indulge in one of your hobbies, you invariably find
yourself short of money? (BNC: EEO,694)
The most frequent intervening element in (i) is, in accordance with Baresova (1994:98),
the predicative verb, distinguishing the typically pre-verbal topic from the typically postverbal focus. The TF A distribution in (ii) reflects a discontinuity within topic, in which
the most dynamic element violates projectivity and shifts from the governing node to the
right in the linear word order, cf. (7).
(7) Meanwhile, BSDI's only reaction so far to our story last week is to
claim Bill Jolitz was a founder ofBSDI. (BNC: CTS,260)
A reversed situation arises in (iv) in which a preposition postmodifying phrase is fronted,
enabling the more dynamic head to occupy the final surface position within the topic and
at the same time to contrast with the initial postmodification, cf. (8).
(8) (a) Of all the one-time expenses incurred by a corporation or
professional firm, few are larger or longer term than the purchase of real
estate or the signing of a commercial lease. (PEDT: 2444,1)
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(b) Ze vsech jednonizovych rydaju zpusobenych korporaci nebo
profesiomilni firmou je malo vetSich nebo dlouhodobejsich nef nakup
nemovitosti nebo podpis komercniho promijmu.
Non-projectivity in which both parts of a discontinuous pair belong to the focus such as
in (iii) is represented by two main types of predication - copular predication with
anticipatory it, and existential constructions with there, cf. (9) and (10).
(9)

... he'd come back and you think it is the beginning of the erm God I
hope not but it is a reaction obviously er to the radiation treatment...
(BNC: KP1,9745)

(10) She said there is growing realization around the world that denial of
intellectual-property rights harms all trading nations, and particularly
the creativity and inventiveness of an (offending) country's own
citizens. (PEDT: 0020,5)
The existential constructions with there are a special device for focalization of subjects in
English. The intervening element is often a locative adjunct, which represents a scene
setting element, and is typically placed in a post-verbal position if not functioning as
connective device to prior context, cf. Duskova (1999: 114).
Other factors that are able to motivate discontinuity within a noun phrase are
internal discontinuity, grammatical word order, semantic distinction, and partially also
coordination. All of them represent factors which usually play a partial role in motivating
discontinuity, being accompanied by some of the major factors discussed above such as
end-focus, end-weight, and rank of CD. Internal discontinuity and grammatical word
order appear to share certain aspects as they are both connected with structural ordering
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of clause elements within English sentences. The former causes discontinuity in case
another phrase postmodifying the same governing node precedes in the surface structure,
cf. Quirk et al. (1985: 1397f). Phrases whose form indicates a closer relationship to the
head tend to be placed first in the linear arrangement, e.g. of-genitive, as opposed to
phrases whose form is more or less independent. The ordering in this case is also
influenced by the development of CD and/or end-weight, cf. (11).
(11) The Bush administration, trying to blunt growing demands from Western
Europe for a relaxation of controls on exports to the Soviet bloc, is
questioning whether Italy's lng. C. Olivetti & Co. supplied militarily
valuable technology to the Soviets. (PEDT: 2326,1)
Grammatical word order motivating non-projectivity involves instances in which usually
an adverbial is inserted into a noun phrase. This motivation asserts itself typically in postverbal positions, particularly in a discontinuous object, in which the head of the
discontinuous phrase belongs to the focus and the complement constitutes the focus
proper, e.g. (12).
(12) Mrs. Hills said the U.S. won't accept any delays after Nov. 13 because U.S.
fish-processing firms enter into contracts in the fall to purchase the next
season's catch. (PEDT: 2214,12)
The insertion of the temporal adjunct reflects the word order pattern SVOA and therefore
a temporal setting, which is less dynamic than the object, does follow the object.
Semantic distinction as a factor motivating discontinuity occurs where there is
need to add some scene-setting circumstances to a particular element which does not
occupy the final surface position, e.g. (13).
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(13) Non-interest income fell 6 % in the quarter, mainly because of an unusual
gain a year earlier from the sale of Hong Kong banking operations. (PEDT
2211,46)
Placing the temporal modification a year earlier in (13) between the head and its
complement is incurred by the fact that placing it finally would change the meaning of
the sentence. In a discontinuous position the temporal setting relates to the noun gain, if
placed finally it would indicate a relation to the noun operations.
Coordination represents a marginal factor motivating a non-projective position of
a noun phrase, the primary reason for motivation being usually one of the major TFA
adjusting factors. Its role consists in the tendency to have coordinated structures the form
of whose members is identical, cf. (14).
(14) (a) Concorde trans-Atlantic flights are $ 2,400 to Paris and $ 3,200 to
London. (PEDT: 2311,1)
(b) Lety Concordem pres Atlantic stojl 2 400 dolaru do Parlze a 3 200
dolaru do Londyna.
To summarize, discontinuous postmodification represents predominantly a rightbranching non-projectivity with a head of the phrase being placed more to the left in the
surface word order than the complement. There are several aspects which motivate this
type of discontinuity. Generally, it can be distinguished between primary and secondary
factors, the former being represented by the principle end-focus, end-weight and the
degree of CD, the latter being represented by internal discontinuity, grammatical word
order, semantic distinction, and coordination. Frequently, these factors do not operate
separately but occur in cooperation, cf. Figure 6.
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Figure 6
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2.2 Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase
A prepositional phrase is treated in a different way in grammatical description of
English and of Czech. In English grammars, a preposition is prototypically considered a
head, which is complemented by a noun or pronoun whereas in Czech a preposition is
supposed to be closely linked to a noun (both for syntactic and rhythmic reasons), and
therefore it cannot stand in a discontinuous position. 24 It also cannot be assigned a degree
of CD or a function within the TF A that differs from that of the noun. All these features
make it difficult to provide a formal description of this type of discontinuity. On the basis
of our language material we attempt to explain whether it is a continuous or a
discontinuous prepositional phrase that is preferred in English and in which cases nonprojectivity displays, at least partial, motivations connected to the information structure.
Discontinuity within a prepositional phrase is represented by five subtypes: (i) toughRatio of all instances of discontinuous postmodification analyzed in this paper.
However, it needs to be pointed out that there are exceptions in which a prepositional phrase can occur in
a discontinuous position even in Czech, e.g. Americane si trpce stezovali na pod cenou prod<ivane
napodobene vYrobky z Japonska. (PDT 2406,16)
23
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movement; (ii) discontinuity with a wh-word; (iii) discontinuity following an intensified
adjective in the surface word order; (iv) infinitive with postmodifying function; (v)
passive of prepositional verbs (Duskova 1999: 106).
In terms of comparison to Czech, English discontinuous prepositional phrase has
no equivalent which is also the reason for complications that arise in a formal description.
In a dependency tree in all corpora structured according to dependency syntax principles
and FGD, a preposition cannot occur in the position of a head, and therefore it is treated
as a form of a grammateme. It should also be noted that in Czech, the case of nouns is
indicated both by a preposition and an inflectional ending; in English and other analytical
languages in which case markers in nouns are lacking, the relation between a preposition
and a noun is looser (Duskova 1999: 107).

2.2.1 Tough-movement
The English data were achieved from BNC on the basis of context search scripts.
All examples of tough-movement were searched on the basis of the occurrence of particle
to preceded by an adjective in the left context and followed by a verb and a preposition in
the right context?5 The whole examined sample of 1400 hits produced by this search
script included 45 instances of tough-movement.
A tough-movement represents a subject raising transformation which shifts an
object into a subject position; it occurs in sentences with a copula verb and an evaluative
adjective. The standard form of tough-movement with a discontinuous prepositional
phrase is represented by (15).
The concordance description: Query Ic,[lemma="to"] Positive filter-2 -I -I [tag="AJ."] Positive filter I 2
I [tag="PR."] Positive filter 12 I [tag="VV."]. Clauses with a wh-word, or that are not included because of
its obligatory initial position.
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(15) He was great to work with -- I'd do anything to work with him again.
(BNC: AOE,57)
In an object-subject transformation of this type, subject is a context dependent element,
therefore it forms a part of the topic. The predicative copula and the following adjective
belong to the focus but they are less dynamic than the focus proper, which is represented
by an infinitive denoting activity functioning as a criterion or rather an aspect of
assigning the thematic subject a particular evaluation. The total of 62.2% of the instances
gained from BNC are analogical to this standard form with this particular TF A, the
remaining percentage being represented by tough-movement with elided subjects (4.4%),
contrastive topics (11.1%), referential duplication (20%), and two possible underlying
structures (2.2%). All adjectives included in the data are qualifying, the most frequent
being easy (10 instances), hard (8 instances). The only exception is represented by
(16)(a), in which an adjective is replaced by a noun.
(16) (a) If you grew something like CARROTS it'd make some sense. It'll be a
long time before you'd eat any of those flowers. They're fun to LOOK at.
Looking won't get you far in this world ... (BNC: A6N, 1748)
(b) To look at them is FUN.
(c) It is fun to LOOK at them.
Concerning the TFA and its variants, it needs to be stressed that the (16)(a) through
(16)(c) are not considered synonymous since they differ in TF A. The first sentence in
(16)(a) introduces carrots as the focus proper. In the following sentences with the tough
movement, carrots and those flowers are referred to (as contextually bound elements) by
a personal pronoun which is shifted to the topic in the subject position, and carries the
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lowest degree of CD within the clause. Additionally, the sentences have a different
stylistic value - by using a sentence with anticipatory it, speakers acquire a more informal
variant while tough-movement shifts the context dependent element directly into the
subject function, which is typically part of the topic in English sentences, and makes the
entire utterance more formal. Moreover, should the transformed subject continue in the
role of the theme of discourse in the following context, its position and also degree to
which it is salient within the shared stock of knowledge is supported by tough-movement.
The description of (16) can be generalized and applied on all instances of toughmovement with the standard form. Although each individual example in our research has
its individual particular TFA dependent on the preceding and following context (such as
that of (16)), we attempt to enumerate all context alternatives in which tough-movement
can occur to analyze whether all types are represented in the data and to what extent. If a
question test and a negation test with continuation are applied, the following set of
questions and continued negations is achieved to define the possible context of (17)(a),
cf. Figure 7.
(17) (a) Hollywood stars were safe to fall in love with, dead or a million dollars
away. (BNC: AOL,16)
(b) It was safe to fall in love with Hollywood stars ...
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Figure 7

Question test
Question

Answer

What were
Hollywood stars
safe to do?

(to) fall in love with

What did you
find out?

Hollywood stars were
safe to fall in love with.

What were
Hollywood stars
like in what
respect?

safe to fall in love with

Negation test with continuation
Negation + Continuation

Range of
permissible
focus

Hollywood stars weren't safe to fall in
love with - but to spend a night with.

(to) fall in love
with

Hollywood stars weren't safe to fall in
love with - but famous producers
were easy to get on with.
Hollywood stars weren't safe to fall in
love with - but dangerous to spend a
night with.

Hollywood stars
were safe to fall
in love with.
safe to fall
love with

III

Both sets of operational criteria for distinguishing TFA demonstrate the same results. The
infinitive together with the preposition represents focus in all of the underlying
representations of the sentence; therefore it constitutes the focus proper.
The tough movement proves the single possibility to focalize the infinitive, assign
it the highest degree of CD and simultaneously place it finally. Therefore non-projectivity
represents the only way of compliance to TF A in case of focalized infinitive. However, it
is also possible to adjust the rank of CD and focalize the finally placed prepositional
phrase which may in certain contexts be less dynamic than a preceding infinitive in case
it is realized by a personal pronoun, cf. (17)(b) and (16)(c).
(18) He can be impossible to bowl against. (BNC: AA W,88)
In case of subject-ellipsis represented in (19) the nominal part of the prepositional
phrase is not present in the surface structure, it is indicated, however, by the finally
placed preposition. The fact that such ellipsis is possible to occur in English demonstrates
the close relation between an English verb and a preposition, and the tendency of the
preposition to lean generally more towards verb than to a noun (Duskova 1999: 107).
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(19) The comfort of having the big glass here at last, he wrote, of living in the
shadow of its coldness, its emptiness. No Hildas. No Goldbergs. No
words. Just the glass. Cold to the touch. Cold to look at. (BNC: A08,208)
Moreover, it explicitly proves the context dependence of the raised elided subject. It is
the preceding context that implicates its unique recoverability.
Another exception from the standard TF A is represented by clauses with a
contrastive topic. 11.1 % of all tough-movement examples in our data display contrastive
topic. We use the term contrastive topic for such a node which is characterized by several
specific features: although it is a part of the topic of the sentence, it is necessary to use a
strong morphological form if the contrastive node is rendered by a pronoun; it can be
signalled by a contrastive stress; semantically, it refers to choice of a set of alternatives
and it can be in a contrastive relation to some part of the preceding context (Haj icova et
al. 2004). The instances found in BNC constitute contrast on the basis of oppositeness,
generalization, compared elements and enumeration, cf. (20) to (23), respectively.
(20) Honest crap you can flush down the lavatory, he wrote, but dishonest crap,
of the kind produced by so-called artists, is more difficult to dispose of.
(BNC: A08,72)
(21) He did always want to get away when he was with Gina. On the other
hand, he realized that if he did, there would be financial penalties. He was
also cynical enough to believe that any other woman might be as
unpleasant to live with. (BNC: AC3,1194)
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(22) Competitive kicks. Kicks are harder to score with than punches and in
recognition of this, a greater latitude in judgement is applied by the
refereeing panel. (BNC: AOM,899)
(23) Partly because the machinery of repression has been so all-embracing for
so long, stifling any messages of opposition before they reached a
platform, and partly because Romania has for so long been cut off from
the mainstream of European thinking and political change, constructive
ideas have been hard to come by. (BNC: AAK,368)
The first element of the contrasted pair in the linear word order need not be present in
context immediately prior to the second one, but it must be salient and unambiguously
identifiable in the shared stock of knowledge. Example (22) demonstrates a contextbound raised subject contrasting with the following context. This discontinuity interferes
with a regular discontinuity within comparative clauses.
As has been shown above each tough-movement has two continuous counterparts,
each of the surface word order alternatives having a different TF A. From this perspective
they cannot be considered synonymous and their use is motivated clearly by end-focus
and by the speaker's communication goals. However, there are certain contextual
conditions, which partially limit the use of some of the alternatives. An initial infinitive
followed by a prepositional phrase may be excluded in cases where the beginning of a
clause might be too long and heavy and would violate the tendency of end-weight.
Regarding the process of communication, the development of the information structure is
faster and more explicit in clauses with subject raising. Not only is the tough-movement
shorter in terms of surface word order but also its initial degree of CD is significantly
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higher than in clauses with anticipatory it, the main reason being a lower informational
value of cataphoric it than that of an anaphoric pronoun. According to Quirk et al.
(1985 :89), the role of the anticipatory pronoun it in this case is essentially a structural one
in the sense that it carries virtually no information in itself, but merely supplies the
structural requirement for an initial subject. Therefore clauses with tough movement
reach the informational peak26 earlier in the process of communication, cf. (24). In other
words, tough-movement represents a more compact and constricted way of expression.
(24) (a) "Christmas is very hard to deal with," says 22-year-old Mark. (BNC:
AA8,287)
(b) It is very hard to deal with - spoilt children/Christmas.
Another significant aspect in deciding whether to use a discontinuous or adjacent
variant appears to be the form of subject since the three alternatives bear also certain
distinctive semantic features. The process of tough-movement enables the speaker to use
the simplest thematic progression, i.e. topicalization of a preceding focus, and to
maximize the focus, to load the final surface word order positions with the most
important elements, but it also enables the speaker to assign certain quality to the subject
of the clause. Therefore (25)(a) assigns certain negative qualities directly to the subject,
emphasizing the personal nature of the subject while (25)(b) presents a more or less
general statement that ascribes the negative quality to the entire process of dealing with
someone, cf. Quirk et al. (1985: 1394).
(25) (a) Nissan claimed that Octav Botnar, the reclusive owner of Nissan UK,
is too difficult to deal with. (BNC: ABD,2906)
26 We introduce the term informational peak only to denote the point in the course of a communication act
when the recipient of a message is able to understand the conceptual meaning of the entire sentence
although it need not be finished yet.
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(b) Nissan claimed that it is too difficult to deal with Octav Botnar, the
reclusive owner of Ni ss an UK.
Tough-movement with referential duplication and two underlying structures
mentioned above does not represent any significant deviation from the standard form.
The former adds a nominal subject complement directly behind the adjective in the
surface structure, e.g. (26); the latter can be interpreted either as subject raising or as
infinitive of result because ofthe initial pronoun it which may function as an anticipatory
or referential pronoun, e.g. (27).
(26) "German Shepherds are great dogs to work with," he declared.
(BNC: A17,1538)
(27) It's too beautiful to look at. (BNC: A74,3061)
To conclude, non-projectivity within tough-movement is motivated by several
factors, a major one of them being the nature of English prepositions which lean more
toward a verb than to its complement, and the fact that a preposition within toughmovement is complemented by an element that functions as a subject, and therefore it
occurs clause-initially. Another motivation arises in relation to semantics and the way of
ascribing certain qualities to the subject, as discussed above. General motivations to use
tough-movement are purely of communication nature, the transformation enables the
development of CD and TF A to be adjusted to emphasize an infinitive which is closely
linked with a preposition in the surface word order, and to topicalize the nominal part of a
prepositional phrase.
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2.2.2 Discontinuity with a Wh-word
Discontinuity with a wh-word occurs typically in both dependent and independent
interrogative and exclamative clauses as well as in relative clauses. The data were
searched on the basis of a wh-word followed by a verb and a preposition in the right
context?7 The search was limited to what, who, which, how much/many and where. The
sample of 1440 hits found by means of this search script included 39 instances of
discontinuous prepositional phrases. A wh-word or a noun premodified by a wh-word is
shifted to the initial position while the preposition is placed in a juxtaposed position to the
verb 28 •
(28) (a) You show me what you're talking about. (BNC: A05,1648)
(b) You show me about what you're talking.
In (28)(a) the traditional initial position of a wh-word bearing the intonation centre is
respected. 29 The focus proper in interrogative sentences can be represented either by the
lexical verb or by the interrogative expression. Concerning the discontinuous
prepositional phrase, if the focus proper is on the lexical verb followed by a preposition,
the preposition is assigned a certain degree of intonation prominence; it is closely
connected to the preceding verb, and it tends to form a single unit with it not only from a
rhythmical perspective, but also from a lexical point of view (Duskova 1999: 107).
Prepositions in the initial linear position appear to resemble proclitics to a certain extent
as they are deprived of their own stress and they represent a single rhythmical unit

The concordance description: Query lc,[lemma="what"] Positive filter 1 5 1 [tag="PR. "] Positive filter I
5 1 [tag="VV."]
28 N.B. The relative pronoun that can occur in a discontinuous position, however, it bears certain features of
a particle and therefore it cannot occur in juxtaposition to a preposition (Duskovll 1994: 116) Moreover, not
all prepositions can occur in postposition, this exception includes multi-word prepositions, several oneword prepositions, e.g. except, during, up, down. (Duskovll 1994:622)
29 The description ofTF A that is relevant to our analysis applies only to the dependent clause.
27
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together with the following wh-word (in case the wh-word is the focus proper) or even
with the following noun.
A discontinuous prepositional phrase appears not to be restricted only to valency30
complementation of a governing verb, it occurs also with free complements. The question
whether discontinuity is always signalled by a certain degree of markedness is resolved at
this point. English discontinuous prepositional phrases appear to be preferred to
continuous word order, and in case of passive they represent even the only possible
variant. Moreover, adjacent alternative in the active voice is marked, according to Quirk
et al. it is formal and rare (1985 :834). The initial position of a wh-word is regular,
unmarked, influenced also by the fact that it also performs a connective function within
discourse.

2.2.3 Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with an Adjective Intensified by Too
This type of non-projectivity was searched on the basis of occurrence of the
intensifier too followed by an adjective, verb and preposition in the right context. The
examined sample of 1440 hits included 5 occurrences of the non-projective structure. 31
Clauses with a non-finite clause 32 of result violate the projectivity principle twice within a
single sentence. Discontinuity arises not only within the prepositional phrase but also
between the intensifier and the

infinitiv~

since in a dependency tree it is the intensifier

that is the parent of the infinitive. This discontinuity has two possible surface structures,

30 Based on the Functional Generative Description (FGD) of language, we use the term valency as
described by Danes (1974, 1987a, 1987b) within the theory of dependency syntax.
tI
31 Concordance description: Query Ic,[lemma=tltootl] Positive filter 1 4 1 [tag=tlAJ. ] Positive filter 1 4 1
tI
[tag=tlpR. ] Positive filter 1 4 1 [tag=tlVV.tI]
32 An inner participant of the predicate is modified by intensifiers too, very etc.; the construction describes
the extent to which the event denoted by the predicate is in relation to the circumstance rendered by the
consecutive non-finite clause.
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i.e. with or without a deep structure subject present. Instances analogical to (30) display a
regular development of CD with focus proper placed finally on the infinitive. The TF A of
clauses in which a deep structure subject of the embedded predication is present in the
surface word order is slightly different, cf. (29).
(29) (a) Stowbridge was the nearest town, but there was no bus at all between
their village of Applewick and Stowbridge, because a railway bridge
crossing the road was too low for a bus to go under. (BNC: BOB, 1024)
(b) Nejblizsi[t] mesto[t] byl[f] Stowbridge[F], ale mezi[t] jejich[t] vesnici[t]
Applewick[t] a Stowbridge[t] nejezdil[f] vubec[f] zadny[f] autobus[F],
protoze zeleznicni[t] most[t] vedouci[t] pres[t] silnici[t] byl[f] pfiliS[f]
nizkY[F] na_to,_aby pod[t] nim[t] autobus[t] projel[F].33
(30) Well, they're very big things to grapple with, and I don't know that there are
any answers. (BNC: A5B,29)
If a negation test is applied, the following range of permissible focus can be identified,
e.g. (31).34
(31) (a) to go under
(b) for a bus to go under
(c) too low for a bus to go under
In this particular case (31)(a) can probably be divided into two individual variants since
under in (29)(a) is a secondary preposition, it functions also as adverb and is more likely

to carry stress as opposed to monosyllabic primary prepositions. However, discontinuity
with a monosyllabic primary preposition would not allow such division, the only possible
[t] topic, [t] focus, [F] focus proper, [ct] contrastive topic
Thetic judgements are not considered relevant at this point although they are theoretically possible to
occur.
33

34
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variant being infinitive + preposition. Both the (31)(a) and (b) are represented in the data
since the deep structure infinitive can be both contextually bound or non-bound and
therefore the embedded dependent finite clause has in certain contexts its own TFA
scheme such as (29)(a).

2.2.4 Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with a Postmodifying Infinitive
The search of all examples of postmodifying infinitives was based on the
occurrence of the particle to followed by a verb and a preposition in the right context. 35
The total examined sample of 1440 hits included 40 tokens of this type of discontinuity.
A continuous counterpart is represented by a dependent relative adjectival clause; a nonfinite alternative is not available, which makes this type of discontinuity fully structural,
cf. (32) (a) and (b).
(32) (a) There are several birth control methods to CHOOSE from.
(BNC: AOJ,538)

(b) There are several birth control methods from which one can
CHOOSE.
Both alternatives display the same TFA structure. What speakers choose primarily is not
the use of a continuous or discontinuous variant but the use of a shorter non-finite clause
or a longer finite clause. This type of discontinuity may be motivated by stylistic and
partially also pragmatic aspects, e.g. economy of discourse, compactness of expression.

The concordance description: Query Ic,[lemma="to"] Positive filter 1 5 1 [tag="PR."] Positive filter 1 5 1
[tag="VV."]
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2.2.5 Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with Passive Prepositional Verbs
The search of this type of discontinuous prepositional phrase was based on the
occurrence of the participle, e.g. asked, accounted etc. with a preposition in the
immediate right context. 36 The following verbs were analyzed: ask for, account jar, rely
on, search jar, arrive at. The examined sample includes 52 tokens. As opposed to active
voice, the focus proper of passive is represented by the participle connected with the
preposition. A continuous active variant has a prepositional phrase in the focus. This type
of discontinuity is again fully grammatical, without any deviant nature or markedness.
Along with relative clauses both nominal and adjectival, this surface word order is
obligatory in passive.

2.3 Discontinuous Phrasal Verbs
The examined sample included 43 tokens of discontinuous phrasal verbs, which
were searched as a lexical verb having an adverb or preposition in its right context. 37
Figure 8 demonstrates the proportion of optional discontinuity caused by the adjustment
of information structure and obligatory discontinuity caused by the use of a pronominal
object and possibly also by prosodic factors.

fl
36 The concordance description: Query Ic,[lc=flasked ] Positive filter 1 1 1 [tag=flPR.fI] analogically
transfonned for individual verbs.
fl
37 The concordance description: Query Ic,[lemma=flturn ] Positive filter 1 2 1 [tag=flAV.fI].
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Figure 8
Phrasal
verb

Turn down
Tumon
Turn off
Take off
Take out
Take up
Bring up
Bring round
Bring about
Bring out
Bring down

Optional
discontinuity
1
1
1
1

Obligatory
discontin uity
1
1
1

-

1

1
1

-

-

4
1
1
1

1

-

-

-

Phrasal
verb

Get across
Get off
Get up
Put up
Put off
Put down
Give away
Give up
Give over
Look up
Get in

-

Obligatory
discontinuity
1

1
1

-

-

4

Optional
discontin uity

1
3

1
1
1

2
1
1
7

-

-

Sentences with two possible surface word order alternatives reflect the development of
CD rising from left to right regarding linearity, placing the elements with more
significant information weight finally in correspondence with the principle of end-focus,
cf. (33)(a) and (b).
(33) (a) Busy busy busy ... For the first time, she turned Lucy down for
lunch. She would not be squeezed in. Or out. (BNC: AOL,2170)
(b) For the first time, she turned down Lucy for lunch.
Discontinuity with a phrasal verb is motivated by TF A only if the object is not realized
by a pronoun, in which case discontinuity is obligatory. When in a non-projective
position, a particle preserves the nature of an adverb; and it is able to carry stress and
function partially similarly to an individual lexical item, cf. Duskova (1999:108).

2.4 Split Infinitive
Split infinitive represents discontinuity with significant stylistic markedness
and there are strong objections to its use among English teachers and stylists, cf. Quirk et
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al. (1985 :496). Our data comprising the total of 41 instances was searched by means of a
context search script in BNC. 38 Two main factors appear to influence the use of split
infinitive, i. e. avoiding an ambiguous expression and placing a less dynamic element
before a more dynamic one. To avoid ambiguity is the prevailing motivation; it represents
65.9% of all split infinitives included in the data, e.g. (34).
(34) She had always felt insulated from pain with him, as if the condoms
served to forever prevent them from getting unhealthily close. (BNC:
AOU,914)
The other motivation, i.e. placing an adjunct or a focalizing element between the particle

to and the verb enables the most dynamic element to be retained in the final position, e.g.
(35). Moreover, discontinuity in this case implies a closer relation between the verb and
the intervening element.
(35) I do feel it was a mistake to include Bill Wiseman's fascinating but
appallingly dangerous hold-down device, and to then endorse it in a
recommendatory way by awarding it special recognition. (BNC:
AOX,214)
The intervening elements that occurred in the data are presented in Figure 9.

38

The concordance description: Query Ic,[lemma=lto"] Positive filter 1 1 1 [tag=IAV."]
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Figure 9
Avoiding
ambiguity
rapidly
fully (2x)
righteously
really (3x)
briefly
suddenly
forever
actuall y (2x)
continually
greatly (2x)
immediately
once again
faithfully (2x)
totally
never
still
further
partly
simply
surely
equally

Adjustment of

CD
even (2x)
just
only
deliberately (2x)
gently
always
seriously
then
slightly
regularly
fully
confidently

Examples representing both motivations are of similar nature, most of them having the
semantic function of manner or temporal setting, with the exception of a group of
rhematizers.

2.5 Conclusion
Discontinuous phrases that are specific to English display a various scale of
motivation factors. An overall summary is provided in Figure 10.
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Figure 10
Postmodification

Prepositional phrase

Phrasal verb

End-focus

Close relation between a preposition
and a verb

End-focus

End-weight

End-focus

Prosody

Internal discontinuity
Grammatical word order

Topicalization of the
nominal part
Contrastive topic

Degree of CD

Stylistic value

Semantic distinction

Assignment of distinctive semantic
quality

Coordination

Connective function of a wh-word

Split
infinitive
Perspicuity
Degree of
CD

The only type of discontinuity specific to English which is almost fully motivated by
TF A is the discontinuous postmodification. Other types are motivated by TF A only
partially. Concerning discontinuity within the prepositional phrase, it needs to be stressed
that the use of e.g. tough-movement is motivated by the adjustment of TF A, but the
discontinuity as such is structural. Other subtypes of discontinuous prepositional phrases
are also regular with no signals of markedness. Split infinitive represents the only type of
discontinuity whose major motivation factor is not end-focus.

3. Analysis ofNon-Projectivity Occurring in both English and Czech
This chapter analyzes discontinuous structures that occur both in English and in
Czech. They are represented by the following types: (i) dislocated dependents of
infinitives; (ii) discontinuity within an adjective phrase; (iii) discontinuous apposition;
(iv) pre-posed relative or interrogative expression. The analysis is based on Czech data
from POT and their English counterparts. The examined sample comprises 1000 non-
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projective sentences. The primary aim is to determine whether English sentences are able
to display the TFA and the form that corresponds to the Czech one, and whether the
discontinuous form is a preferred device to express the particular TF A in English.

3.1 Dislocated Dependents of Infinitives
Dislocation of dependents of infinitives is in both Czech and English motivated
by the adjustment of the information structure. A dislocated dependent is shifted in the
surface word order to a position in which it acquires a certain degree of prominence.
Generally speaking, the two most significant positions from the perspective of TF A are
the focus proper and the contrastive topic since they carry the highest degree of CD
within the focus and the topic, respectively. The dislocation of a dependent of infinitive
into a non-projective position is restricted to modal verbs,39 phase verbs, and verbs with a
similar meaning,40 e.g. want - chtit, intend - zamy§let, manage - dovest, let - dat se, begin
- zaCit, plan - planovat, propose - hodlat etc., and multiword synonymous expression of
modal and phase verbs such as be able - byt schopen (mod), be obliged - mit povinnost
(muset) etc. (srov. Hajic et al. 2001:347; Smilauer 1947:236ff; Hajicova 2006). The
examined sample from PDT comprises 86 instances of dislocated infinitive dependents.
This type of discontinuity applies to fronted elements which occur typically in the postverbal position, i.e. objects, subject complements, adverbials 41 , see Figure 11 a and 11 b.

The group of English modal verbs comprises the following verbs: can, may, must, shall, will, ought,
need, dare, used to and their suppletive forms (Duskova 1994: ISOf).
40 Such verbs are called quasi-modal and quasi-phase in FGD (Hajic et al. 2001).
41 We are aware that the position of adverbials is relatively movable within the sentence, but it is postverbal placement that we consider basic and neutral in case of the adverbials which occurred in the nonprojective position in the data.
39
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Figure lla
Syntactic function of the dislocated element

Tokens

(i)

Direct object

51

(ii)

Prepositional object

17

(iii)

Adverbial

9

(iv)

Indirect object

7

(v)

Subject complement

2

Figure llb
Czech example

(i)

Primymi jedminimi mezi firmami lze
vytvofit podminky pro spolupnici v
prenosu know-how ... (PDT: 262)
(ii) ~nacne trpeliyY muse I bYt predseda
Ceske strany socialne demokraticke
Milos Zeman... (PDT: 312)
(iii) Rozdil byste byl nucen uhradit sam.
(PDT: 244)
(iv) U poslednejmenovanychjde 0
yYkon, 0 kterem se jim po dlouhou
dobu mohlo jen zdat. (PDT: 1833)
(v) S nekym staci promluvit... (PDT:286)

English counterpart

By direct negotiations between companies, one
can create conditions for the cooperation in the
transfer of know-how...
No discontinuous counterpart of this type
(Significant patience had to be exercised by the
chairman ofCSSD Milos Zeman.)
The difference you would have to pay by
yourself.
No discontinuous counterpart of this type
( ... performance which they could only dream
about.)
Someone it suffices to talk to ...

Fronting as a process changing the information structure is subject to a discourse
constraint: the pre-posed element needs to be contextually bound, cf. Tamyikova
(2002: 101). The primary function of this type of dislocation is to topicaIize the dislocated
dependent; the examined data display 77 instances of topicaIization, i.e. 89.5% of all
infinitive dependents which occur in the non-projective position. A detailed description
of all TF A variants present in the Czech data is provided by Figure 12 and the successive
examples.
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Figure 12
TFA of the dislocated dependent
(i)
contrastive topic
(ii)
topic (clitic)
(iii)
topic (clitic)
(iv)
topic
(v)
focus proper
(vi)
contrastive topic
(vii)
topic
(viii)
focus proper
(ix)
focus

TF A of the governing infinitive
focus
focus proper
focus
focus proper
focus
focus proper
focus
topic
topic

Tokens
30
11

7
10

7
9
10
1
1

The most frequent TF A of this type of discontinuity is (i). A dependent is shifted
to the initial position, in which it contrasts with prior context, and contributes to the
cohesion of the whole text. The governing infinitive occurs typically post-verbally since
it constitutes part of a multiword predicate and belongs to the focus, occupying either any
position within the focus, or constituting focus proper, e.g. (36) and (37), respectively.
(36) (a) Za jeden forint jiz neni mozne v soucasnosti koupit prakticky nic.
(PDT: 191)
(b) For one florin one can buy practically NOTHING42 today.
(37) (a) Tak velke mnozstvi trh zrejme neni schopen absorbovat. (PDT:
91)
(b) Such a large amount the market is apparently unable to ABSORB.
As for English counterparts of Czech discontinuous verb phrases of this type,
three points present themselves. First, a typically post-verbal element can be fronted only
in sentences in which subject does not stand in the focus proper since such cases occur
typically in the passive form, e.g. (38). Second, English counterparts of Czech
discontinuity with a dislocated dependent in the form of a clitic do not display
42

Capitals indicate the focus proper.
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discontinuity, e.g. (39). Third, the fronted element in English must not be preceded by
any other clause constituent, e.g. (40).
(38) (a) Vas obecne platny dotaz je pfipraven zodpovedet spolupracovnfk
Profitu. (PDT: 128)
(b) Your generally valid inquiry is ready to be answered by a fellow
worker from Profit.
(39) (a) Po kaide smene jsme je museli ostfit. (PDT: 248)
(b) After each work shift we had to sharpen them.
(40) (a) Firma tuto loajalitu dovede ocenit. (PDT: 377)
(b) *The company this loyalty can appreciate.
(c) This loyalty the company can appreciate.
If not realized by a clitic and not constituting the contrastive topic, the dislocated
dependent can occupy any position within the topic, the governing infinitive standing
either in the focus proper such as in (40), or in any other position within focus such as in
(41).
(41) (a) V uvedenem pffkladu jsme IMku na potah museli shanet sami,
vyrobce potfebny vzor nemel, vypravel majitel firmy. (PDT: 512)
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(b) In the given example, the textile for the cover we had to seek
ourselves.
Only 10.2% of all dislocated dependents in our data belong to the focus, cf. (v), (viii), and
(ix) in Figure 12, and they also include all the examples which do not represent fronting
of a typically post-verbal element, e.g. (42).
(42) (a) Napfiklad jako vubec prvni vYznamna letecka spolecnost zacala
poskytovat v prvni tfide mista ke spanku. (POT: 125)
(b) For instance, as the first prominent airline they started to provide
in the first class couchettes.
The TFA recorded in (viii) and (ix) has again no counterpart in English since the fronted
element is the infinitive, the dependent belonging to the focus, e.g. (43).
(43) (a) Myslet si muzete leccos. (PDT: 399)
(b) *Think you can anything.
All the examples discussed above demonstrate topicalization of the pre-posed
element; it needs to be added, however, that fronting of a canonically post-verbal element
in English can also be caused by giving a higher prominence to the focus proper, e.g.
(44).
(44) Person A: He cannot stand MARY.
Person B: PETER he cannot stand. 43

43

Cf. also the cleft-sentence: No, it is PETER he cannot stand.
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3.2 Discontinuous Adjective Phrase
Discontinuity within an adjective phrase arises in sentences which involve
comparison, and in clauses in which an adjective and its complementation are separated
from each other in the surface structure. The examined sample includes 55 instances of a
discontinuous adjective phrase.

3.2.1 Clauses of Comparison
"Some degree of discontinuity is the rule rather than exception in sentences
containing comparative clauses" (Quirk et al. 1985: 1399). In both languages, this type of
discontinuity concerns constructions in which a dependent comparative clause (or
element) expresses what the element in the governing clause is similar to, or different
from. A quality on the basis of which both actions are compared is present in the
underlying structure. Comparison is typically expressed by conjunctions jako and nei in
Czech, as and than in English, and by adjectives or adverbs in their positive, comparative
as well as superlative form. Projectivity is violated also in sentences with the connective
expression Cim - tim and the English equivalent of the type the more - the better.
In comparison on the basis of similarity, the adjective in the function of attribute
occurs frequently in the neutral position before the noun. The requirement of neutral
position in the surface word order appears to be stronger than the need for a contact
position ofthe adjective and its complement, e.g. (45).
(45) This story line might resonate more strongly if Mr. Lane had as
strong a presence in front of the camera as he does behind it. (PEDT:
0039,25)
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The comparison on the basis of difference and proportionality is analogical in both
languages. Synthetic comparative occurs more frequently in Czech than in English, which
is why Czech clauses of comparison display discontinuity less often than the English
ones, e.g. (46)(a) (46)(b) and Figure 13.
(46) (a) Slovensko dosahlo v uplynulem roce pfiznivejsich vysledku, nez
se v odbornych kruzich ocekavalo. (POT: 151)
(b) Slovakia reached in the last year more favourable results than
academic circles expected.
Detailed frequency of occurrence of individual formal means in the data is recorded in
Figure 13.
Figure 13

CZECH

Tokens

ENGLISH

Tokens

spis-nez

9

rather - than

10

adverb+adjective - nez

1

analytical comparative -than

3

adjective (comparative) - nez

11

synthetic comparative - than

9

Cim -tim

5

the - the

5

adverb-nez

6

adverb - than

5

adverb - oproti

1

adverb - compared to

1

adjective - jako

3

adjective - as

1

adverb - jako

2

as-as

2

adverb+adjective - jako

1

similar to

1

equal to

1

3.2.2 Dislocated Complementation of an Adjective
According to the analysis of 16 instances of non-projectivity within the adjective
phrase included in the data, discontinuity between an adjective and its complementation
appears to be caused by four different reasons: (i) transferring the adjective from post- to
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pre-position, leaving the complement of the adjective after the noun (12.5% of all
instances with dislocated complementation of an adjective in the data) (cf. Duskova
1999: 11 0); (ii) shifting the complement to a discontinuous position on the left of the
governing adjective in the surface word order in order to topicalize it (37.5%); (iii)
adverbial with the semantic role of respect (31.3%); (iv) discontinuous post-modification
of a numeral which functions as a syntactic adjective (18.8%). Individual types are
represented by examples (47) to (51), respectively.
(47) (a) Apple 11 owners, for example, had to use their television sets as
screens and stored data on audiocassettes. (PEDT: 0022,4)
(b) Napr. majitele Apple 11 museli pouzivat sve televize jako
obrazovky a ulozena data na audiokazetach.
(48) 0

verohodnosti ohlasene belgicke sestavy nas trener prniS

presvedceny neni, zda se mu prece jen prilis defenzivnL (PDT:
7223)
Instances analogical to (47) are motivated by the system ordering in which a
premodifying attribute is typically placed before the adjective. According to UhHrova
(1987 :34), discontinuity of this type is caused by the interference with expressions of the
type "nory plak:it na ryvesce" (En. "a new poster on the notice board"), and it is
unacceptable. Regarding TF A, in both the projective and non-projective variant the
finally placed prepositional phrase represents the focus proper. Another type of dislocated
modification is represented by adverbials with the semantic role of respect, e.g. (49). It
should be noted that in the underlying structure, the dependency arises between the
adverbial and the adjective, or the ordinal.
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(49) (a) Meanwhile, about 125 refugees flew to Ouesseldorf, West
Germany, from Warsaw, the first airlift in East Germany's refugee
exodus. (PEOT: 2102,11)
(b) Mezitim preletelo asi 125 uprchlfku z Varsavy do Olisseldorfu
v Zapadnfm Nemecku,

coz byl

prvnf

let v dejinach

exodu

vychodonemeckych uprchlfku.
This word order is regular both in English and

In

Czech, bearing no signals of

markedness. It occurs as a typical modification of adjectives in the superlative form,
expressing the respect on the basis of which the highest degree of quality is ascribed to a
noun, e.g. (50).
(50)

(a) Nature, patrne nejvyznamnejsf mezinarodnf prfrodovedecky
casopis na svete, nedavno oslavil 125. narozeniny. (POT: 8332)
(b) Nature, probably the most significant international natural
science magazine in the world has celebrated its 125 th anniversary
recently.

Another fully regular type of discontinuity is represented by numerals and their
complements, e.g. (51) in which a prepositional phrase in a row, Cz. za sebou
complements the ordinal.
(51) (a) He said that for the second month in a row, food processors
reported a shortage of non-fat dry milk. (PEDT: 0036,61)
(b) Rekl, ze druhy mesfc za sebou ryrobci potravin vykazali
nedostatek odtucneneho suseneho mleka.
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3.3 Discontinuous Apposition
In this section, attention is paid to the analysis of discontinuous appositive
structures in English and Czech. We focus on the discontinuity which is caused by the
separation of two phrases, leaving discontinuity with indefinite pronouns and emphatic
reflexive pronouns aside. Discontinuous apposition appears to represent a rather marginal
phenomenon in Czech since the examined data from POT comprise only 7 instances of
separation of two phrases constituting one element with the same syntactic function.
Czech discontinuous appositive structures that represent a marked deviation from
neutral word order are caused primarily by TF A, esp. by topicalization and the tendency
to a well-balanced structure, e.g. (52) through (54).
(52) Hi druzstva povazujeme za vyrovnami - vas, Rumunsko a Belgii.
(POT: 7238)
(53) Zvyseno by melo byt rovnez tzv. pohfebne, a to na 3000 korun.
(PDT: 1443)
(54) Informaci jsme ziskali z policejniho tiskoveho oddeleni jen
pfibliznou - popis pachatele ze vzdalenosti dvaceti metru. (POT:
7209)
(52) and (53) introduce subject and predicate, respectively as contextually bound, the
appositive element carrying new information, and therefore constituting the focus. As
opposed to a continuous variant, e.g. za vyrovnana povazujeme tfi druzstva - vas,

Rumunsko a Belgii, the object complement vyrovnana belongs to the focus in the nonprojective variant; and it carries a higher degree of CD. The focus proper is placed finally
in both examples, i.e. on the apposition. Example (54) violates the projectivity principle
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twice as it represents both a discontinuous apposition and also a divided noun phrase. The
pre-posed noun is topicalized while its attribute stands in the focus.
However, it needs to be stressed that most discontinuous appositions which occur
in English do not have a non-projective Czech counterpart, e.g. (55).
(55) (a) Imports of the types of watches that now will be eligible for dutyfree treatment totalled about $37.3 million in 1988, a relatively small
share of the $1.5 billion in U.S. watch imports that year, according to
an aide to V.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills. (PEDT: 0026,8)
The intervening element in (55)(a) is a temporal setting with a lower degree of CD, which
would be typically placed initially, or in another position within the sentence in Czech,
e.g. (55)(b).
(55) (b) Dovoz tech typu hodinek, ktere budou nynf kvalifikovany jako
zbozf nepodlehajfcf clu, dosahl v roce 1988 vyse 37,3 milionu dolaru,
coz je podle Carly Hillsove, poradkyne zastupce U.S. Trade, relativne
maly podfl z jedne a puI miliardy dolaru z americkeho dovozu
hodinek

3.4 Pre-posed Relative or Interrogative Expression
The pre-position of an interrogative or relative pronoun is in both English and
Czech grammatically obligatory.44 The examined sample of data from PDT includes 27
instances of this type of discontinuity. However, it needs to be emphasized that preposition of a relative or interrogative expression can be divided into three subtypes of
The only exception is emphatic surface order in Czech, e.g. A ty jsi pfise! KDY? in which the
interrogative expression represents the focus proper (Hajicova 2006).

44
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which two occur both in English and in Czech, and one is Czech specific. 'Tangled
complex sentences' and relative or interrogative expressions occur in both languages
while a pre-posed attribute realized by a pronoun is specific to Czech, and therefore it is
discussed in 4.2.3.
Pre-posed relative or interrogative pronouns which depend on the predicative verb
represent typically a neutral word order alternative, the non-projectivity being possibly
violated by more factors in cooperation. This type of discontinuity can interfere with
dislocated dependents of infinitives, e.g. (56), cf. 3.1, or with discontinuity with complex
predicates, e.g. (57), cf. 4.1.
(56) (a) Soudim, ze mimofadnost - ano, mimofadnost - naseho
protinacistick6ho odboje vytvarela sv6ho druhu ghetto, z nehoz ani
po valce mnozi a mnoh6 nedokazali ci nechteli vystoupit. (POT: 269)
(b) I infer that exceptionality - yes, exceptionality - of our anti-Nazi
movement created a ghetto which even after the war many men and
women did not manage, or did not want to leave.
(57) Popisuji - li jevy,

0

nichz je dnes shoda, slovem "udajne", je tu pfece

jen cosi k zamysleni. (POT: 14808)
Concerning TF A, the relative pronoun is contextually bound, the governing element
standing in the focus proper.
Instances of tangled complex sentences did not occur in the examined sample of
data, a detailed description is provided by Sticha (1996), Czech complex sentences with
non-standard form, e.g. na kaide zakoupene plysove hracce je milepka, kterou kdyi dite
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odevzda v ZOO, obdrii navic drobny darek, are discussed also by Lesnerova and Oliva
(2003).

3.5 Conclusion
The types of discontinuity which occur in both languages can be roughly divided
into those which represent a regular structural type both in English and Czech, and those
which prevail in one of the languages but are acceptable in both of them. The former is
represented by discontinuous adjective phrase and pre-posed relative or interrogative
pronouns,45 the latter by dislocated infinitive dependents and discontinuous apposition.
The regular types display identical TFA in both languages while the deviant types may
display differences. Dislocation of dependents of infinitives, and discontinuous
apposition are in close relation to the information structure; and there is usually a
projective variant which is considered neutral and preferred, deviations being bound to
particular context and communication intentions. As for pre-posed relative and
interrogative pronouns, and dislocated complementation of an adjective realized by
adverbials with the semantic role of respect, no continuous alternative is usually
available. Discontinuous comparative clauses usually have a projective variant, but it is
neither neutral nor preferred.

This does not apply to premodification realized by a relative or interrogative pronoun, which is discussed
in 4.2.3.

45
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4. Analysis ofNon-Projectivity Specific to Czech
Discontinuous constructions which have no discontinuous equivalents in English
can be divided into three main groups: (i) discontinuous phrases with complex predicates;
(ii) discontinuous noun phrases; (iii) quantitative expressions with genitive case. They are
discussed in 4.1 through 4.3, respectively.

4.1 Discontinuous Phrases with Complex Predicates
Complex predicates are special multi-word predicates consisting of a semantically
empty verb which expresses the grammatical meanings in a clause, and a noun
(frequently denoting an event or a state of affairs) which carries the main lexical meaning
of the entire phrase. A complex predicate forms a single complex lexical unit (but not a
single syntactic unit) for which an appropriate synonymous expression can usually be
found in the form of a one-word predicate, e.g. to announce - to make an announcement;

to limit - to impose a limitation; to decide - to make a decision etc. However, the
existence of an adequate synonymous expression involving a single-word predicate is not
obligatory for considering a certain collocation of a semantically empty verb with a
meaning-bearing noun to be a complex predicate (Hajic et al. 2001). One of the reasons
for replacing a one-word predicate by a verbonominal complex predicate may be the fact
that one-word predicates cannot be used intransitively (Duskova 1999:407) while in the
complex predicate the object shifts to the position of complementation of the nominal
part. Phraseme-like predicates46 in Czech often occur in the form with a pre-posed
nominal part of the predicate, e.g. duraz bude klast na kulturu projevu, or with a preIn PDT they are assigned a valency frame: ACT (actor, agent) CPHR (compound phraseme, i.e. the
nominal part that bears the lexical meaning of the whole predicate); the complement of the nominal part is
assigned semantic role of PAT (patient) and it depends on the CPHR node.
46
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posed element dependent on the nominal part, e.g. na kuituru projevu bude kidst duraz.
Each of them has a different topic-focus articulation and can be used in a different
context. The situation in English is different. No concord expressed by means of
inflectional endings can be used to determine syntactic relations between the nominal part
and its complement; thus it is more frequently the word order that indicates which
element is governing, which is dependent, and which syntactic relations can arise
between them. The examined sample of data from PDT included 11 instances of this type
of discontinuity, which represents 1.1 % of all non-projective structures in the examined
sample.
It is necessary to point out a significant difference between English and Czech

that arises at this point. Czech clauses with complex predicates can occur in the following
three word order variants:
(58) (a) ... bude khist velky duraz na kulturnost projevu.
(b) ... velkY duraz bude khist na kulturnost projevu. (PDT: 1570)
(c) ... na kulturnost projevu bude klast velky duraz.
(58)(a) is a basic form with objective word order and the scope of communicative
dynamism rising from the left to the right in the linear structure. Both (58)(b) and (58)(c)
are discontinuous, and therefore exceptional from the TFA perspective. The pre-posed
element, either the nominal part (Od; semantic role: CPHR) or its complement (Oprep;
semantic role: PAT) represents typically contrastive topic if it is placed initially while the
other member of the discontinuous pair occurs frequently in focus proper if it is placed
finally. The frequency of occurrence of individual word order variants is recorded in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14

Syntactic pattern

Tokens

(i)

Od - V - S/(S) - Oprep

2

(ii)

Oprep- V - Od - S

2

(iii)

Oprep- V - (S) - Od

6

(iv)

S - Oprep- V - Od

1

The variants (i) and (iii) comply with the TFA described above, i.e. the pre-posed element
is topicalized while the finally placed element is the focus proper, e.g. (59) and (60).
(59) Ponechme stranou, zda podobnou povinnost ma stat k zivotnfmu
prostredf. (PDT: 5605)
(60) Na povolenf ucasti v tomto pffpade nema pnivnf narok. (PDT:
7536)
The variants (ii) and (iv) are demonstrated by (61) and (62), respectively.
(61) S tfmto prubehem diskuse [ctt 7 vyjadfil souhlas [f] i britsry
ministr Kenneth Clarke [F]. (PDT: 3045)
(62) A YMCA jako majitel by pro to [t] mela porozumenf [F]? (PDT:
7467)
The situation in English is different - most complex predicates can usually occur
only with one word order variant as can be seen in (63), i.e. the Od-S-V -Oprep pattern in
the passive voice.
(63) Doubt will be cast on the validity and justifiability of the principle
of induction. (BNC: FBE,217)

47

Et] topic;[f] focus; [ct] contrastive topic; [F] focus proper
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The variant which would correspond to the Czech example (58)(c) is rare in English, if
possible at all, e.g. (64).
(64) On all points apart from the last the union gave specific consent. To
the last it raised no objection but it did point out that it might lead to
long-serving drivers being made redundant whilst drivers with shorter
service at other quarries were retained. (BNC: CDP,1127)
The prepositional phrase in (64) is contextually bound and belongs to the topic; the
nominal part is placed finally to contrast with the following context, which bears
emphasis both in the structure (auxiliary verb to do in indicative function) and in the
intonation. In all other instances, however, it is complicated to extrapose an English
prepositional phrase to the beginning of a clause for several reasons. Prepositions in
English are one the most frequent means of expressing syntactic relations between clause
constituents; therefore, they stand between them in the surface word order. If a
prepositional phrase is pre-posed to the beginning of the sentence, the relation is
disrupted, i.e. it is no longer word order that establishes the syntactic relations within the
sentence but lexical semantics. Another objection against pre-posing prepositional
phrases dependent on the nominal part of complex predicates might be phonetic. In the
adjacent position, a preposition is reduced and phonetically linked to the preceding word,
which would be impossible in the initial position.
It seems there is a certain hierarchy in the degree to which a prepositional phrase
is semantically fixed to the nominal part. Therefore the nominal part of certain complex
predicates cannot be fronted and the entire lexical unit seems to be more cohesive than
others. Their idiomaticity, on the one hand, lies in the fact that their meaning cannot be
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composed of meanings of their separate parts but it is lessened, on the other hand, by the
fact that some of them can be modified and passivized, cf. (65) and (66).
(65) Only a much less comprehensive record had hitherto been kept of
business done in Parliament. (BNC: GTl,34)
(66) Full advantage should be taken of the interest and availability of the
press, as well as of radio and television. (BNC: FPY,1423)
The possibility to modify the nominal part is connected to the extent of lexicalization
these verbs undergo. It is not only the question of premodification of the nominal part but
also of the plural form of the nominal part in certain verbs. Although complex predicates
represent a single lexical unit, which constitutes a counterpart to a one-word predicate,
they act partially as a collocation of several individual lexical units, and therefore they
acquire grammatical features typical of their word class. In Czech, active and passive
constructions with these verbs are both quite frequent. In English, the active voice is
extremely rare within a discontinuous clause while the passive is rather frequent and
regular. Passive discontinuous constructions in English bear no evidence of markedness,
and they represent structural discontinuity.

4.2 Discontinuous Noun Phrase
4.2.1 Dislocated Postmodification (Non-Agreeing Attribute)
This type of discontinuity violates the projectivity condition by the dislocation of
a postmodifying phrase from its head; it occurs frequently (but not always) with deverbal
nouns with the meaning of actions and their results. The examined sample of data from
PDT comprises

23

instances

of this
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type of discontinuity.

The dislocated

postmodification is in most cases expressed by a prepositional phrase (73.9% of all
dislocated postmodifications in our data). This type of discontinuity appears to be
motivated by topicalization of one of the elements, and simultaneously by focalization of
the other, e.g. (67); a detailed distribution ofTFA is demonstrated in Figure 15.
(67) (a) 0 slunecni aktivite ajejfch dozvucfch na Zemi v breznu 1991 byly
publikovany desftky pracf. (POT: 14814)
Figure 15
TFA of the dislocated postmodification

TFA of the head

Tokens

%

(i)

contrastive topic

focus proper

13

56.5%

(ii)

contrastive topic

focus

1

4.3%

(iii)

focus

focus proper

1

4.3%

(iv)

topic

focus proper

8

34.8%

Example of the most frequent TFA is given in (67)(a). The TFA in (ii), (iii) and (iv) are
represented by (68) to (70).
(68) 0 uloze volenych zastupcujsou mfnenf ruzna. (POT: 7294)
(69) Podle nasich informacf nebylo po 1. Cadkovi vyhlaseno celostatnf
patranf. (PDT: 1544)
(70) Naopak svuj naskok neustale zvysoval pred druhym Hradcem na
konecnych jedenact bodu. (POT: 194)
Examples of comparison of this type of discontinuity in Czech and English are given in
(71) and (72).
(71) (a) 0 mucednfky vfry nebyla ve stredovekem prostoru nikdy nouze.
(POT: 14913)
(b) Martyrs have never been scarce in the medieval space.
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(c) Martyrs the medieval space has never been short of.
(d) *Of martyrs the medieval space has never been short.
(72) (a) 0 jmenu Jana z Pomuku nenf nikde ani zmfnky. (PDT: 14926)
(b) The name of John of Pomuk has not been mentioned anywhere.
(c) *Of John ofPomuk there was no mention.
Czech sentences in these examples include nouns nouze, zm{nka, which are
complemented by a prepositional phrase. One of their English equivalents can be
represented by expressions be short of sth, mention of sth. The extent of affiliation
between the governing noun and its complement appears to vary. In (71), it is the contact
position that indicates that the expression short of should be interpreted as one lexical
unit with the meaning of shortage, lack of sth. Consequently, (71)(c) is preferred to
(71)(d). In (72), the contextually bound complement is typically pre-posed and the verb is
passivized. However, it should be noted that the dislocation in (72)(c) is acceptable under
specific context conditions, e.g. parallel constructions of the type Of Mary they spoke a
lot. Of John there was no mention. Outside such context constraints this variant is hardly

acceptable; this results from the fact that in the neutral contact position (There was no
mention of John of Pomuk) the whole phrase no mention of John of Pomuk belongs to the

focus. The degree of CD rises within the focus from the left to the right in the surface
word order, and therefore it is impossible to dislocate a prepositional phrase with a higher
degree of CD, to place it initially, divide the focus into two discontinuous parts, and
simultaneously to respect the newsworthiness of the pre-posed part. The specificity of
English context in which these variants are acceptable is also proved by typical avoidance
of non-projective constructions of this type. The use of the discontinuous variant in
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English appears to be motivated by the speaker's special stylistic reasons as the violation
of the adjacency principle in a language with as grammatically determined word order as
English affects the surface structure more significantly than in languages with a relatively
free word order.
A

marginal

sUbtype

of dislocated

postmodification

is

represented

by

discontinuous phrasemes (4 instances in the examined sample), which partially interfere
with the dislocated non-agreeing attribute, e.g. (73) and (74).
(73) S darwinistickou biologif ma urCite problemy podobne jako s hazardnfmi
hraCi. (POT: 14825)
(74) Tomase je skoda, protoze na jeho prubojnosti druhy utocnfk vzdycky
vydela. (POT: 701)

4.2.2 Agreeing Attribute

~ivided

from its Governing Noun

Agreeing attribute can be divided from its head in Czech in two cases: (i) copular
predications with a divided nominal part; (ii) predications with a pre-posed object. The
examined sample of data includes 8 instances with this type of discontinuity. In (i), the
violation of projectivity is caused by discontinuity between a noun and its agreeing
attribute, both of which constitute the nominal part, e.g. (75)(a).
(75) (a) Nicmene shodaje to velmi podnetna. (POT: 670)
(b) To je velmi podnetna shoda.
The subject of sentences with this type of discontinuity is frequently realized by an
anaphoric pronoun. In the projective variant, e.g. (75)(b), the pronoun is placed initially
as context-bound subject, the noun together with its attribute standing finally in the focus.
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In (ii), an object is shifted to a pre-verbal position, leaving its attribute placed finally, e.g.
(76).

(76) Ale zaruky nemam zadne. (PDT: 5)
Both types display the same TF A. The pre-posed element is contextually bound and
topicalized while the attribute stands in the focus proper.
No equivalent counterpart of this type of discontinuity is available in English,
which is due to lack of inflectional endings indicating the congruence, and therefore
dependency between the two parts of a discontinuous pair.

4.2.3 Premodification Realized by a Relative or Interrogative Pronoun
Premodification realized by a relative or interrogative pronoun is

In

Czech

motivated both grammatically, i.e. the pre-position of a relative or interrogative
premodifying pronoun is obligatory, and by TF A, i.e. the head of the discontinuous
phrase is focalized and placed post-verbally. Our data sample includes 23 instances of
this type of discontinuity. The discontinuous phrase functions most frequently as an
object (69,6% of all instances with this type of discontinuity), but it can also occur in the
function of a subject (26%), and nominal part of a verbonominal predicate (4,35%).
As for an English counterpart, a head and its premodification again is unable to
violate projectivity in this case for reasons identical with those described above, i.e. lack
of inflectional devices to indicate which elements form a syntagm, cf. (77)(a) and (77)(b).
(77) (a) V pripade, ze je nema, zalezi na urednikovi, jake zaujme stanovisko.
(PDT: 18)
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(b) In case he does not have them, it depends on the clerk what attitude
he takes.

4.3 Quantitative Expression with a Genitive Case
This type of Czech-specific discontinuity arises between a quantitative expression
and a noun in the genitive case, or between a quantitative expression and a pronoun in the
numerative form. 48 Discontinuity in this case enables both topicalization of the
contextually bound noun or pronoun, and simultaneously, focalization of the quantitative
expression, see Figure 16 and examples (78) through (80), respectively.
Figure 16
Noun / Pronoun

Quantitative expression

Tokens

(i)

contrastive topic

focus proper

10

(ii)

topic (not contrastive)

focus proper

5

(iii)

topic (not contrastive)

focus

2

(78) Podobnych otazek, na nef samotni dikove, bez patficnych informaci jen
tefko hledaji odpoved', je daleko vie. (POT: 82)
(79) Co hodlate udelat, aby jich bylo dost? (POT: 60)
(80) Lepf ji do prukazky a kdyz jich ma 20 v hod note 100 Kc, odecte se mu
tato castka pfi dalsim nakupu. (PDT: 21)

48 The tenn numerative is used to denote the form of a Czech noun in collocation with numerals higher than
4, e.g. pet knih.
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It should be noted that the position of the pronoun in (79), (80) and other analogical
sentences is determined by so-called clitic climbing, i.e. a clitic separates from the
element to which it is linked by a dependency relation, and it "climbs" to a rhythmically
convenient position in the surface.
English quantitative expressions of this type have usually the form of a quantifier
and a prepositional phrase, e.g. enough of sth, or a quantifier is immediately followed by
the governing noun, e.g. few books. The only discontinuous variant is the discontinuous
postmodification realized by a prepositional phrase as was demonstrated by (8)(a) in 2.1.
However, the Czech counterpart does not represent the type of discontinuity which is
discussed in this section.

4.4 Conclusion
Types of discontinuity which appear specifically in Czech are caused
predominantly by the division of a syntagm into two parts which occupy typically the two
most significant positions within TF A, i.e. the contrastive topic and the focus proper. The
specificity lies in the discontinuity of even such elements whose syntactic dependency
would be indicated in English merely by their contact position. The highest degree of
markedness and deviation is displayed by agreeing attributes divided from their heads
since this type is subject to strict context constraints. Moreover, the agreeing attribute in
Czech is typically realized by an adjective and it is placed in pre-position while in this
type of discontinuity, it is placed both after the head and in a non-projective position.
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5. Conclusion
Our comparative analysis of discontinuity in English and Czech, as presented in
the preceding chapters, results in the definition of 11 types of discontinuity, four of which
occur typically in English, four in both languages, and three in Czech49 . It should be
noted that the classification based on the outcomes of our analysis distinguishes also
several types that are not explicitly discussed and distinguished in previous linguistic
studies which provide an overview of discontinuity either in English or in Czech, cf. 1.7.
Our classification includes also discontinuous adjective phrases whose discontinuous
complement functions as an adverbial of respect; dislocated dependents of infinitives
(although not all of them are able to occur in a discontinuous form in English), and
discontinuous apposition is regarded as discontinuity occurring in both English and
Czech albeit marginally in the latter. Based on the results of the analysis, it is possible to
compile the following synoptic classification of non-projective constructions in English
and Czech, see Figure 17, and to postulate the following concluding remarks:
(a) Most types of English long-distance dependencies represent the rightbranching non-projectivity, the only exception being discontinuity within a prepositional
phrase, which is caused by the nature of English prepositions and their tendency to relate
more closely to the verb than to its dependent. Non-projective constructions in Czech, on
the contrary, display more often the left-branching non-projectivity, the primary reason
being fronting of the dependent member in order to a achieve contrastive topic. English
discontinuous constructions lay strict limitations on the possibility to extrapose the
dependent member of a discontinuous pair in the active voice. Most instances of

However, it needs to be emphasized that exceptions may occur, and they should also be taken into
consideration, e.g. discontinuous phrase with a complex predicate in English etc.

49
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discontinuous structures in English occur typically in passive constructions, constituting a
regular structural discontinuity with no indication of markedness. The only exceptions are
represented either by discontinuous postmodification, which is the only type fully
motivated by the information structure and TF A, or by the types which are subject to
specific context constraints. Such instances are extremely rare, and their acceptability is
restricted to only certain types of discontinuity, e.g. discontinuous phrases with complex
predicates and contrastive topic. It remains to be further analyzed to what extent
contrastive topic as such is present in English, and whether it occurs more frequently
(albeit rarely) in discontinuous structures, or in the continuous ones. Regarding TFA, the
analysis also demonstrates that if either the topic or the focus of an English clause need to
be divided in order to achieve, e.g. a well-balanced structure, it is usually the former, not
the latter. Division of the focus into two discontinuous parts
acceptable.
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appears to be hardly

Figure 17
English-specific discQntinnity

English andCiech disc.

Czech..spe:cific·.disc.

Discontinuous
Postmodification

Dislocated Dependents of
Infinitives

Phrases with Complex
Predicates

Primary motivation factors:
end-focus, end-weight, internal
discontinuity

Primary motivation
factors: (contrastive)
topicalization

Primary motivation
factors: contrastive
topicalization

Typical orientation: rightbranching

Typical orientation: leftbranching

Typical orientation: leftbranching

Discontinuous Prepositional
Phrase

Discontinuous Adjective
Phrase

Primary motivation factors:
tightness of relation between a
preposition and a verb; endfocus; grammatical word
order

Primary motivation
factors: CD+focalization;
grammatical ordering

Discontinuous Noun
Phrase
• dislocated
postmodification
Primary motivation
factors: contrastive
topicalization
Typical orientation: leftbranching;
• agreeing attribute
Primary motivation
factors: end-focus;
topicalization of the head
Typical orientation: rightbranching
• premodi£ pronoun
Primary motivation
factors: grammatical
position+end-focus
Typical orientation:leftbranching

Typical orientation: mostly
right-branching

Typical orientation: leftbranching
Discontinuous Phrasal Verbs

Discontinuous Apposition

Primary motivation factors:
end-focus; prosody

Primary motivation
factors: topicalization;
well-balanced structure

Typical orientation: rightbranching

Split Infinitive
Primary motivation factors:
perspicuity; degree of CD
Typical orientation: rightbranching

Pre-posed Relative or
Interrogative Expression
Primary motivation
factors: grammatical word
order
Typical orientation: leftbranching
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Quantitative Expression
with Genitive Case
Primary motivation
factors: contrastive
topicalization; end-focus
Typical orientation: leftbranching

(b) The set of factors motivating discontinuity that are generally available in the
two languages appears to be restricted; therefore, they are partially shared by both
languages in the analysis. Nevertheless, it is possible to determine certain prevailing
tendencies in motivation of discontinuity in each of the two languages. We have also
demonstrated that individual types of discontinuity are usually motivated by a single
factor rather than by several factors in cooperation, showing that primary (or major)
motivation factors, and secondary (or complementary) motivation factors have to be
distinguished.
In English, the most widely spread factor motivating discontinuity is the principle
of end-focus, which plays a substantial role in all types but split infinitive. Frequent
incidence is also present by language-specific factors such as a close relation between the
verb and the preposition. As opposed to Czech, the principle of end-weight asserts itself
more significantly in English, often cooperating with end-focus. Prosodic factors occur
partially both in English and Czech. In English, rhythm influences the use of a
discontinuous structure in case of phrasal verbs and discontinuous prepositional phrase;
in Czech, prosody asserts itself in various types of discontinuity in which a dependent
member of a discontinuous pair is realized by a clitic.

A prevalent Czech factor

motivating discontinuity is topicalization with the achievement of contrastive topic.
The motivation factors asserting themselves in individual types of discontinuity
differ according to typological features of English and Czech. Most types of discontinuity
in English are motivated by at least some factors of grammatical nature while Czech
discontinuities are largely connected with the information structure. In Czech,
grammatical motivation can be observed only with pre-posed relative and interrogative
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expressions, and partially with discontinuity within an adjective phrase in which word
order is determined by analogy to a regular grammatical structure, e.g. both the types

prvni let v dejinach, and unikajici vody ze silaznich jimek. Consequently, we can claim
that the hypothesis stated in 1.8 is feasible.
(c) The analysis also proves the existence of the types of long-distance
dependencies in English which are caused primarily by the adjustment of TF A. They are
represented by discontinuous postmodification, dislocated dependents of infinitives, and
discontinuous apposition. All of them usually have a projective variant which is
considered neutral and preferred, deviations in the form of non-projective constructions
being bound to particular context and communication intentions.
As for the position occupied by discontinuous structures within the language
system of English, they tend to be placed more to the centre. The prevalent reason is the
proportion of grammatically motivated and TF A-motivated discontinuities. If only
marked types with deviant word order were taken into consideration, their position would
be more on the margin. Czech discontinuities on the contrary are predominantly marked,
acceptable only in specific context. The marked types of discontinuity both in English
and Czech represent a rather peripheral phenomenon in written language. An interesting
point presents itself when comparing these types of discontinuity in English and Czech.
Although the concept of centre-periphery is relevant principally when considering
phenomena of a single language, not so much when comparing two or more languages in
mutual relations, English deviant discontinuity appears to be more peripheral than Czech.
It results from the degree of markedness and acceptability assigned to them. English

marked discontinuity of certain types, e.g. dislocated infinitive dependents, occurs rather
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rarely while Czech contrastive topicalization occurs relatively frequently and its
incidence lessens the degree of markedness.
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RESUME

lako neprojektivni (diskontinuitni, nespojite) konstrukce se oznacuji pfipady, kdy
mezi dye slova ve vete, kteni spolu formalne i vyznamove souvisi, je vsunuto jedno nebo
vice slov takovych, ktera nevstupuji do bezprostrednich syntaktickych vztahu se cleny
tohoto "rozdeleneho" paru. ledna se

0

jev rozvetveny do mnoha typu a podtypu, ktere

jsou obvykle vazany na konkretni jazykove podminky. Tato prace analyzuje
neprojektivni konstrukce v anglictine a cestine, vymezuje typy, ktere se v obou jazycich
vyskytuji, definuje faktory, kterymi je poruseni projektivity zpusobeno, a porovnava, zda
se tyto faktory v oboujazycich shoduji Ci lisi a do jake miry se uplatnuji.
VycMzime z hypotezy, ze predsunuti zavisIeho Clenu na zacatek klauze nebo jeho
jakekoli premisteni od clenu fidiciho je v anglictine omezeno vice nez v cestine.
Predpokladame take, ze duvody poruseni projektivity se v anglictine a cestine lisi podle
typologickych vlastnostf kazdeho z jazyku. Pro anglictinu predpokladame motivaci
prevazne gramatickeho charakteru, zatfmco pro cestinu prevazne motivaci aktualnfm
clenenim vety. K tematu pfistupujeme z hlediska funkcne generativniho popisu jazyka
vychazejfciho z tradice PraZske lingvisticke skoly.
Veskere zavery v teto praci vycMzeji z analyzy jazykoveho materialu zfskaneho
z Prazskeho zavislostnfho korpusu (Prague Dependency Treebank, PDT ), ktery vznikl v
Ustavu formaIni a aplikovane lingvistiky Univerzity Karlovy v Praze a obsahuje
nezkracene texty clanku z nekolika ceskych novin a casopisu z prvni poloviny
devadesarych let dvacateho stoleti. PDT verze 2.0 je korpus, v nemz se provadi anotace
ceskych textu rozsahlou lingvistickou informaci, ktera zahmuje jak morfologii a syntax,
tak i semantiku vcetne anotace aktualniho cleneni a koreferencnich vztahu. Pfiklady
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z anglickeho jazyka pocMzejf z Prazskeho cesko-anglickeho zavislostnfho korpusu,
zejmenajeho anglicke casti (Prague English Dependency Treebank, PEDT), urceneho pro
experimenty se strojovym prekladem mezi anglictinou a cestinou. Vzhledem k tomu, ze
nektere typy anglickych neprojektivnfch konstrukcf bylo nutne vyhledat pomocf
kontextovych

vyhledavacfch

skript,

pochazejf anglicke

pfiklady

nekolika typu

neprojektivit z Britskeho nlirodnfho korpusu.
Prehlednou typologii diskontinuit v anglictine podava stat' L. Duskove On the

Language Specific vs. General Nature of Syntactic Discontinuities (Duskova 1999: 106ff).
Autorka vychazf z pojetf syntaktickych diskontinuit prezentovaneho R. Quirkem et al.
v Comprehensive Grammar of English Language (1985:496ff; 1302; 1397ff). Popisu
neprojektivnich konstrukcf v cestine se jako prvnf venovala L. Uhlffova (Uhlfrova 1972),
krome teto state najdeme dosud nejuplnejsf prehled inventare neprojektivnich konstrukcf
v cestine v tisku u Hajicove (Hajicova 2006) a Olivy (Oliva 2001).
Tato prace vychazf ze zavislostnf syntaxe a funkcne generativnfho popisu jazyka
(FGP). Funkcne generativnf popis jazyka je koncepcf, ktera predstavuje generativnf
system zalozeny na vyjadrenf semantickych vztahu. Tato koncepce zacala vznikat na
Univerzite KarIove v Praze v 60. Ietech jako reakce na Chomskeho transformativnf
gramatiky. Na povrchove rovine je zapis vety retezcem (posloupnostf) k sobe pfirazenych
jednotek, ktere jsou usporadany Iineame. Na nejvyssf rovine, semanticke, ma kazda
gramaticka veta alespoii jeden zapis jednoznacne vyjadfujfcf jeden z moznych nebo
jediny vYznam vety. Za centrum vety je v FGP stejne jako tradicne v zavislostni syntaxi
povazovano sIoveso se svou valenci. Studium neprojektivnfch konstrukcf souvisi se
studiem slovosledu, a tudiz i aktualniho cleneni. Pod aktualnim C1enenim nebo take
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funkcnf vetnou perspektivou rozumfme clenenf vety na tema (zaklad, vychodisko, angl.
topic, theme) a rema (ohnisko, jadro, angl. focus, rheme). FGP povazuje aktualnf clenenf
za pravoplatnou soucast jazykoveho systemu, nebot' ovliviiuje semantiku vety. Dve vety,
ktere se liSf pouze aktualnfm clenenfm, nejsou v textu vzajemne zamenitelne, v nekterych
pffpadech se dokonce lisf kognitivnfm obsahem (Sgall et al. 1969:67).
Reprezentacf syntakticke struktury vety je ve formalnfm prfstupu k zavislostnf
syntaxi zavislostni strom, ktery se vetvf od clenu nadffzenych ke clenum podffzenym, ma
jeden vrchol a v nemz kazdy vetny clen je reprezentovan jednfm uzlem, pficemz platf, ze
kaZdy uzel ma jedineho rodice, tedy uzel bezprostredne nadrizeny. Uzly jsou ve strome
usporadany nejen vertikalne pod le vztahu rodic - potomek, ale i horizontal ne zleva
doprava podle slovosledu. Uzly stromu jsou spojeny hranami, pficemz mezi dvema uzly
probfha jedina hrana. Linearni usporadani uzlu zleva doprava spliiuje podmfnku
projektivity. Projektivitou rozumime, ze mezi uzlem ridicim a na nem bezprostredne
zavislym mohou lezet jen uzly bezprostredne nebo zprostredkovane podffzene tomuto
ffdicimu uzlu (Hajicova et al. 2002:88). Vety, ktere podminku projektivity porusuji, se
nazYvaji neprojektivnf a v zavislostnim strome pro ne platf, ze se bud' protfnajf dye hrany
stromu nebo se protina hrana stromu s nekterou z car vedenych svisle z kaZdeho uzlu.
Na zaklade analyzy ziskaneho jazykoveho materialu jsme rozlisili tfi skupiny
neprojektivnfch konstrukcf: (i) konstrukce specificky anglicke zastoupene oddelenou
postmodifikaci, nespojitou predlozkovou skupinou, nespojitymi frazovymi slovesy a
rozdelenym infinitivem; (ii) konstrukce zastoupene v obou jazycfch reprezentovane
premistenym clenem zavislym na infinitivu, neprojektivni adjektivni skupinou,
rozdelenou apozicf a predsunurym vztaZnym Ci tazacfm v)irazem; (iii) konstrukce
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specificky ceske zastoupene nespojitymi fnizemi s komplexnimi predikMy, rozdelenymi
syntagmaty s fidicim substantivem a kvantitativnimi ryrazy s oddelenym jmenem
v genitivu.
lako prvni jsou v teto pnici analyzovany specificky anglicke neprojektivni
konstrukce. U oddelene postmodifikace se projevuje tendence umistit oddelenou cast na
konec klauze v povrchove struktufe nebo ji posunout na pozici vice vpravo v povrchovem
slovosledu, bud' protoze je nositelem intonacniho centra, a tedy zaroveii vlastnim
rematem, nebo protoze ma vyssi stupen vypovedni dynamicnosti nez ostatni cleny zavisle
na tomtez fidicim uzlu ci ostatni cleny umistene vice vlevo v povrchovem slovosledu. U
nejcastejsiho nespojiteho vetneho clenu, podmetu, dochazi k oddeIeni postmodifikace za
ucelem zdurazneni jeho informacni hodnoty a zaroveii umisteni vlastniho rematu na
konec klauze. Oddelena postmodifikace pfedstavuje pfevazne pravy typ neprojektivity, tj.
zavisly clen se v povrchovem slovosledu posune doprava od sveho fidiciho clenu. Tento
typ neprojektivity je motivovan nekolika faktory. Obecne muzeme fici, ze u vetSiny typu
neprojektivnich konstrukci lze rozlisit faktory primami (hlavni) a sekundami
(dopliikove), pficemz obvykle lze u neprojektivnich konstrukci urcit jeden, pfip. dva
primami faktory a nekolik faktoru sekundamich. Za primami povazujeme v pfipade
oddelene postmodifikace princip vlastniho rematu na konci klauze (end-focus), tendenci
umistit delSi a rozvite cleny na konec klauze (end-weight) a stupen vypovednf
dynamicnosti. Prvni dva z techto faktoru spolu s tendenci k vyvazene struktufe vety se
projevuji u 50% vsech oddelenych postmodifikaci vanalyzovanych datech. Sekundami
motivacni roli tu ma vnitfui diskontinuita, gramaticky slovosled, semanticka distinkce a
castecne take koordinace. Vnitfui diskontinuita vznika pfi fazeni vice postmodifikacnich
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fnizi zavislych na tomtez fidicim clenu a spolu s gramatickym slovosledem ma blizko k
systemovemu usporlidani jednotek v anglicke vete.
Nespojite

predlozkove

skupiny

predstavuji

pravidelny

strukturni

typ

neprojektivity, ktery neni primame motivovan aktualnim clenenim, ackoli jeho jednotlive
podtypy informacni strukturou motivovany byt mohou, napr. tzv. tough-movement.
Dalsim specificky anglickym typem neprojektivni konstrukce jsou frazova slovesa a
rozdelene infinitivy. U nespojitych frazovYch sloves se objevuje diskontinuita
fakultativni, spjata s informacni strukturou, a diskontinuita obligatomi zpusobena
vlozenim zajmenneho predmetu mezi dye casti frazoveho slovesa a castecne take
rytmickymi faktory, pricemz obligatomi postaveni v nasich datech prevaZuje nad
fakultativnim (62,8% obligatomich diskontinuit). Ve vetach s fakultativni diskontinuitou
stupeii vYpovedni dynamicnosti zleva doprava v povrchovem slovosledu stoup a a cleny,
ktere vice prispivaji k rozvoji informace nesene vetou, jsou umisteny vice vpravo.
Rozdeleny infinitiv je jedinym typem specificky anglickych neprojektivnich
konstrukci, ktery neni motivovan primame principem vlastniho rematu na konci klauze.
K rozdeleni infinitivu dochazi v anglictine zejmena ze dvou duvodu: (i) mluvci se snazi
vyhnout nejednoznacnemu vyjlidreni, nebo (ii) je mene dynamicky clen umisten
v povrchovem slovosledu pred clen dynamictejsi. Prevazujicim faktorem je (i), projevuje
se u 65,9% prikladu rozdeleneho infinitivu v analyzovanem vzorku dat. Faktor vYpovedni
dynamicnosti se tu dopliiuje s principem vlastniho rematu na konci klauze. Vlozenim
adjunktu mezi castici to a vlastni sloveso se docili nejen umisteni rematu na konec, ale
zaroveii se mezi slovesem a vlozenym clenem vytvori uzsi semanticka vazba, ktera
jednoznacne urcuje interpretaci zavislosti vlozeneho adjunktu.
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Neprojektivni konstrukce, ktere se vyskytuji vanglictine i cestine zaroven, Ize
rozdelit do ctyr skupin. Prvni z nich predstavuji premistene cleny zavisle na infinitivu.
Tento typ neprojektivity se v obou jazycich objevuje v konstrukcich s modalnimi a
fazovy-mi slovesy a se slovesy s podobnym VY-znamem. Nejcasteji premist'ovanym
zavislym clenem je pfimy predmet (59,3%). Clen oddeleny od fidiciho infinitivu je
nejcasteji predsunut na pocatek klauze, zatfmco fidici infinitiv stoji obvykle za slovesem
a z hlediska aktualniho cleneni pam k rematu vety. Projektivitaje porusena predevsim za
ucelem tematizace (topikalizace) zavisIeho clenu (89,5% ze vsech pfipadu tohoto typu
neprojektivnich konstrukci). Pro anglicke neprojektivni protejsky tohoto typu ceskych vet
platf tfi nasledujici podminky: (i) v anglictine Ize vetne cleny, ktere stoji typicky za
slovesem, na zacatek klauze predsunoutjen ve vetach, v nichz nestoji podmet ve vlastnim
rematu, protoze v takovy-ch pfipadech se v anglictine typicky objevuje pasivum; (ii) ceske
vety s premistenym clenem ve forme pfiklonky nemaji anglicky neprojektivni ekvivalent;
(iii) pred predsunuty clen se v anglictine nesmi dostat v povrchovem slovosledu zadny
jiny vetny clen.
Neprojektivni adjektivni skupiny zahmuji klauze s vy-znamem srovnani, v nichz
dochazi k poruseni projektivity zcela pravidelne, a pfipady s oddelenym doplnenim
adjektiva. Tento podtyp diskontinuity je zpusoben ctyrmi faktory: (i) premistenim
adjektiva z post-pozice do pre-pozice, pricemz doplneni adjektiva zustava v pozici za
substantivem, napr. ulozena data na audiokazetach, angl. stored data on audiocasettes;
(ii)

predsunutim doplneni adjektiva za ucelem jeho tematizace; (iii) pfislovecnym

urcenim zretele, napr. prvni let v dejinach, angl. the first flight in the history; (iv)
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diskontinuitnim rozvitim Clslovky, ktenl funguje jako syntakticke adjektivum, napr. sesry
mesic za sebou, angl. sixth month in a row.

DalSim typem neprojektivity zastoupene, byt' okrajove, v obou jazycich je
rozdelemi apozice. Analyzovany jsou jen pNpady oddeleni dvou fnlzi se stejnou
syntaktickou funkci, anglicka apozice s neurcitYmi a emfatickymi reflexivnimi zajmeny
je ponechana stranou pozomosti. V cestine je tento neprojektivity zastoupen jen ridce.
Hlavnimi motivacnimi faktory jsou tematizace a tendence k vyvazene vetne strukture.
Poslednim typem vyskytujicim se v obou jazycich je predsunuty vztazny ci tazaci
vyraz. Postaveni na zacatku klauze je vanglictine i cestine gramaticky obligatomi.
Vztazne a tazaci ryrazy zavisIe na predikativnim slovese predstavuji neutralni
slovoslednou variantu a neprojektivita muze byt zpusobena nekolika faktory pusobicimi
zarovei'i, tento typ se totiz muze castecne prekryvat napr. s premistenymi cleny zavislymi
na infinitivu.
Prvnim typem neprojektivnich konstrukci, ktere se vyskytuji v cestine, ale nemaji
nespojite anglicke ekvivalenty, jsou skupiny s komplexnim prediklitem. lako komplexni
prediklity

oznacujeme

specialni

viceslovne

prediklity

slozene

ze

semanticky

vyprazdneneho slovesa, ktere je nositelem gramatickych kategorii, a substantiva, ktere
nese lexikalni ryznam celeho prediklitu. Komplexni prediklit tvoN jednu lexikalni
jednotku, ktera ma obvykle synonymni jednoslovny ekvivalent, napr. oznamit - uCinit
oznameni, to announce - to make an announcement. Z hlediska syntakticke zavislosti je

komplexni predikat tvoren ridicim slovesem, na nem zavislou jmennou casH a na ni
zavislym doplnenim. V cestine je nejcastejsi slovoslednou neprojektivni variantou

Oprep-

V - (S) - Od, a neprojektivita je tu stejne jako u ostatnich specificky ceskych typu
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motivovana PI'evazne kontrastivni tematizaci jednoho clenu rozdeleneho paru a
rematizaci druheho

clenu. Anglicke komplexni predikaty umoziiuji pI'edsunuti

pI'edlozkove skupiny do neprojektivni pozice jen ve vyjimecnych pfipadech, kdy
pI'edchozi kontext vyzaduje kontrastivni zdurazneni tematu. V takovem pfipade muze
dojit k pI'iznakovemu poruseni projektivity, v ostatnich pfipadech vsak anglictina bezne
pouziva pasiva a vznikla diskontinuita je struktumiho typu.
Nejvyssi mira pfiznakovosti se v cestine projevuje v rozdelenych substantivnich
skupinach u neshodneho a zejmena shodneho pfivlastku oddeleneho od fidiciho jmena. I
zde je vetSina pripadu (56,5% oddelenych neshodnych pfivlastku) zpusobena PI'esunutim
zavisleho clenu, tj. privlastku do pozice kontrastivniho tematu, zatimco ridici jmeno tvori
vlastni rema. Privlastek shodny muze byt v cestine oddelen od sveho ridiciho jmena ve
dvou pfipadech: (i) ve vetach se sponovou predikaci, napI'. shoda je to velmi podnetna;
(ii) ve vetach s preponovanym pI'edmetem, napI'. zaruky nemam Zildne. Oba tyto typy
maji shodne aktualni cleneni, prvni clen roztrZeneho paru v povrchovem slovosledu je
kontextove zapojeny a patfi k tematu, zatimco oddeleny pfivlastek tvofi vlastni rema.
Shodny pfivlastek realizovany vztaznym Ci tazacim vyrazem je v cestine
motivovan souhrou dvou faktoru, a sice gramatickou obligatomosti a aktualnim clenenim
vety. Ridici C1en nestoji v kontaktni pozici ke vztaznemu Ci tazacimu vyrazu, ktery je
obligatome umisten na zacatku klauze, ale stoji za slovesemjakoZto soucast rematu, napI'.
neni zcela jasne, jakf; ma politickf; program.
Kvantitativni vyrazy se substantivem v genitivu jsou poslednim typem specificky
ceskych neprojektivnich konstrukci. Diskontinuita v tomto pI'ipade umoziiuje tematizovat
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kontextove zapojene substantivum Ci zajmeno a zaroveii rematizovat kvantitativni vYraz,

napf.podobnYeh otazekje daleko vie.
Na zaklade nasi analyzy jsme rozliSili 11 typu neprojektivnich konstrukci
v anglietine a cestine. le pritom treba poukazat na to, ze narozdil od dosud zverejnenych
studii

0

neprojektivite v anglictine vycleiiujeme v teto praci jako samostatne typy Ci

podtypy nespojite adjektivni skupiny s pfislovecnym urcenim zretele a premistene cleny
zavisIe na infinitivu. Rozdelenou apozici chapeme jako typ, ktery se objevuje v obou
zkoumanych jazycich, ackoli v cestine je spiSe jevem okrajovym a ridkYm.
VetSina typu anglickych neprojektivnich konstrukci predstavuje pravy typ
neprojektivity, jedinou vyjimkou jsou nespojite predlozkove skupiny, v nichz k poruseni
projektivity dochazi z duvodu povahy anglickych predlozek a jejich tendence pfikhinet se
vice ke slovesu nez ke jmenu. Ceske neprojektivni konstrukce oproti tomu predstavuji
spiSe levY typ, nebot' nejcastejsim motivacnim faktorem v cestine je predsunuti clenu za
ucelem dosazeni kontrastivniho tematu. V anglictine je oddelovani zavisleho clenu od
fidiciho znacne omezeno, ma-li predikativni sloveso aktivni formu. VetSina pfipadu
neprojektivity v anglictine se objevuje v pasivnich konstrukcich, pricemz takto vznikla
neprojektivita je zcela pravidelna, nenese prvky pfiznakovosti. ledinou vyjimkou jsou
oddelene postmodifikace, ktere jsou jako jediny anglicky typ motivovany primame
informacni strukturou a aktualnim clenenim vety, a typy podIehajici specifickym
kontextovym podminkam. Takove pripady jsou vsak v anglictine pomeme vzacne a
objevuji se jen u nekterych typu neprojektivnich konstrukci, napr. u komplexnich
predikatu s kontrastivnim tematem nebo u premistenych clenu zavislych na infinitivu.
Bude treba dale zkoumat, do jake miry se kontrastivni tema v anglictine vyskytuje a zda
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je zalezitosti spiSe neprojektivnich ci projektivnich vet. Nase analyza zaroven ukazuje, ze
rema anglicke vety tvoff celistvejsi, souddnejsi celek nez tema. Je-li totiz tI'eba nekterou
cast vety rozdelit, aby veta mela vyrovnanou strukturu, dochazi obvykle k rozdeleni
tematu na dYe nekontaktni casti, nikoli rematu. Z prozkoumanych pI'ikladu zaroven
vyplyva, ze diskontinuita je obvykle motivovana nekolika zaroven pusobicimi faktory.
V anglictine je nejrozsiI'enejsim motivacnim faktorem princip rematu na konci
klauze. Jedinym typem, v nemz nehraje primami roli, jsou rozdelene infinitivy. Vysoka
frekvence vyskytu je patma i u jazykove specifickych faktoru, jako je napI'. tesnost
vztahu

pI'edlozkou

mezi

a

slovesem.

Dalsim

hlavnim

faktorem

motivujicim

neprojektivitu v anglictine je princip dlouhych a rozvitJ'ch clenu na konci klauze (endweight), ktery se casta uplatnuje spolecne s koncovym postavenim rematu. Prozodie se
jako motivacni faktor diskontinuity projevuje v obou zkoumanych jazycich. V anglictine
ovlivnuje rytmus diskontinuitu napI'. u frazovych sloves a pI'edlozkovych skupin, v
cestine vstupuji prozodicke aspekty do hry zejmena tarn, kde ma zavisly clen rozdeleneho
paru

formu

pffklonky.

Nejfrekventovanejsim

ceskym

motivacnim

faktorem je

kontrastivni tematizace.
Obecne muzeme ffci, ze vetSina typu neprojektivity v anglictine je motivovana
alespon nekterymi faktory gramaticke povahy, zatimco ceske typy jsou spjaty pI'edevsim
s informacni strukturou vety. V cestine se gramaticka motivace objevuje jen u vztaznych
a tazacich vyrazu a castecne u nespojitych adjektivnich skupin, ve kterych je slovosled
dan analogii k pravidelne struktuI'e typu prvni let v dejinach nebo unikajici vody ze

silainich jimek.
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Tradicni koncepce rozlisovani centra a periferie se sice uziva spiSe pri posuzovani
jevu jednoho jazyka nez jevu mezi dvema porovnavanymi jazyky, presto vsak muzeme
fici, ze priznakove neprojektivni konstrukce jsou v anglictine jevem okrajovejsim nez v
cestine. Prevazna vetSina neprojektivit v anglictine ma povahu struktumi, pravidelnou,
nepfiznakovou. Pfiznakove konstrukce se vanglictine vyskytuji spiSe zfidka, zatimco v
cestine se pfiznakova neprojektivita s kontrastivnim tematem objevuje u nekterych typu
probranych v teto praci relativne bezne. Vyssi mira pfiznakovosti a vetSi mnozstvi
kontextovych podminek tak Cinf z anglickych skutecne neprojektivnfch konstrukcf jev
stojfcf na okraji anglickeho jazykoveho systemu. Podobne vysoka mfra pfiznakovosti se v
cestine objevuje jen u oddelenych shodnych pfivlastku.

SOURCES OF DATA:
1) The Prague Czech - English Dependency Treebank. Ustav formalni a aplikovane
lingvistiky MFF UK Praha. Accessible via www:
http://ufal.mff.cuni.czlpcedtldocIPCEDT_main.html
2) The Prague Dependency Treebank. Ustav formalnf a aplikovane Iingvistiky MFF
UK Praha. Accessible via www: http://ufal.mff.cuni.czlpdt2.0/
3) British National Corpus (BNC). Ustav ceskeho narodnfho korpusu FF UK, Praha.
Accessible via www: http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz.
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Appendix
Bold face indicates members of a discontinuous pair. The following symbols are used to
describe TF A: [t] topic; [t] focus; [ct] contrastive topic; [F] focus proper.
Discontinuous postmodification
(1) The impact of the changes is to eliminate many of the most excessive cases where the
government has been paying more than $200 [t] for each passenger in subsidies [F].
(PEDT: 2234,25)
Cz. Ucinkem zmen je eliminace mnoha z nejvice nepfimerenych pfipadu, kdy vl<ida plati
za kazd6ho pasaz6ra vie nez 200 dolaru [t] v dotacich [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, well-balanced structure

(2) They recently announced increases [t] of a few cents a pound to take effect [t] in the
next several weeks [F]. (PEDT: 2314,31)
Cz. Nedavno oznamili narust [t] nekolika centi'I na libru, ktery se projevi v nekolika
pfistieh tydnech [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: CD, internal discontinuity

(3) It proved a perfect time [t] for Radio Free Europe to ask [t] for permission to set up
office [F]. (PEDT: 2406,25) (alternative possible interpretation: It proved a perfect time
for Radio Free Europe to ask [t] for permission to set up office [F].)
Cz. Ukazalo se to jako ideaIni doba [t] pro podani [f] zadosti Radia Svobodna Evropa 0
povoleni ke zfizeni redakce [F]. / ...jako doba idealni pro podanf zadosti...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD

(4) She said there is growing realization [t] around the world that denial of intellectualproperty rights harms all trading nations [F], and particularly the creativity and
inventiveness of an (offending) country's own citizens. (PEDT: 0020,5)
Cz. Uvedla, ze ve svete roste uvedomeni [f], ze odmftnuti prava na intelektwilni
vlastnictvi poskozuje vsechny obchodujfcf narody [F] ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
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Form of the dependent member: dependent nominal content clause
Motivation factors: end-weight, end-focus, well-balanced structure

(5) Tsuruo Yamaguchi, secretary general of the Socialist Party, acknowledged that nine
party lawmakers had received donations [t] from the pachinko association [t] totalling 8
million yen [F] (about $55,000) but said the donations were legal and none of its
members acted to favour the industry. (PEDT: 2417,76)
Cz. Tsuruo Yamaguchi, genenilni tajemnik Socialisticke strany, oznamil, ze devet
stranickych pravniku dostalo dary [t] od asociace pachinko v celkove vysi 8 mili6nu jenu
[F] (asi [55 000]55000$), ale rekl, ze dary byly legalni a zadny z jejich clenu nejednal k
uprednostneni prumyslu.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: participle
Motivation factors: end-focus, grammatical word order direct object - indirect object

(6) Of all the one-time expenses [t] incurred by a corporation or professional firm, few
[t] are larger [t] or longer term than the purchase of real estate or the signing of a
commercial lease [F]. (PEDT: 2444,1)
Cz. Ze vsech jednorazorych rydaju [t] zpusobenych korporaci nebo profesionalni firmou
je jen malo [t] vetSich nebo dlouhodobejsich nez nakup nemovitosti nebo podpis
komercniho pronajmu [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: head with a higher degree of CD, contrastive fronting

(7) Non-interest income fell 6% in the quarter, mainly because of an unusual gain [t] a
year earlier from the sale of Hong Kong banking operations [F]. (PEDT: 2211,46)
Cz. Neurocene prijmy klesly ve ctvrtleti 0 6% hlavne kvuli neobvyklemu zisku [t] z
prodeje hongkongskych bankovnich operaci v loiiskem roce [F].

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, internal discontinuity, semantic distinction

(8) McCaw's revised tender offer would require McCaw to begin an auction process [t]
in July 1994 that would buy [F] out remaining holders at a per-share price roughly
equivalent to what a third party might then have to pay for all ofLIN. (PEDT: 2212,3)
Cz. Zrevidovany tendr spolecnosti McCaw by pozadoval, aby McCaw zahajil v cervenci
1994 aukci [t], ktera by vykoupila zbyvajici akcionare za podilovou cenu priblizne
odpovidajici tomu, co by Heti strana mozna muse la zaplatit za vsechny akcie UN [F].
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Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: relative adjectival dependent clause
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight, grammatical word order

(9) UN is asking McCaw to clarify its tender offer, which challenges an agreement [f]
between BellSouth Corp. and UN to merge their cellular-telephone businesses [F].
(PEDT: 2212,4)
Cz. UN zada spolecnost McCaw, aby objasnila svuj tendr, cimz zpochybiiuje dohodu [f]
mezi BellSouth Corp. a UN 0 slouceni jejich obchodu s mobilnimi telefony [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, internal discontinuity

(10) Mrs. Hills said the U.S. won't accept any delays after Nov. 13 because U.S. fishprocessing firms enter into contracts [f] in the fall to purchase the next season's catch
[F]. (PEDT: 2214,12)
Cz. Pani Hillsova uvedla, ze USA nebudou akceptovat zadne prodleni po 13. listopadu,
protoze americke firmy zpracovavajfci rybf maso vstupuji na podzim do smluvnich
zavazku na nakup ulovku priSti sezony.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, grammatical word order

(11) Everybody [t] was still confident, including most institutional investors [F].
(PEDT: 2210,25)
Cz. Vsichni [t] byli stale sebevedomi vcetne vetSiny institucionalnfch investoru [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight, well-balanced structure

(12) ... such results [t] should be measurable in dollars and cents [F] in reducing the V.S.
trade deficit with Japan [t]. (PEDT: 2321,6)
Cz. Rekl, ze tyto vYsledky [t] ve snizovani obchodnfho deficitu Spojenych statu
vzhledem k Japonsku [t] by mely byt meritelne v dolarech a centech [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form ofthe dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-weight, well-balanced structure
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(13) Mrs. Hills' remarks did raise questions [f], at least among some U.S. officials,
about what exactly her stance is on V.S. access to the Japanese semiconductor
market [F]. (PEDT: 2321,22)
Cz. Poznfunky panf Hillsove vyvolaly, alespon mezi nekterymi americkymi statnfmi
urednfky, otazky [f] 0 tom, jaky presne je jejf postoj k pffstupu USA na japonsk)! trh
polovodiCli [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: preposition+dependent content clause
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight

(14) Under an agreement [t] filed in federal court in August to settle FTC objections to
some Traditional sales practices [t], Traditional said it would establish a $ 250,000 trust
fund to provide refunds to certain customers. (PEDT: 2322,9)
Cz. Podle dohody [t] zaregistrovane v srpnu fedenilnfm soudem, tykajfcf se urovminf
nfunitek FTC proti nekterym prodejnfm praktikam spolecnosti Traditional [t], se
spolecnost Traditional zavazuje zalozit zarucnf fond ve vysi 250,000 dolanl, aby zajistila
vracenf penez urcitym zakaznfkum.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: CD, internal discontinuity, end-weight

(15) Oil company refineries ran flat out to prepare for a robust holiday driving season [f]
in July and August that didn't materialize [F]. (PEDT: 2325,18)
Cz. Ropne rafinerske spolecnosti bezely naplno, aby se pripravily na masivnf
prazdninovou ridicskou sez6nu [f] v cervenci a srpnu, ktera vsak nakonec nenastala [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: dependent relative adjectival clause
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight, internal discontinuity

(16) The Bush administration, trying to blunt growing demands [t] from Western Europe
for a relaxation of controls on exports to the Soviet bloc [t], is questioning whether
Italy's lng. C. Olivetti & Co. supplied militarily valuable technology to the Soviets.
(PEDT: 2326,1)
Cz. Bushova administrativa, ktera se pokousf oslabit vzrustajfcf pozadavky ze zapadnf
Evropy na zmfrnenf kontroly exportu do sovetskeho bloku, zjist'uje, zda italska
spolecnost lng. C. Olivetti & Co. zasobovala Sovety vojenskou technikou.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
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Motivation factors: internal discontinuity, CD

(17) Financial Corp. purchased the bonds, the suit alleged, after Mr. Boesky and Drexel
negotiated an agreement [f] for Vagabond Hotels to purchase a 51 % stake in the thrift
[f] for about $34 million [F]. (PEDT: 2328,3)
Cz. Financnf korporace nakoupila obligace, jak uvadf zaloba, po tom, co panove Boesky
a Drexel sjednali dohodu pro Vagabond Hotels 0 koupi 51 % castky pri uspore zhruba 34
milionu dolaru.

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight

(18) BSN Corp. said it will begin an offer [f] tomorrow to exchange [f] up to one million
of its common shares and all of its $ 16.6 million in 7 3/4% convertible debentures due
2001 for a package of new debt and common stock warrants [F] . (PEDT: 2218,1)
Cz. Spolecnost BSN Corp. uvedla, ze zftra zahajf nabfdku k vymene az jednoho milionu
svych kmenovych akcif a veskerych svych 16,6 milionu dolaru v 7 3/4% konvertibilnfch
dluhopisech splatnych v roce 2001 za balfcek novych poukazek na pohledavky a
kmenovych akciovych certifikatu.

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight

(19) Concorde trans-Atlantic flights [t] are $ 2,400 to Paris and $ 3,200 to London.
(PEDT: 2311,1)
Lety Concordem pres Atlantic stojf 2 400 dolaru do Paffze a 3 200 dolaru do Londyna.

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, coordination - tendency of both parts to have an identical
form

(20) Some analysts saw the payment as an effort [f] also to dispel takeover speculation
[F]. (PEDT: 2314,42)
Cz. Nektefi analytici chapali platbu jako usilf [f] rozptylit take spekulace kolem prevzetf
[F].

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
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(21) Some of these countries have in recent years made informal agreements [t] with the
U.S. that are similar to quotas [F]. (PEDT: 2316,8)
Cz. Nektere z techto zemf uzavrely v poslednfch letech s USA neformalnf dohody[f],
ktere jsou podobne kvotam [P].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: dependent relative adjectival clause
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight

(22) Britain, France and Italy announced technical reasons for withdrawing, but some
officials pointed to growing reluctance [t] among the allies to commit themselves to big
defense spending [t] while East-West disarmament talks show signs of success [F].
(PEDT: 2417,81)
Cz. Britanie, Francie a Italie oznamily technicke duvody odstoupeni, ale nekteri urednici
poukazali na mezi spojenci rostouci neochotu [t] zavazat se k velkym investicim do
obrany [f], zatimco rozhovory mezi vychodem a zapadem 0 odzbrojeni vykazuji znamky
uspechu [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD

(23) People of all ages and all classes should be encouraged to serve, but there are many
ways [t] for middle-class kids, and their elders, to serve at little public cost [F]. (PEDT:
2412,65)
Cz. Lide vsech vekovych kategorii a vsech spolecenskych vrstev by se meli podporovat k
prospesnym pracfm, ale existuje mnoho zpusobu, jak mohou deti a stars! lide ze stredn!
vrstvy prinaset uzitek za male verejne vydaje.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD

(24) Government officials here and in other countries laid plans [t] through the weekend
to head off a Monday market meltdown [F] -- but went out of their way to keep their
moves quiet. (PEDT: 2413,1)
Cz. Vladni urednfci u nas a v jinych zemfch predlozili behem vikendu plany [t], jak
odvratit pondelnf oteplenf na trhu [F] ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
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(25) The disadvantage at this point is that anything [f] you do that looks like [f] you are
doing too much tends to reinforce a sense of crisis, said one government official, insisting
on anonymity. (PEDT: 2413,6)
Cz. Neryhodou v tuto chvili je, ze cokoli, co vypada, jakoze delas prflis mnoho, ma
tendenci utvrzovat pocit krize, uvedl jeden vladnf urednfk, ktery si pral zustat
v anonymite.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: dependent relative clause
Motivation factors: internal discontinuity

(26) The reticence of federal officials was evident in the appearance [f] Sunday of
Budget Director Richard Darman [f] on ABC's This Week [F]. (PEDT: 2413,12)
Cz. Mlcenlivost vladnfch urednfku byla zrejma z toho, ze se rozpoctovy reditel Richard
Darman objevil [f] v nedeli na stanici ABC v poradu Tento tyden [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD

(27) The three men worked together on the so-called Brady Commission [f], headed by
Mr. Brady, which was established after the 1987 crash to examine the market's collapse
[F]. (PEDT: 2413,30)
Cz. Ti tri muzi pracovali spolecne na tzv. Bradyho komisi vedene panem Bradym, ktera
byla zalozena po krachu v roce 1987, aby vysetrila pad trhu.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: dependent relative adnominal clause
Motivation factors: internal discontinuity, end-focus

(28) And Justin, in a news release, says, "Once competitive, Sony now resorts to strongarm tactics [f] in American courtrooms to carve out and protect niche markets [F]."
(PEDT: 2418,48)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, grammatical word order
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Discontinuous postmodification of the noun TIME in the syntactic function of
subject
The Czech translation of all instances is analogical to that of (29), displaying no
discontinuity. (Source of all instances: BNC)
(29) For many of the East Germans arriving in Prague, there is a unique emotional
wrench when the time [t] comes to make their way to the embassy doors [F].
(AIV,953)
Cz. Pro mnoho vychodnich Nemcu, ktefi pfijiideji do Prahy, nastava jedinecne
emocionalni vytdeni, kdyi pfijde cas protlacit se ke dvefim velvyslanectvi [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(30) But when the time [t] comes to leave [F], she can't help going in a showbiz way,
negotiating the steps of the Ritz in her towering leopard-skin stilettos like she's on the set
ofa Busby Berkeley musical. (A3X,21)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form ofthe dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(31) But if he could not persuade her when the time [t] came to move [F], lean-Paul
could. (CSS,540)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(32) The tranquiliser and the bottle are poor comforters when the time [t] comes to part
for ever from those we love [F]. (ACA,231)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(33) But even so, for the lones and the Riddifords it was a terrible wrench to leave the
rest of the close knit Welsh family behind and there were floods of tears when the time
[t] came to say goodbye [F]. (ADR,7S)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
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(34) But when the time [t] came to compose a quarrel between people [F], it was the
representatives ofthe groups to which they belonged who made the peace. (ADW,855)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(35) When the time [t] came to go [F], Harvey's father said. (ALH,2116)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form ofthe dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
(36) When the time [t] came to greet the newly-weds [F], Prince Napoleon bowed to the
Emperor but pointedly ignored the Empress, while Prince Pierre Bonaparte saluted
neither the one nor the other. (ANR,371)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(37) ... and when the time [t] came to leave [F], he assured the Queen that If we stayed
longer we should end up by forgetting France altogether. .. (ANR,949)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form ofthe dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
(38) When the time [t] came to close the office [F], he took great pleasure in posting us
all as far away from our homes as he possibly could. (B3F,986)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(39) When the time [t] comes to remove the muzzle [F], it is a simple matter to cut the
neck strand of the string with a knife and the whole thing then falls free. (BNY,370)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(40) When the time [t] came to launch a leading brand of canned pork and beans in
the Canadian market [F], the advertising company decided to continue the campaign ...
(BP4,343)
(41)
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Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(42) But when the time [t] came to buy it [F], I heard he had 'invested' the money and
hadn't even paid the rent on our room. (C8A,1560)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(43) For agents in complex and quickly changing circumstances, that no more than will
be as important as the as much as, until the time [t] comes to judge [F], in retrospect...
(CB1,147)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(44) ... he waits until the time [t] comes to complete it on paper [F]. (CB 1,229)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(45) She and Uncle Matthew had agreed, in spite of her strong disapproval of Ruth's
plans for the future, that she should live with them until the time [t] came to leave [F].
(CB5,844)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(46) He won't know for sure whether it's a success until the time [t] comes to deal with
the excess stock [F]. (CBX,1024)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(47) The senator obviously just wants us to drown his children so they can't embarrass
him when the time [t] comes to run for President [F], she told me next morning.
(CCW,142l)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
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Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(48) The upper section of the sheet was left parted to expose the features to view and
remained so until the time [t] came to secure the lid [F]. (CD3,914)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(49) Had the time [t] come to forget the promise they had made each other [F], the
guarantee they had given never to meet or speak? (CDB,1630)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(50) According to Leopold, young Thomas wept bitterly when the time [t] came to part
[F]. (CEW,209)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
(51) ... and it also assists with her capture when the time [t] comes to remove her [F].
(CGH,1560)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(52) School teachers suffer a good deal from having to listen to this sort of twaddle from
proud parents, but they usually get their own back when the time [t] comes to write the
end-of-term reports [F]. (CH4,10)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(53) But of course I'd had a few drinks, and I hadn't worn my glasses anyway, so when
the time [t] came to meet her [F] I wasn't quite sure what she looked like. (CH8,1850)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
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(54) It was unlikely that he would find it necessary to leave his office until the time [t]
came to visit the missing girl's parents [F] ... (CJX,9)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(55) Indeed when the time [t] came to leave Germany [F] I made a mental decision
never to return. (EA8,49)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(56) When the time [t] came to re-sell the site [F], UPH sold the company which owned
the property (Chestvale) and not the site itself. (ED7,452)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(57) When the time [t] comes to settle your Access account [F], you have the option of
paying off the whole amount owing ... (EEO,60 1)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(58) Why is it that when the time [t] comes to refit the kitchen or bathroom, replace
the lounge suite, plan the family holiday [F], or an irresistible opportunity arises to
indulge in one of your hobbies, you invariably find yourself short of money? (EEO,694)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(59) When your FlexiLoan is arranged, we will give you a special cheque book so that
when the time [t] comes to spend some or all of your borrowing limit [F], all you have
to do is make our a cheque for the right amount. (EEO,805)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
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(60) Where possible, you should choose a period that is in line with how long you want
to deep the car, so that when the time [t] comes to replace it [F], you can start again from
scratch. (EEO,868)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(61) This comes in useful when the time [t] comes to mark the position of the mortises
[F]. (EFH,502)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(62) Unfortunately, when the time [t] came to devour the cakes [F], she found she had
difficulty in eating hers because of its hardness. (EFH, 1323)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(63) ... now when the time [t] comes to go into that great big C D tea room in the sky
[F], could you change something? (F7R,445)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(64) But when the time [t] comes to close [F], this delicate balance between gleaming
efficient machinery and the secret world of nature can relent the man made ... (F8H,91)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
(65) Within three weeks they die, having laid the eggs of the next generation which will
be in the soil until the time [t] comes to repeatthe cycle [F]. (FEV,1894)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(66) Has the time [t] come to change course [F]? (FT3,933)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
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Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(67) When the time [t] comes to experience the events that Tod's dreams foretell [F]
(when we find out, for instance, how the baby came to wield such power), then maybe I
will take it harder. (FYV,1200)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(68) When the time [t] comes to take a decision [F], one member should take the part of
'devil's advocate' challenging the majority viewpoint. (GOU,1566)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(69) Edible things tended to crumble when packaged and someone was going to have to
remember where they all were when the time [t] came to unpack them [F]. (GOX,3168)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(70) When the time [t] comes to settle up [F] (this can be after 25 years) you may owe
money or have made some. (G2K,343)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus
(71) She lost her home, was apart from her own family and my father, and did not fare
very well at all when the time [t] came to divide Aunt Bessie's property [F]. (G39,371)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(72) I couldn't let Rosa go when the time [t] came to sell up [F].(G39,1163)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factor: end-focus
(73) I was thankful when the time [t] came to go to the City [F]. (HOD,2519)
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Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(74) It is abundantly clear that when the time [t] came to construct defences around
many of these sites [F], the reason was not always primarily to protect the community.
(H7Y,312)
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: infinitive
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight

Discontinuous postmodification of the noun REACTION in the syntactic function of
subject
(Source of all instances: BNC)
(75) A Downing Street spokesman said yesterday that there was absolutely no reaction
[f] at all to Dr Runcie's latest broadside [F]. .. (A 11,407)
Cz. Mluvci Downing Street vcera uvedl, ze neprisla zadml reakce na posledni slovni utok
dr. Runcieho.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, focalizing locative-existential construction
(76) What has my reaction [t] been to criticism [F]? (BNA,55)
Cz. Jaka byla moje rakce na kritiku?
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, well-balanced structure
(77) I gave him a frown and told him to mind his manners because I wasn't sure what the
old lady's reaction [t] would be to my brother [F]. (CDM,1265)
Cz. Zamracil jsem se na nej a rekl mu, at' si dava pozor na sve zpusoby, protoze jsem si
nebyl jist, jak bude stara dama reagovat na meho bratra.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus
(78) Meanwhile, BSDI's only reaction [t] so far to our story last week [t] is to claim
Bill Jolitz was a founder of BSDI. (CTS,260)
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Cz. Mezitfm, doposud jedimi reakce BSDI na nas prfbeh minuly tyden je prohhisenf, ze
Bill Jolitz je zakladatelem BSDI.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: CD
(79) When you are interviewed for ajob which may involve press relations (and most do)
your potential employer will often call a few journalists on major publications to see what
reaction [f] they have to your name [F]. (ECF,1465)
Cz .... Vas potencialnf zamestnavatel casto zavola par novinaru z hlavnfch publikacf, aby
videl, jak budou novinari na Vase jmeno reagovat.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD, grammatical pre-position
(80) In a reaction [t], therefore, to these problems [t] the last few years have seen two
major changes in approach. (FR2,673)
Cz. Tudfz v reakci na tyto problemy doslo v nekolika poslednfch letech k velkym
zmenam.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: CD
(81) ... he had asked Ockleton to explain his reaction [f] earlier to Harry's revelation
that Alan Dysart had once worked for him in Swindon [F]. (H8T,1001)
Cz....pozadal Ockletona 0 vysvetlenf jeho drfvejsf reakce na Harryho odhalenf, ze Alan
Dysart pro nej kdysi pracoval ve Swindonu.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus
(82) I'll see what reaction [f] there is to a number of minor knocks [F] but I'll keep the
options open, said Bingham. (HJ4,9084)
Cz. Uvidfm, jaka je reakce na radu mensfch napadenf, ale nechcim moznosti otevrene,
tvrdf Bingham.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight, obligatory grammatical pre-position
(83) ...and we've still not got a report from Tech or any indication of, of erm, what their
reaction [f] would be to the, to the report which comes out [F]. (HYX,537)
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Cz.... a stale nemame z Techu zpravu ani zadny naznak toho, mmm, jaka bude jejich
reakce na, na zpravu, ktera vyjde.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, obligatory grammatical pre-position
(84) Consequently, had the dye in Ingham provoked a reaction [fJ even to a "normal"
customer [F] ... (J7D,843)
Cz. Nasledne vyvolala barva u Inghama reakci dokonce i na "normalnfho" zakaznika ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, focalizer
(85) ... what [fJ would your reaction
Cz.... jak bys na to reagoval?

[fJ be to that? (JK8,181)

Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: obligatory grammatical pre-position, well-balanced structure
(86) So out of yesterday it was how to put the structure together as the delivery of how it
came across and what the audience's reaction [fJ was to it. (JSA,868)
Cz.... jak na to obecenstvo reagovalo.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: obligatory grammatical pre-position
(87) I was not sure what the general public's reaction [t] would be to Swan Lake [F].
(K4Y,673)
Cz. Nebyl jsem si jist, jak bude siroka verejnost reagovat na Labutf jezero.
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, obligatory grammatical pre-position, well-balanced
structure
(88) Reaction [t] was mixed yesterday to President CIinton's confirmation [fJ that the
US will introduce a tax on energy in a double-edged attack on global warming and the
cost of oil imports. (K59,2269)
Cz. Vcera byly smfSene reakce na Clintonovo schvalenf, ze USA zavede dan z energie ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
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Motivation factors: end-focus, end-weight
(89) ... he'd come back and be you think it is the beginning of the erm God I hope not but
it is a reaction [t] obviously er to the radiation treatment [F] ... (KPl, 9745)
Cz.... ale je to zrejme reakce na ozarovani...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, CD

Discontinuous postmodification of the noun OPINION
(Source of all instances: BNC):
(90) Opinion [t] differs widely on value of these methods [F]. (AOJ,477)
Cz. Nazory [t] na hodnotu techto metod se liSf [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus
(91) Opinion [t] is sharply divided on the edibility of the results [F]. (A3G,222)
Cz. Nazory [t] na stravitelnost techto vYsledku se ostre lisi [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus
(92) I have always accepted that a referendum could be an appropriate mechanism for
sounding out opinion [t], particularly on constitutional issues [F]. (AK9,1120)
Cz. Vzdy jsem pfipoustel, ze referendum by mohlo byt vhodnym mechanismem pro
zjisteni nazoru [t], zejmena na ustavni zalezitosti [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus, focalizer
(93) In sharp contrast, opinion [t] was more divided on whether she was trustworthy,
caring, or willing to listen [F]. (A62,612)
Cz. V ostrem protikladu se nazor [t] vie rozcMzel v tom, zda je duveryhodna, starostliva
nebo ochotna naslouchat [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus
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Discontinuous postmodification of the noun EMPHASIS
(Source of all instances: BNC)
(94) But acting and all that it means is very much a doing thing, so the emphasis [t] is
always on practical work [F]. (A06,128)
Cz. Ale hranf a vsechno, co to ob naSi, je z velke casti Cinnost, takze duraz [t] je vzdy na
prakticke praci [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus (regular word order)
(95) The emphasis [t] will be on developing an actor's mental and physical
concentration [F], and giving him/her sufficient craftsmanship to sustain a performance.
(A06,1313)
Cz. Duraz bude na rozvijenf [f] hercova mentalnfho a fyzickeho soustfedenf [F]. ..
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus (regular word order)
(96) The new emphasis [t] was to be on dining rather than drinking [F]. .. (AOB,399)
Cz. Nory duraz [t] mel by-t spfS najfdle nez na pitf [F] ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus (regular word order)
(97) The emphasis [t] here is on developing the front deltoid [F]. .. (AOW,405)
Cz. Duraz [t] je tu na rozvoj pfednfho deltoidu [F] ...
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus (regular word order)
(98) All the way through Railfreight's emergence as a viable, forward-looking concern,
the emphasis [t] was on improving [f] the service to the customer [F]. (A11,1155)
Cz.... duraz [t] byl na zlepsovanf [f] sluzby zakaznfkovi [F].
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
Form of the dependent member: prepositional phrase
Motivation factors: end-focus (regular word order)
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Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase (The source of all instances: BNC)
Tough-movement
The projective variants of all instances are analogical to those in (99) and (lOO).
(99) Honest crap you can flush down the lavatory, he wrote, but dishonest crap [ct], of
the kind produced by so-called artists, is more difficult to dispose [F] of. (A08,72)
Cz. Poctivy odpad muzes splachnout do zachoda, napsal, ale nepoctivy odpad toho typu,
ktery produkuji takzvani umeIci, je obtiznejsi vyhodit.
Projective variant: It is more difficult to dispose of dishonest crap [f] ...
(100) The comfort of having the big glass here at last, he wrote, of living in the shadow
of its coldness, its emptiness. No Hildas. No Goldbergs. No words. Just the glass. Cold to
the touch. Cold to look [F] at. (A08,208)
Cz .... Zadni Goldbergove. Zadna slova. Jen sklo. Chladne na dotyk. Chladne na pohled.
Subtype: ellipsis of subject and copula
Projective variant: It is cold to look at the glass [f]. ..
(101) The dish [t] was also eminently suitable for service in a restaurant, good to look
[F] at and practical to assemble. (AOC,1599)
Cz. Nadobi bylo take nesmirne vhodne pro sluzbu v restauraci, dobre na pohled a
prakticke na srovnani.
(102) He was great to work [F] with - I'd do anything to work with him again."
(AOE,57)
Cz .... Skvele se s nim pracovalo ...
(103) But as I keep trying to tell you, publishing [t] is not that easy to get [F] into -especially at your sort of salary level when you've no experience. (AOF,352)
Cz. Ale jak ti stale rlkam, dostat se do nakladatelske cinnosti neni snadne ...
(104) Counsellors [t] are available to talk [F] to and advise individuals and couples
about marital or partnership problems ... (AOJ,1738)
Cz. S poradci je mozne mluvit a take radi jednotlivcum a parum ohledne manzelskych
nebo partnersk-ych problemu ...
(105) She'd taken him literally, although now she questioned whether that had been wise.
Hollywood stars [t] were safe to fall in love [F] with, dead or a million dollars away.
(AOL,16)
Cz. Zamilovat se do hollywoodskych hvezd bylo bezpecne, byly totiz mrtve nebo je od
nas oddelovaly milionu dolaru.
(106) Competitive kicks. Kicks [ct], are harder to score [f] with than punches and in
recognition of this, a greater latitude in judgement is applied by the refereeing panel.
(AOM,899)
Cz. Soutezni kopance. Kopnutfm se sk6ruje obtizneji nez ranami pesti...
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(107) Larkin's own oast house [t] is not so good to look [F] at. (A14,493)
Cz. Larkinova susarna nenf tak hezka na pohled.
(108) Loop-in wiring is more straightforward to do, but junction box wiring [ct] is a
better system for light fittings (other than simple pendant lights) and is easier to add [F]
to. (A16,295)
Cz. Smyekove vedenf se dela snadneji, ale vedenf pres odboenici je lepsfm systemem pro
mala elektropffslusenstvf...
(109) They [t] are extremely hard to dispose [F] of. (A1U,6)
Cz. Je velmi tefke se jich zbavit.
(110) We're still fighting that one,' Bromley says, "but peak-time scheduling [t] has got
harder and harder to break [F] into." (A22,281)
Cz .... ale v planovanf spieky je stale tezsf a tezsf se prosadit.
(111) The one position [t] he or she should avoid is of being a kind of co-conspirator
with the politician against the legitimate interests of the audience and that, it has seemed
to me lately, is an increasingly easy trap to fall [F] into. (A3A,339)
Cz. Pozicf, ktere by se meli vyhnout, je stat se jak9msi spoluspiklencem politika proti
legitimnfm zajmum verejnosti a to, jak se mi poslednf dobou zda, je past, do ktere je
velmi snadne spadnout.
Subtype: referential duplication (position - trap)
(112) Like many creative people, she [t] can be impossible to reason [F] with, and the
experience can be very painful. (A5K,115)
Cz. Jako s mnoha kreativnfmi lidmi nenf mozne se s nf pfft a muze to byt velmi bolestna
zkusenost.
(113) Still, any stick [t] is good enough to beat [F] with. (A69,513)
Cz. Presto jakakoli tye je dost dobra na to, aby se s nf dalo mlatit.
(114) Yet, in fact they [t] were really easy going and fine to get along [F] with
(A6E,325)
Cz. Presto byli ve skuteenosti opravdu velmi pratelStf a vycMzelo se s nimi bez
problemu.
(115) I knew quite a number of people who had gone into the Civil Service and it [t]
seemed a good thing to get [F] into. (A6L,1616)
Cz. Znal jsem nekolik lidf, kteff odesli do statnf spravy a zdalo se to jako dobre mlsto,
kamjft.
Subtype: referential duplication (it - thing)
(116) She [t] was much younger than he, strong, not unpleasant to look [F] at. (A6N,719)
Cz. Byla mnohem mladsf nez on, silna, ne nepffjemna na pohled.
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(117) They'[t] re fun to look [F] at. (A6N,1748)
Cz. Je legraenf se na ne dfvat.
(118) ... Or if there is, he [t] turns out to be impossible to live [F] with,' she says.
(A70,1298)
Cz .... A jestli je, ukazuje se, ze je nemozne s nfm zft.
(119) She ain't crying or nothing, but her face [t] is horrible to look [F] at. (A74,146)
Cz. Ani nebreef, ale jejf tvar je hrozmi na pohled.
(120) It'[t] s too beautiful to look [F] at. (A74,3061)
Cz. Je prflis knisne se na to dfvat. Vs. Je to prflis knisne na to, aby se na to koukalo.
(121) Having known the Royal Family all her life, she [t] was easy to talk [F] to, and was
one of the few people who knew what Diana was talking about when she spoke about her
day-to-day life. (A7H, 1357)
Cz. Protoze znala knilovskou rodinu cely zivot, bylo snadne s nf promluvit...
(122) It can not be right that a tenant in Middlesbrough, where housing is cheap, pays
more than a tenant in Camden, where costs are very much higher, where well-paid jobs
[t] are much easier to come [F] by, and there is such a concentration of commercial
facilities. (A96,47)
Cz .... Camden, kde jsou ceny mnohem vyssf, kde je mnohem snadnejsf sehnat dobre
placenou pnici ...
(123) Christmas [t] is very hard to deal [F] with,' says 22-year-old Mark. (AA8,287)
Cz. Je velmi tezke vyrovnat se s Vanocemi, rfka dvaadvacetilety Mark.
(124) The contradictions fall into something like a natural order of things, in a
flamboyant era when the natural [t] was not always easy to come [F] by. (AA9,713)
Cz .... v pestre ere, kdy nebylo vzdy snadne prijft k neeemu prirozenemu.
(125) Not a wildly exciting play, though with the production in the safe hands of Alfred
Bradley and charming performances all round, it [t] was always easy to listen [F] to.
(AAH,137)
Cz .... bylo vzdy snadne to poslouchat.
(126) Partly because the machinery of repression has been so all-embracing for so long,
stifling any messages of opposition before they reached a platform, and partly because
Romania has for so long been cut off from the mainstream of European thinking and
political change, constructive ideas [ct] have been hard to come [F] by. (AAK,368)
Cz. Casteene proto, ze byla masinerie represf vsudypfftomna po tak dlouhou dobu, ze
umleovala jakekoli zpravy od opozice predtfm, nez se dostaly na verejnost, a easteene
proto, ze bylo Rumunsko tak dlouho odtrzeno od hlavnfho proudu evropskeho myslenf a
politicke zmeny, bylo obtfzne setkat se s konstruktivnfmi myslenkami.
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(127) He [t] can be impossible to bowl [F] against. (AA W,88)
Cz. le nemozne hnit proti nemu kuzelky.
(128) ... it [t] was an incredible show, quite wonderful to look [F] at. (AB5,1528)
Cz .... byla to neuvefitelna podivami, naprosto uchvatna na pohled.
(129) Nissan claimed that Octav Botnar [t], the reclusive owner of Nissan UK, is too
difficult to deal [F] with. (ABD,2906)
Cz. Nissan prohlasil, ze s Octavem Botnarem, v)rhradnim majitelem firmy Nissan UK, je
pfilis tezke jednat.
(130) He did always want to get away when he was with Gina. On the other hand, he
realized that if he did, there would be financial penalties. He was also cynical enough to
believe that any other woman [ct] might be as unpleasant to live [t] with. (AC3,1194)
Cz.... Byl take dostatecne cynicky, aby veril, ze zit [t] s jakoukoli jinou zenou by bylo
stejne nepfijemne [F].
(131) There are not all that many King Charles Spaniels born each year, and
consequently puppies [t] are hard to come [F] by. (ACM,1403)
Cz. KokrspanHu krale Charlese se nerodi rocne mnoho, a tudizje stenata obtizne sehnat.
(132) Slavering foxes will be stopped from trotting down 30 miles of tunnel by ten-foot
fences, electric 'stun mats' and being shot with humane killers. The airborne threat [t] is
harder to deal [F] with, but bat patrols will be mounted. (ACP,2414)
Cz .... S hrozbou ze vzduchu je tezsi se vypofadat...
(133) Though at least the Bluebird [t] was distinctive to look [F] at, whereas the Primera
looks like a successful cross between several of its rivals. (ACR,1781)
Cz. Ale aspoii Bluebird byl dobfe rozpoznatelny, zatimco Primera vypada jako uspesny
kfiz mezi nekolika sv)rmi nepfateli.
(134) As a dog handler, Keith has worked with two German Shepherds in the past five
years. German Shepherds [t] are great dogs to work [F] with,' he declared. (AI7,1538)
Cz. Nemecti ovcaci jsou psi, se kterymi se skvele pracuje.
SUbtype: referential duplication (shepherds - dogs), the construction borders on infinitive
postmodifying a noun
(135) Apart from that, he'[t] s a good enough man, a nice man to talk [F] to. (A3N,298)
Cz. Krome toho je dost dobry chlap, hezky se s nim mluvi.
Subtype: referential duplication (he - man)
(136) I'[t] ve been difficult material to work [F] with, haven't I? (AOF,618)
Cz. lsem material, se kterym se tezko pracuje, ze ano?
Subtype: referential duplication (I - material)
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(137) Sure, and Wenders [t] is an expert in flannel. Nice to look [F] at though, and Yohji
won the game ... (ACN,320)
Cz. Jiste, a Wenders je nidoby expert. Ale pekny na pohled ...
Subtype: ellipsis of subject and copula
(138) The latter offence is an inchoate offence of a familiar kind: possession with intent,
in circumstances where an innocent reason for possessing explosives [t] is fairly hard to
come [F] by ... (ACJ,585)
Cz .... za okolnosti, kdy ospravedlnitelny duvod pro drZenf vybusnin je tezke najft...
(139) He[t] wasn't an easy man to talk [F] to. (ABW,1517)
Cz. Nebyl to muz, se kterym se snadno mluvL
SUbtype: referential duplication (he - man)
(140) When this happens, the records [t] get harder to listen [F] to ... (AB3,236)
Cz. Kdyz se to stane, nahnivky jsou tezsf na poslech ...
(141) Frank [t] was an easy man to talk [F] to. (A7J,1475)
Cz. Frank byl muz, se kterym se snadno mluvilo.
Subtype: referential duplication (Frank - man)
(142) Although the arrival of Harry was a break in the gloom, the Prince [t] was a
prickly man to live [F] with. (A7H,994)
Cz. Ackoli pffjezd Harryho byl prillomem v beznadeji, byl prince popudlivy a bylo tezke
s nfm zft.
Subtype: referential duplication (Prince - man)
(143) It is a punishing job, and Charles [t] is no easy man to work [F] for. (A7H,1790)
Cz. Je to pnice za trest a pro Charlese nenf snadne pracovat.
Subtype: referential duplication (Charles- man)

Discontinuity with a Wh-word
Regular, structural discontinuity (The source of all instances: BNC)
The Czech translation of all instances is analogical to that of (144).
(144) The Shah had made a showplace of his country with his colossal purchasing of
weapons, and look what it had all come to: ... (A05,773)
Cz. Sah ze sve zeme udelal vystavnf sfn svym kolosalnfm mikupem zbranf a podfvejte, k
cemu to aZ doslo. ..
(145) You show me what you're talking about. (A05,1648)
(146) The quality of mercy is not strained from The Merchant of Venice -- and mercy
was what I was asking for, literally, at that moment. (A06,2323)
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(147) ... has to some extent faced the thought that he might be wasting his whole life, for
that's what it comes down to in the end, he wrote ... (A08,545)
(148) You only turn to it as people climb mountains and cross deserts -- to find out what
you are made of by doing what you hardly dare to do. (A08,686)
(149) It becomes clear after one has been working at something for several weeks, he
typed (as Harsnet had written), that one is not going to achieve what one had hoped for.
(A08,891)
(150) Typical of artists to read nothing except what they happen upon and then to
pontificate about life and art and the way the world is going. (A08,981)
(151) As I looked through the viewer I had the feeling, momentarily, that it really was
what I had dreamed about for so long, a sort of crystal ball in which I could call up
everything I had ever known. (A08,2759)
(152) 'That's what it sounded like,' agreed Mary. (AOD,2418)
(153) That was what he came up with. (AOD,2498)
(154) That's what's been going around the common room and that's what all this adds
up to. (AOF,223)
(155) Would I be right in saying that we haven't provided you with what you were
looking for when you came here? (AOF,546)
(156) She came back with what I'd asked for. (AOF.1816)
(157) If you were given 'carte blanche' so to speak, what would you go for? (AOF,2847)
(158) Have we leave to write down what you are all agreed upon? (AON,719)
(159) What is childminding like as a job? (AO] ,318)
(160) I was curious to see what shrift she would receive in Naipaul's novel: the work ofa
man who has been spoken of by an old friend, the novelist Paul Theroux ... (A05,19)
(161) Generally, it is best to send out a strong opener, that is someone who can be relied
upon to go all out for a victory. (AOM, 108)
(162) The British reader, who is likely to have been spared certain of the varieties of
suffering which are spoken of in the writings of Kundera and Klima, where a joke, or no
joke, or nothing whatever, can sequester you for years from the people you grew up with,
is in a position, for all that, to know what Sabina means here. (A05,612)
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(163) Locking the gates, however, could do little to reverse the social trends which the
dazibao complained of. (CGO,IS81)
(164) Instead of introducing procedures which can be relied upon to identify and protect
all those at risk of human rights violations in their own country, Government has
introduced a range of measures which create obstacles in the path of those seeking
asylum in the UK. (A03,9S0)
(16S) These remarks concerning if this is a man do not describe the kind of book which

runs easily to sequels, and which is easy to live up to. (AOS,1441)
(166) Doyle's greyhound is a pair of electricians' pipes, which he lights upon, paints and
plays, producing a doleful sound that soothes him -- it is like mumbling your mantra or
telling your beads. (AOS,IS87)
(167) The kids are presented as decent and thoughtful, and there's an Arcadian absence
of the stress and violence which some might look for in a class where the teacher swears
and free-associates, and throws up and bunks off into the bargain. (AOS,160S)
(168) There is an optional second year which students can apply for which joins up with
the two-year diploma course. (A06,19S)
(169) ... when I had applied and been chosen for a television play called It's Too Late to
Talk to Billy which was set in Belfast -- which is where I came from originally.
(A06,1807)
(170) I know from where it comes and where it wishes to get to. (A08,1240)
(171) Those words of Kafka's, which have never ceased to haunt me: Where does the
strength come from to write: I have no strength any more? (A08,2112)
(172) It did not really matter who we were or where we had come from; the fountain
united us all in a common purpose and that was enough. (AOF,368)
(173) I did't want to risk Mrs Long, and Mrs Travers knew where I had moved on to, so
giving her name could cause problems as well. (AOF,976)
(174) It is not clear where this comes from. (AOP,714)
(17S) Where did you get to?' Rodney looked up crossly. (AOR,2071)

(176) Sara asked, 'Where did you get to last night?' (AOR,2229)
(177) You mightn't think it but it would be nice to feel proud of where you come from.
(AOU,lOS0)
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(178) After eating the piece of chicken dipped in cum in and saffron which he must have
liked, he asked me where I came from. (AOU,1548)
(179) Where I come from, if we see a pigeon we throw a stone at it. If it falls we accept
our good fortune, kill it and eat it. (AOU,1648)
(180) Enclosed with Training News are details of the services available and where they
can be obtained from. (A 10, 106)
(181) Where the printed story came from I don't know, but basically it was made up
somewhere along the line; a fairy story. (AI5,1562)
(182) The drama school will give you some advice on when and where to write to, and
how you organise your letters, but outside advice is very important in helping you to see
yourself in perspective. (A06,1489)

Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with an Adjective Intensified by Too
(183) Stowbridge was the nearest town, but there was no bus [F] at all between their
village of Applewick and Stowbridge, because a railway bridge [t] crossing the road [t]
was too low [t] for a bus to go under [F]. (BOB,1024)
Cz. Nejblizsi mesto byl Stowbridge, ale mezi jejich vesnici Applewick a Stowbridge
nejezdil vubec zadny autobus [F], protoze zeleznicni most [t] vedouci pfes silnici byl
pfilis nizky [F] na to, aby pod nim autobus [t] projel [F].
(184) You [t] are too beautiful for the wind to pick [F] at, or the sun to burn.
(EWC,2599)
Cz. Jsi pfilis krasna na to, aby se do tebe vitr opiral [F] nebo aby te slunce sezehlo [F].
(185) The nest [t] is far too small for a bird to sit [F] in. (F9F, 1825)
Cz. Hnizdo [t] je pfilis male na to, aby v nem mohl ptak sedet [F].
(186) Visiting lady: Why so? PAMELA: Because I think one may with pleasure celebrate
an anniversary of one's nuptials, but the day [t] itself I think too solemn a matter for the
parties of our sex to be very gay [F] upon. (FU4, 1077)
Cz.... ale den sam povazuji za pfilis slavnostni zalezitost pro nase pohlavi na to, abychom
se pfilis radovali [F].
(187) Well, they [t] are very big things [t] to grapple [F] with, and I don't know that
there are any answers. (A5B,29)
Cz. No, jsou to hodne velke veci [t] na to, abychom se s nimi porykali [F], a nevim, ze
existuji nejake odpovedi.
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Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with a Postmodifying Infinitive
The projective variant of all instances is analogical to that of (188) and (189).
(188) I think the present Government has a lot [f] to answer [F] for. (A06,2170)
Projective variant: I think the present Government has a lot for which it has to answer [P].
(189) In Shakespeare there are many young men to choose from. (A06,258)
Projective variant: In Shakespeare there are many young men from which one can choose
[F].

(190) But this is only one aspect of the bifurcation he describes. Fraser's fork took
several forms, as I say: or one might prefer to say that there was more than one fork [f] to
reckon [F] with. (A05,287)
(191) You don't have a family [f] to think [F] about of course, he said. (A08,2754)
(192) International visitors to the Disney theme parks near Orlando, Florida, have a
wealth of new-build state-of-the-art hotels [f] to choose [F] from, but none reaches the
gaudy heights of the WaIt Disney World Dolphin Hotel. (AOC,253)
(193) I was just being silly about which ones [f] to apply [F] for. (AOF,379)
(194) Alcoholism is a social thing, not a homelessness thing -- I mean, I knew a few
university lecturers who were alcoholics, but they all had homes [f] to go [F] to -- or still
had, last time they ever spoke to me. (AOF,2648)
(195) In search of oddity there is just one problem with that essential book Gardens of
England and Wales Open to the Public 1991 -- there are over 2,600 gardens [f] to choose
[F] from. (AOG,396)
(196) As well as the more familiar tall-growing daffodils and tulips, there are many
dwarf-growing bulbs [f] to choose [F] from. (AOG,1822)
(197) There are several birth control methods [f] to choose [P] from. (AOJ,538)
(198) These are the birth control methods [f] to choose [F] from: (AOJ,512)
(199) There is also a wealth of support and expertise [f] throughout the health service
to turn [F] to when you need help. (AOJ,1361)
(200) This gives an approximate value [f] to work [F] to, so a 20-year-old will aim to
generate a pulse rate of 175 beats per minute for a period of 20 minutes or so. (AOM,360)
(201) I have my future [f] to think [F] about. (AOR,1899)
(202) Jimmy Connors inherited a lot [f] to begin [F] with,' Pancho says. (AOV,649)
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(203) No one has all the shots [f] to begin [F] with. (AOV,736)
(204) Starting with a blank sheet of paper is perhaps easy for some, but for myself, I can
neither draw accurately nor can I imagine without a picture or actual model [f] to start
[F] from. (AOX,1193)
(20S) I would be very grateful if any of your readers could assist me in obtaining an
address [f] to write [F] to, or better still, a copy of the plans. (A 16, 1070)

(206) Are there any snags [f] to watch [F] for? (A 16, 1726)
(207) In Svidrigailov's America there is no air [f] to struggle [F] for ... (A 18,36S)
(208) So that when Von Lemke came to us as governor and felt himself overwhelmed by
our troubles and scandals, he had no toy-making [f] to turn [F] to, he had nowhere to
go ... (AI8,637)
(209) Bridge-building is empty because it never happens, God-killing and god-making
suicide is baffled because there is only a corpse to point at, there is nobody [f] to attach
[f] a fulfilled free intention [F] to. (AI8,1322)
(210) The contextualizing of even the simplest poem has no obvious point [f] to end [F]
at, once begun. (AIA,1273)
(211) Others can't do that: they haven't got the records [f] to choose [F] from.
(AIY,147)
(212) In a finale the police colonel complements Gumede as he describes his ideal home:
Freedom, man. Nice walls and a big sky to look at. (A2S, 122) ellipsis of predicative verb
(213) ... there is nothing like an international cricket tournament for persuading the
electorate that, with polling day just around the corner, Rajiv is the boy [f] to vote [F]
for. (A3L,S07)
(214) The fashionable dress varies, as do the fashionable drugs, but there are always at
least two problems [f] for society [f] to deal [F] with: (A3T,27S)
(21S) Roads were turned to mud by days of rain and Fiorio had the additional hardship

[f] of a bubbling radiator to contend [F] with. (A4P,434)

(216) Evans is convinced it ended up with a better dealer than it started with, and has
£2m of cash [f] to play [F] with. (ASS,14)
(217) He will be isolated, with no other Kurds [f] to talk [F] to, and I fear it will make
his mental state even worse. (AS9,701)
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(218) Martin Cruz Smith has an intriguing hero [f] to play [F] with; if he could only
Strive For a Decisive Upswing in Plot Design, his mastery of the chilly thriller would be
complete. (A5F,124)
(219) Chania's visitors have a vast store of good, although not first-quality, leatherware
[f] to choose [F] from. (A5X, 159)
(220) Right, you bloody lot, if you have any homes [f] to go [F] to, get out of those pits
and down to the orderly room, sharpish, or you won't get a bloody pass. (A61,2370)
(221) For Christ's sake, Piper, surely you have a home [f] to go [F] to? (A61,2378)
(222) Elvis has a lot [f] to answer [F] for. (A6A,282)
(223) In Burma, where he had only the British Colonial Office and colonial
administrators [f] to deal [F] with, he was more or less able to have his way.
(A6G,1565)
(224) There were too many things [f] to look [F] at, Daddy,' Mona said apologetically.
(A6N,2049)
(225) ... -- knowing the plane has the aerodynamics of a brick once the forward thrust is
lost -- and the knowledge that at the other end of the journey there will be new sounds
and smells and things [f] to look [F] at. (A6T,1439)
(226) There is, true enough, no bank [f] to poke[F] into -- get round the first headland
and the next bank is the shore of Svalbard -- but it would still be a good idea to be able to
go in a straight line. (A6T,1553)
(227) And among Punjabi peasants in Britain this Indian urban middle-class smartness,
not westernisation, is the thing [f] to aim [F] for. (A6V,917)

Discontinuous Prepositional Phrase with Passive Prepositional Verbs
(228) No particular accent [t] is asked [F] for, but Mike is not the conventional public
school type who has gone to Cambridge. (A06,882)
Projective variant: People [t] ask for no particular accent [F], but Mike is not the
conventional public school type who had gone to Cambridge,
(229) It will succeed only if it changes the way business [t] is done and accounted [T]
for. (AIJ,195)
Projective variant: It will succeed only if it changes the way they do and account for
business [F].
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(230) LVMH added £30m to the £246m pre-tax profits Guinness announced yesterday
for the period to 30 June, when only a 16 per cent stake [t] was accounted [F] for.
(A2V,241)
Projective variant: ... when they accounted only for a 16 per cent stake [F].
(231) They said everyone [t] living in the building was accounted [P] for. (A30,611)
Projective variant: They said they accounted for everyone living in the building [F].
(232) Mr Stockdale had taken control of Eagle Trust in the wake of the resignation and
subsequent departure from the country of John Ferriday, and had discovered that £13.7m
of funds [t] could not be accounted [F] for. (A3S,436)
Projective variant: ... and had discovered that it is impossible to account for £13.7m of
funds [P].
(233) In four episodes Cassandra, Andromache, Helen and, most affectingly,
Andromache's small son Astyranax [t], are remorselessly accounted [F] for. (A4E,149)
Projective variant: In four episodes the author remorselessly accounts for Cassandra,
Andromache, Helen and, most affectingly, Andromache's small son Astyranax [F].
(234) About £20m [t] of the original money is believed to have been accounted [F] for,
although about another £6m is still missing. (A59,808)
Projective variant: It is believed that they have accounted for about £20m of the original
money [F] ...
(235) While it is a premium to the market, it [t] should be more than accounted [f] for by
the property [F]. (A5G,261)
Projective variant: While it is a premium to the market, the property should more than
account [f] for it.
(236) Corpus Christi College made the suggestion that he should sleep in Corpus but take
his meals in his old college of Magdalene; a proposal [t] so bizarre that it should be
accounted [f] for by a motive, not to have at dinner a famously silent person, imagined as
a wet blanket. (A68,1366)
Projective variant: ... a proposal [t] so bizarre that a motive should account [f] for it...
(237) How can the blowing of such a bubble, and, once it was inflated and released, its
durability[t], be accounted [F] for? (A69,1202)
Projective variant: How can one account for blowing of such a bubble, and, once it was
inflated and released of its durability [F]?
(238) The rise [t] is largely accounted [f] for by rising incomes and profits [F] which
bring more taxpayers and companies into higher tax brackets. (A6F,306)
Projective variant: They account for it by rising incomes and profits [F] ...
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(239) In that year about 21 per cent [t] of all Africa's earnings from exports were
accounted [f] for by payment of principal and interest on debt [F]; by 1987 the figure had
fallen to 14 per cent and was likely to decrease further. (A6M,1145)
Projective variant: In that year they accounted for about 21 per cent [f] of all Africa's
earnings from exports [F] ...
(240) More than 60 per cent [t] oflndian exports are accounted [f] for by the two Tata
outfits[F], Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and Tata Unisys Ltd, which employ around
1,500 professionals in Bombay and Bangalore. (A8R,278)
Projective variant: The two Tata outfits [t], Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and Tata
Unisys Ltd, which employ around 1,500 professionals in Bombay and Bangalore account
for more than 60 per cent [f] of Indian exports.
(241) Part of the fall [t] is accounted [f] for by the pattern of transactions between
Britain and the EC [F], but part must also reflect the cost of British borrowing from
overseas investors. (AAS,403)
Projective variant: They account for part of the fall by the pattern of transactions between
Britain and the EC [F]. ..
(242) Money was being spent, but money [t] could be accounted [F] for. (AB5,1505)
Projective variant: ... one can account for money [F].
(243) As a result of the expansion in foreign direct investment, trade deficits are no
longer purely national concepts: a large chunk [t] of a country's exports and imports
may be accounted for [f] by foreign firms with bases there. (ABK,2344)
Projective variant: Foreign firms with bases there account for a large chunk [f] of a
country's exports and imports.
(244) Another third [t] is accounted for [f] by the goods shipped by foreign firms in
America to their home country [F]. (ABK,2353)
Projective variant: The goods shipped by foreign firms in America to their home country
account for another third [F].
(245) The results indicated that, with a high degree of probability, more than 99.8 per
cent [t] of the total collection could be accounted [F] for. (AC9,1361)
Projective variant: The results indicated that, with a high degree of probability, that one
can account for more than 99.8 per cent [f] of the total collection.
(246) In fact the reduction in home trade is far bigger than the reduction paid out exports,
and this [t] is accounted [f] for by the ten million reduction paid out now would give a
right big fillip to trade. (ACH,209)
Projective variant: The ten million reduction paid out now would give a right big fillip to
trade, which accounts [f] for the reduction in home trade being far bigger than the
reduction paid out exports.
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(247) 'His more than usually lumpy appearance [t] was accounted [f] for by a variety
of new bulges about his person [F], all promising delightful treats.' (AEB,2865)
Projective variant: A variety of new bulges about his person [t], all promising delightful
treats, accounts for his more than usually lumpy appearance [F].
(248) By the time of Edward I, the major part [t] of the Forest revenues was being
raised and accounted [f] for by the sheriffs [F]. (AE9,43)
Projective variant: By the time of Edward I, the sheriffs [t] raised and accounted for the
major part [f] of the Forest revenues.
(249) Measured by turnover, almost half the business activity [t] of Scotland's top 200
companies is accounted [f] for by 22 companies in the financial sector [F]. (AHT,642)
Projective variant: Measured by turnover, 22 companies in the financial sector [t] account
for almost half the business activity [f] of Scotland's top 200 companies.
(250) The average labour input for a part-time farm was 1,752 hours, or 0.75 of a manyear: some of this [t] would be accounted [f] for by contract work carried out by the
machinery group [F]. (ALe, 1296)
Projective variant: ... contract work carried out by the machinery group is able to account
[f] for some ofthis.
(251) This [t] is accounted [f] for by the rather different procedure adopted in child
sexual abuse investigations [F]. (ALM,779)
Projective variant: One can account for this by the rather different procedure adopted in
child sexual abuse investigations [F].
(252) However, this increase [t] in speed must not be relied [F] on if the launch is too
slow and the pilot wants more speed ... (AOH,618)
Projective variant: However, we must not rely on the increase [F] in speed if the launch is
too slow and the pilot wants more speed ...
(253) ... subjects are asked whether or not they perceive a stimulus, their responses [t],
verbal or otherwise, can not be relied [f] on as accurate accounts of their conscious
experiences [F]. (AOT,956)
Projective variant: ... one cannot rely on their responses [f], verbal or otherwise as
accurate accounts of their conscious experiences [F].
(254) Manufactured to conform to British Standards, the 57R [t] can be relied [f] upon to
meet stringent accuracy tolerances [F]. (AOX,I775)
Projective variant: Manufactured to conform to British Standards, one cannot rely on the
57R [f] to meet stringent accuracy tolerances [F].
(255) She [t] was accountable to no one and was no longer relied [f] upon by anyone [F].
(AI7,1070)
Projective variant: She [t] was accountable to no one and no one relied [f] on her any
more.
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(256) The article Jurisdiction in International Law [t] is one of the most widely cited,
and is extensively relied [F] upon, most recently before the court of the European
Community in the landmark Wood Pulp case. (A3V,I13)
Projective variant: People most widely cite from the article Jurisdiction in International
Law and extensively rely on it [f], most recently before the court of the European
Community in the landmark Wood Pulp case.
(257) As a general rule, where a counterclaim [t] could properly be relied [f] on as a setoff [F] and where it arose out of the same subject matter as the claim, the counterclaiming
defendant ought not to be required to give security for costs of that counterclaim unless
there were exceptional circumstances. (A3 W, 16)
Projective variant: As a general rule, where it is possible to rely properly on a
counterclaim as a set-off [F] ...
(258) While Speelman [t] can be relied [f] upon to finish just above half-way in any
international event [F], Timman's name frequently features either at the top or near the
bottom. (A 11,379)
Projective variant: While one can rely on Speelman [f] to finish just above half-way in
any international event [F] ...
(259) But he [t] can not be relied [f] upon for ever. (A5C,13)
Projective variant: But one cannot rely [f] on him for ever.
(260) The police commander judged the cordon [t] could not be relied [f] upon to
withstand the increasingly aggressive crowd [F]. (A88,503)
Projective variant: The police commander judged one cannot rely on the cordon to
withstand the increasingly aggressive crowd [F].
(261) The Florida County's ironic predicament illustrates the extent to which drug
testing [t] is relied [f] upon by some US employers to screen the workforce [F]. (A98,88)
Projective variant: The Florida County's ironic predicament illustrates the extent to which
some US employers rely drug testing to screen the workforce [F].
(262) Although the government has since promulgated guidelines to standardise
analytical methods, doubts remain about whether laboratories [t] can be relied [f] upon
not to make technical and clerical mistakes which could result in someone's discharge.
(A98,117)
Projective variant: Although the government has since promulgated guidelines to
standardise analytical methods, doubts remain about whether one can rely on laboratories
[f] to make technical and clerical mistakes which could result in someone's discharge.
(263) Many unwanted touchings are technical batteries, and prosecutors [t] are relied [f]
upon to avoid prosecutions of minor incidents [F]. (ACJ,743)
Projective variant: Many unwanted touchings are technical batteries, and one relies on
prosecutors to avoid prosecutions of minor incidents [F].
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(264) His mere re-election [t] can be relied [f] on to revive the market and solve those
problems -- without costing the public purse one penny. (AJX,253)
Projective variant: One can rely on his mere re-election [f] to revive the market and solve
those problems -- without costing the public purse one penny.
(265) No longer can the state [t] be relied [f] upon to provide funds [F]; money must be
sought from elsewhere, from private sponsorship and from foreign tours. (AKB,266)
Projective variant: One can no longer rely on the state to provide funds [F] ...
(266) Statistics [t] for the UK chemical industry, as provided by the government, can not
be relied [F] on, warned Freeman. (AL W,451)
Projective variant: One cannot rely on statistics [f] for the UK chemical industry, as
provided by the government, warned Freeman.
(267) Both [t] were villages with large numbers of Hinkley workers and which, a few
years before, could have been relied [f] on to toe the company line [F]. (AN9,1344)
No projective variant available because of obligatory pre-position of the relative
(268) The point is that reasons [t] that could have been relied [f] upon to justify action
before his decision can not be relied upon once the decision is given. (ANH,74)
No projective variant available because of obligatory pre-position of the relative
(269) Therefore, either they or the directive [t] should be relied [F] upon, but not both,
that is not if relying on both means adding the weight of the directive to the force of the
reasons justifying it when assessing the weight of the case for the directed action.
(ANH,371)
Projective variant: Therefore, one should rely either on them or on the directive [F]. ..
(270) Family help [t] could not be relied [F] on, even in a crisis. (AP7,1106)
Projective variant: One could not rely on family help [F], even in a crisis.
(271) Commercial farmers [t] (increasingly Africans who have taken over in the wake
of the slow European exodus since Independence) are still relied [f] upon to provide the
bulk of the urban demand for foodstuffs [F], particularly luxury items such as beef, milk,
and cheese. (APN,1233)
Projective variant: One still relies on commercial farmers [f] (increasingly Africans who
have taken over in the wake of the slow European exodus since Independence) to
provide ...
(272) Few [t] can be relied [f] upon for any technical back-up or support services [F]
although they can draw upon the services of their manufacturing suppliers for this
purpose. (APV,125)
Projective variant: One can rely on few for any technical back-up or support services
[F]. ..
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(273) Valuable coins [t] would naturally be searched [f] for with more energy [F] and so
tend to be recovered at a higher rate in ancient times. (ADH,671)
Projective variant: People would search for valuable coins with more energy [F] ...
(274) The graves [t] had to be searched [f] for in what looked like a clearing in a pine
wood [F], they were so thickly overgrown with grass and heather. (CBN,2089)
Projective variant: One had to search for the graves in what looked like a clearing in a
pine wood [F] ...
(275) If love eventually grows, so much the better. To us the whole process is upside
down. To us the flood of romantic love [t] should be searched [F] for and found before
marriage. (CDX,3108)
Projective variant: To us one should search for the flood of romantic love [F] and find it
before marriage.
(276) The resulting strings [t] produced by applying the rules are searched [f] for in the
lexicon in the normal way [F]. (CHF,1240)
Projective variant: We search for the resulting strings [f] produced by applying the rules
in the lexicon in the normal way [F].
(277) Leavis's judgements [t] were very much his own, laboriously arrived [F] at, and
presented with subtlety and rigour. (A1A,7ll)
Projective variant: Leavis's judgements [t] were very much his own, he laboriously
arrived at them ...
(278) Unless an equitable premium [t] can now be arrived [F] at, confidence in this
new Lloyd's initiative -- as well as the long-term future of the market -- will be eroded.
(ABE,342)
Projective variant: Unless one arrives at an equitable premium now [F] ...
(279) By encouraging an individual to explore their ideas, correct, redefine and reexplore until a workable solution [t] is arrived [F] at... (ALB,331 )
Projective variant: By encouraging an individual to explore their ideas, correct, redefine
and re-explore until he/she arrives at a workable solution [F]. ..

Discontinuous Phrasal Verbs (Source: BNC)
(280) ... this rejection of intellectualism is so well understood throughout the service that
it has even affected those to whom Bramshill scholarships to University have been
offered, and many turn them down. (AOK,450)
Cz.... toto odmitnutf intelektualismu je natolik zname, ze ovlivnilo dokonce i ty, kterym
byla nabfdnuta Bramshillova stipendia na univerzitu, a odmitli je.
Type: obligatory
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(281) Busy busy busy ... For the first time, she turned Lucy [f] down for lunch [F]. She
would not be squeezed in. Or out. (AOL,2170)
Cz. Prace, prace, pnice... Poprve odmitla Lucy [f] na obed [F]. Nepodafilo by se ji
vmaeknout ani do programu v praci, ani mimo ni.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(282) Who? Who else is there? It's you I want, you turn me on, darling. (AOL,2337)
Cz. Kdo? Kdo dalSi? la chci tebe, ty me vzrusujes, milaeku.
Type: obligatory
(283) She reached into a cabinet and turned the radio off. (AOU,2363)
Cz. Sahla do skfiiiky a radio vypnula.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(284) If you don't have them, use manual valves to adjust the radiators or turn them off
in rooms not in use. (AOY,471)
Cz. Pokud je nemate, pouzijte rueni ventily k uprave radiatoru nebo je v pokojich, ktere
nepouzivate, vypnete.
Type: obligatory
(285) To turn the grinder on, the switch is eased forward until it clicks downwards.
(A16,1011)
Cz. Abyste mlynek zapnuli, pohybujte vypinaeem pomalu dopfedu, dokud necvakne
dolu.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(286) She and her friend Sharon have been pursued by some boys, who are taunting
Carol to take her clothes off. (A06,1251)
Cz. li a jeji kamaradku Sharon pronasledovali nejaci kluci, ktefi popichovali Carol, aby si
sundala saty.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(287) The fact is I did take it out once or twice, determined to do something with it...
(A08,161O)
Cz. le pravda, ze jsem to parkrat vyndal s umyslem neco s tim udelat.
Type: obligatory
(288) ... a few murmured that if I did really feel strongly about the way I had been treated,
I should indeed take the matter up with the Senate. (AOF,135)
Cz. ... nekolik jich zamumlalo, ze jestli mi opravdu vadi zpusob, jak se mnou zachazeli,
mel bych ten pfipad opravdu projednat se senatem.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(289) He brought his fist down on his desk with a bang. (AOD,2978)
Cz. Prastil pesti do stolu.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
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(290) Mother I don't need -- the one who brought me up cost a lot in therapy to get over.
(AOL,2367)
Cz. Matku nepotfebuju - ta, kteni me vychovala, me stala hodne na terapifch, abych se z
toho dostal.
Type: obligatory
(291) Surely, then, Kenneth, this great grudge of theirs will bring them out against the
enlistment? (AON,1686)
Cz. Jiste, Kennethe, tahle jejich velka zast' se otoef proti odvodu do armady.
Type: obligatory
(292) Father brought me up here on his back in the spring one year, and I sat in the moor
while he and old Donald were digging peats. (AON,1878)
Cz. Otec me sem jednou na jaie vynesl na zadech a ja sedel na vfesovisti, zatfmco on a
stary Donald kopali raselinu.
Type: obligatory
(293) He was looking into vacancy with dull eyes. "James!" Cameron wanted to bring
him round. (AON,2208)
Cz. Dival se do prazdna vyhaslyma oeirria. "Jamesi!" Cameron ho chtel pfivest k vedomf.
Type: obligatory
(294) ... he nevertheless brought his children up with a healthy respect for books and the
independence they instil. (AOP,193)
Cz. . .. nicmene sve deti vychovaval se zdravou uctou ke kniham a nezavislosti, kterou
vstepuji.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(295) I listen to the World Federalists and the Communists talk about One World and
The Brotherhood of Man and how much they are doing to bring them about. (AOP,780)
Cz. Posloucham, jak na Svete federalisti a komunisti mluvf 0 Jednom svete a Bratrstvf
eloveka a kolik toho delajf, aby jich dosahli.
Type: obligatory
(296) Would you like me to speak to Colm? - Not unless he brings it up. (AOU,1024)
Cz. Chtel bys, abych promluvil s Colmem? - Ne, dokud to nezmfnf.
Type: obligatory
(297) That's not true, I've brought him up Irish. (AOU,1046)
Cz. To nenf pravda, vychoval jsem ho jako Ira.
Type: obligatory
(298) These statements are from The Wrench, where Faussone is good at his job and Levi
is good at getting this across. (A05,1483)
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Cz. Tyto vYroky jsou z The Wrench, kde Faussone dela dobre svou praci a Levi ji dobre
vysvetluje.
Type: obligatory
(299) Many companies will only invest in the minimum training required to get the
system up and running ... (AOC,61 0)
Cz. Mnoho firem bude investovat jen do minima skoleni nutneho pro to, aby system
postavily na nohy a uvedly ho do chodu.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(300) And if you think you're going to get all that off without a shower, you're wrong.
(AOD,853)
Cz. Ajestli si myslis, ze tohle vsechno svleknes, aniz by ses osprchoval, tak se my lis.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(301) They're for those upper-class twits who turn up halfway through seminars and who
never bother to get their essays in on time. (AOF,425)
Cz. lsou to takovi troubove z vyssich vrstev, ktefi se objevi v polovine semestru a nikdy
se neobtezuji odevzdat sve eseje yeas.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(302) Also, attorneys may be putting themselves up for huge amounts of emotional
strain, knowing that their clients stand to lose more than. (A03,712)
Cz. Take advokati se muzou zdrazit kvUli velkemu mnozstvi emocionalniho vypeti,
protoze vedi, ze jejich klienti mohou ztratit vie nez svou svobodu.
Type: obligatory
(303) Of course at school they always tell you that you should do a secretarial course,
which was absolutely dreadful, and they put you off the idea of a career in the theatre just
as much as they can. (A06, 1721)
Cz. Ve skole ti samozrejme vzdycky reknou, ze bys mel delat kurz kancelarske
administrativy, ktery byl naprosto pfiserny, a rozmluvi ti karieru v divadle, jak jen
muzou.
Type: obligatory
(304) But why should one incident put him off for ever? (A08,2946)
Cz. Ale proe by ho mela jedna nehoda odradit navzdy?
Type: obligatory
(305) The government would save so much money in the long run if they built us all
homes instead of putting us up in this dump; it's ridiculous. (AOF,1271)
Cz.Vlada by dlouhodobe usetrila tolik penez, kdyby nam vsem postavila domy misto
toho, aby nas ubytovala na tehle skladce. le to smesne.
Type: obligatory
(306) He put me up in a hostel, but it was filthy ... (AOF,1759)
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Cz. Ubytoval me v hostelu, ale byl spinavy ...
Type: obligatory
(307) ... the hero's homeless and somebody puts him up for the night. (AOF,2042)
Cz .... hrdina je bezdomovec a nekdo ho ubytuje na noc.
Type: obligatory
(308) A lot of women put her down for working with a man, especially one like Francis,
camp as Christmas in Tangiers, a slow fuse of lasciviousness smouldered in every phrase.
(AOL,41)
Cz. Mnoho zen ji potlaci, aby mohly pracovat s muzem, zejmena s takovym jako Francis,
pfihfaty jako Vanoce v Tangier, pomala rozbuska chlfpnosti doutnajicf v kazde frazi.
Type: obligatory
(309) "Stop putting yourself down," said Francis. (AOL,2728)
Cz. Pfestaii se ponizovat.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(310) You give yourself away when you kiss like that. (A05,84)
Cz. Prozrazujes se, kdyz Ifbas takhle.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(311) I remember when I left Central School in 1966 they said the average life for a
woman in the theatre was three years and seven for a man before giving it up.
(A06,1913)
Cz. Pamatuju si, ze kdyz jsem odesel z Central School v roce 1966, ffkalo se, ze
prumermi doba stravemi v divadle jsou tfi roky u zen a sedm u muzu, nez to vzdajf.
Type: obligatory
(312) No, I gave that up as a bad job years ago. (AOF,3055)
Cz. Ne, vzdal jsem to jako spatnou pnici uz pfed lety.
Type: obligatory
(313) I am half-pissed and brilliant, Francis takes me for egg and chips and strong tea and
tells me to give it up. (AOL,1284)
Cz. J sem napUl opily a genialni, Francis si me ddi kvUli vajickUm a hranolkam a silnemu
caji a ffka mi, at' to vzdam.
Type: obligatory
(314) Dare I say give it up? (AOL,2086)
Cz. OdvaZuju se fict vzdej to?
Type: obligatory
(315) Given that you can't give it up, and you seem unable to scrub round it at present,
said Francis ... (AOL,2719)
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Cz. Za predpokladu, ze to nemuzes vzdM, a vypadas, ze ted' nejsi schopny se na to
vykaslat, rekl Francis ...
Type: obligatory
(316) Give it up! (AOL,3416)
Cz. Vzdej to!
Type: obligatory
(317) How could she and how could she not give it up? (AOL,3418)
Cz. Jak to mohla vzdat a jaktoze to nevzdala?
Type: obligatory
(318) Anyway, they would never give a man away to the soldiers. (AON,1726)
Cz. Ale nikdy by cloveka neprozradili vojakum.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(319) One moment of confusion and he might give someone away, or incriminate
himself. (AON,2464)
Cz. Okamzik zmateni a muze nekoho prozradit nebo se zkompromitovat.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(320) But the eyes give him away ... (AOP,57)
Cz. Ale oci ho prozrazuji...
Type: obligatory
(321) Having registered, he set about ordering his life as he saw it developing, by giving
himself over to the muse ... (AOP, 1318)
Cz. Kdyz se zaregistroval, dal se do uspor<idani sveho zivota, jak ho videl se vyvijet, tim,
ze se odevzdal muze ...
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)
(322) On the Saturday of my third weekend at the Palace Hotel I looked their address up
in one of the telephone directories in my local library. (AOF,1335)
Cz. V sobotu 0 mem tretim vikendu v hotelu Palace jsem si vyhledal jejich adresu v
jednom z telefonnich seznamu v mistni knihovne.
Type: optional (motivation factor: CD)

Split infinitive (source: BNC)
(323) Despite the publicity on transmission of the disease, ignorance was such that they
became afraid to even visit me. (A02,95)
Cz. Navzdory pozomosti venovane v mediich prenosu choroby byla neznalost takova, ze
dostali strach me i jen navstivit.
Motivation factors: closer position of the rhematizer to the emphasized verb, CD
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(324) The global dimension of AIDS requires individual organisations and communities
to rapidly develop their own local approaches and responses to the problem although
often with limited resources. (A02,190)
Cz. Celosvetovy rozmach AIDS nutf jednotlive organizace a komunity, aby urychlene
pripravily vlastnf postupy a reakce na problem, ackoli casto s omezenymi zdroji.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(325) They are not content to just rest on their laurels. (A06,1922)
Cz. Neuspokoji je jen usnout na vavi'inech.
Motivation factors: closer position of the rhematizer to the emphasized verb, CD
(326) The next important lesson is to never apologise for being there. (A06,2099)
Cz. DaISf dlilezitou lekci je nikdy se neomlouvat za zpozdeni.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(327) A plant left to fully ripen all its seeds will probably stop flowering or cropping
before its neighbours. (AOG,2658)
Cz. Rostlina ponechana, aby uplne dozrala, prestane pravdepodobne kvest nebo plodit
di'iv nez rostliny v jejim okolf.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(328) Colour may be an indication of maturity, but some seeds will probably remain
green and it is better to gently shake or tap seed-heads to see if the contents are dropping.
(AOG,2661)
Cz. Barva muze byt ukazatelem zralosti, ale nektera semen a zustanou pravdepodobne
zelena a je lepsf jemne setfast nebo sklepat semenicky, abychom se podivali, jestli obsah
neopadava.
Motivation factors: CD
(329) After landing, the stick should be moved slowly right back to increase the tail load,
unless there is good reason to deliberately steer the glider to one side. (AOH,522)
Cz. Po pristani by se tyc mela posunout pomalu uplne doprava, aby se zvysilo zatizenf
zadi, jestlize neexistuje dobry duvod umyslne smerovat vetron na jednu stranu.
Motivation factors: CD
(330) In very high winds it is usually better to deliberately let the glider swing into wind
so that it comes to a stop facing directly into wind. (AOH,525)
Cz. Pfi velmi vysoke vetrnosti je obvykle lepsf nechat vetron umyslne klouzat po vetru,
aby se zastavil pri celnim postavenf ke smeru vetru.
Motivation factors: CD
(331) ... it would be necessary for anyone wishing to fully understand the process of
policing... (AOK,278)
Cz. Pro kazdeho, kdo chce pIne porozumet policejni praci, bude nutne ...
Motivation factors: perspicuity
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(332) ... theirs is to do, not to righteously philosophise. (AOK,302)
Cz ....jejich je pracovat, ne poctive filozofovat.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(333) Few former colleagues had much idea of what anthropology was and many seemed
never to even have heard the word. (AOK,1188)
Cz. Malo byvalych kolegu melo predstavu 0 tom, co antropologie je, a: mnoho jich
vypadalo, ze to slovo nikdy neslyseli.
Motivation factors: closer position of the rhematizer to the emphasized verb, CD
(334) Well, we're meeting next week, hopefully to really get this show on the road.
(AOL,1876)
Cz. No, pristf tyden se sejdeme, doufejme, ze tuhle show opravdu roztocfme.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(335) And wishing, with a sunrise burst of longing to be with you always, to always be
gentle as your hair is soft. (AOL,3122)
Cz. A prejfd si touhou, ktera se probouzf pri vychodu slunce, byt vZdy s tebou, byt vzdy
nezny, jako jsou jemne tve vlasy.
Motivation factors: CD
(336) I want to briefly explain what I mean by the terms open and closed sides when
referring to a stance... (AOM,643)
Cz. Chci krlitce vysvetlit, co chapu pod pojmem otevrena a zavrena strana, kdyz mluvfm
o postoji ...
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(337) If this is the case, it is difficult to suddenly change it, so you should switch to a
diagonal attack on the closed side. (AOM,1170)
C~: Je-li toto ten pripad, je tezke to nahle zmenit, takZe byste meli prepnout na utok po
diagonale na uzavrene strane.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(338) ... there was no way in which it was possible to really assimilate. (AOU,133)
Cz .... neexistoval zpusob, kterym by bylo mozne se skutecne asimilovat.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(339) She had always felt insulated from pain with him, as if the condoms served to
forever prevent them from getting unhealthily close. (AOU,914)
Cz. Vzdy se s nfm dtila izolovana od bolesti, jako kdyby je kondomy navZdy chranily
pred tIm, aby se k sobe dostali nezdrave blfzko.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(340) They had been hurt by it and have had to seriously think about how to make
themselves better. (AOU,1789)
Cz. Zranilo je to a museli vazne premyslet, jak se zlepsit.
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Motivation factors: CD
(341) As rain threatened throughout the week, but failed to actually materialise most of
the time ... (AOV,819)
Cz. Protoze to cely tyden vypadalo, ze bude prset, ale vetSinu casu se to nenaplnilo ...
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(342) If the latter option is taken, it is better to spread the intake throughout the day so as
to continually top up the body's supply. (AOW,166)
Cz. Jestlize zvolfme druhou moznost, je lepsf rozdelit dennf pffjem tak, aby stale
dopliioval telu dodavku.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(343) With weights, the routine can be used to greatly increase the muscular endurance
of the legs and the stomach muscles. (AOW,237)
Cz. Se zavaZfm muze tento bezny postup vyrazne zvysit svalovou vydrZ nohou a bficha.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(344) Conversely, if you are building up to a competition and wish to greatly increase
your fitness and endurance, the FDR should be very intense and should make up a large
part of your training. (AOW,242)
Cz. Naopak, jestli posilujete na soutez a pfejete si vyrazne zvysit svou fyzicku a
vytrvalost, FDR by melo byt velmi intenzivnf a melo by tvorit velkou cast Vaseho
treninku.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(345) The best exercise for the lateral deltoid is dumb-bell side-lateral raises (remember

to only raise the arms to the horizontal because after this the upper trapezius will be
used) ... (AOW,605)
Cz. Nejlepsfm zpusobem, jak procvicit deltoidovy sval, je upazovanf s jednoruckou
(pamatujte si, ze mate zvedat pazi jen do vodorovne polohy, protoze vys uz pouzlvate
trapezovy sval) ...
Motivation factors: closer position of the rhematizer to the emphasized verb, CD
(346) ... making it possible for you to immediately release the stretch should ..
(AOW,660)
Cz .... Vam umoznf ihned uvolnit protaZenf.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(347) The principle will also be dependent on the development of technology to allow
people to once again work in the forests ... (AOX,209)
Cz. Princip bude take zaviset na vyvoji technologie, ktera umoznf lidem zase jednou
pracovat v lese.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
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(348) ... I do feel it was a mistake to include Bill Wiseman's fascinating but appallingly
dangerous hold-down device, and to then endorse it in a recommendatory way by
awarding it special recognition. (AOX,214)
Cz. Citim, ze to byla chyba zahrnout fascinujici, ale desive nebezpecny omezovaci
prostfedek Billa Wisemana a pak ho propagovat tim, ze mu udelime zvhiStni uzmini.
Motivation factors: CD
(349) ... it proved not possible to undertake the extensive research required to faithfully
replicate the old clock. (AOX,861)
Cz. Ukazalo se nemoznym provest rozsahly vYzkum, ktery byl nutny k vYrobe verohodne
repliky staI-ych hodin.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(350) ... it may be necessary to slightly alter the angle of the drawing to get the best
effect by using the end-grain. (AOX,968)
Cz.... mozna bude nutne lehce zmenit uhel kresby, abychom dosahli nejlepsiho efektu pri
pouziti tohoto druhu kresby.
Motivation factors: CD
(351) References were frequently made to the original model to faithfully simulate the
soft effect of the creases. (AOX,998)
Cz. Casto se odkazovalo na puvodni model, aby se verohodne simuloval efekt prehybu.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(352) Not only were these the first privately owned diesels to regularly haul freight trains
over BR main lines, but they were also remarkable in having originated at La Grange,
Illinois. (Al1,1243)
Cz. Nejen ze to byly prvni soukrome naftou pohanene lokomotivy, ktere pravidelne
tahaly nakladni vlaky po hlavnich tratich Britskych drah, ale byly take pozoruhodne tim,
ze vznikly v La Grange, ve state Illinois.
Motivation factors: CD
(353) Since the introduction of the business sectors of BR, railfreight has not been slow
to totally eliminate certain freight-only routes where an alternative existed, albeit,
invariably longer. (A 11,1419)
Cz. Od zavedeni obchodnich sektoru Britskych drah, neni nakladni doprava pomala, aby
naprosto eliminovala nektere vyhradne nakladni trasy, kde existovala alternativa, byt'
stale delSi.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(354) The Barley Mow brewery was among the very last to still brew draught London
porter ... (AI4,403)
Cz. Pivovar Barley Mow byl mezi temi nejposlednejsimi, ktere stale vafily londynske
tmave pivo ...
Motivation factors: perspicuity
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(355) Flavours rapidly evaporate from hot wort while bitterness requires up to an hour to
fully develop. (AI4,576)
Cz. Pffchute se rychle vypafujf z horkeho sladu, zatfmco horkost potfebuje az hodinu na
to, aby se pIne rozvinula.
Motivation factors: CD
(356) Enriched hop powder pellets are also possible by sieving the powder at -- 35°C to
remove coarser non-acid material and by blending with liquid extracts to further enhance
the acid content. (AI4,598)
Cz. DraZe obohaceneho chmeloveho pniSku jsou take mozna pri prosetf prasku pri 35°C, aby se odstranila hrubsf nekysela latka, a pri smfchanf s tekutymi extrakty, aby se
dal zvysil obsah kyseliny.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(357) Calcium and magnesium salts may then be added to partly catalyse conversion of
acids so pre-empting the boiling reactions. (AI4,600)
Cz. Pak se mohou pridat soli kalcia a magnezia, aby se castecne katalyzovala smes
kyselin, cfmz se predejde reakcfm pri varu.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(358) Even the first pitch, escaping left from the steep corner, demands positive
commitment and the ability to confidently tackle technical wall climbing. (AI5,230)
Cz. Dokonce prvni uroveii po uniku doleva z prikreho rohu vyzaduje pozitivnf odhodlanf
a schopnost sebevedome se vyporadat s technickym lezenfm ve stene.
Motivation factors: CD
(359) Ingleborough's many tops, pavements and moors occupy a large complex area
which takes many visits to really get to know. (AI5,447)
Cz. Mnohe vrcholy, chodnfcky a slatiny Ingleborough se rozprostfrajf na velkem uzemf,
ktere musfte mnohokrat navstivit, abyste ho skutecne poznali.
•
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(360) I gave thanks that I had time and energy to simply enjoy and absorb. (AI5,1055)
Cz. Podekoval jsem, ze jsem mel cas a energii, ktere jsem si mohl proste uzit a vstrebat.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(361) The route takes cracks left of Le Bon Sauveur to surely fill the last remaining
square metre of unclimbed rock on this wall. (A 15,1303)
Cz. Cesta vede trhlinou vlevo od Le Bon Sauveur, aby vycerpala poslednf zbyvajfcf
nezlezeny ctverecnf metr skaly v teto stene.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
(362) However, problems arise when the author describes how to actually use the gear.
(AI5,1397)
Cz. Ale problemy se objevf, kdyz autor popisuje, jak vlastne nacinf pouzfvat.
Motivation factors: perspicuity
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(363) ... the section on rigging anchors seems very sketchy with no consideration of using
the rope to equally load them ... (A15,1398)
Cz. ... cast 0 porizovani kotev se zda velmi povrchnf, bez uvazenf toho, jak se lano
pouzfva, aby byly zatfzeny rovnomeme ...
Motivation factors: perspicuity
Discontinuous dependents of infinitives
(1) Pomoci [ct] muze byt system ECM [F]. (PDT: 1)
En. Help can be achieved through the ECM system.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: subject complement
Motivation factors: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching

(2) Ponekud vyssf cena kombinovanych prfstroju by vas [t] nemela odradit [F]. (PDT:
22)
En. A slightly higher price of the combined machines should not discourage you.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factors: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(3) Ztraty, vznikajfcf pro to , ze se k yam [t] nemuze nikdo telefonicky dovolat [F],
protoze jste omylem nechali zapnuty fax, mohou byt mnohem vets!. (PDT: 23)
En. Losses arising because nobody can get through to you ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(4) Fax [ct] smf instalovat [f] a uddovatjen firmy s pflslusnou licencf [F]. (PDT: 29)
En. The fax can be installed and serviced only by firms with relevant licence.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(5) Prodavajfcf yam [t] musf dat [f] krome navodu k obsluze v cestine take kopii
schvalovacfho dokumentu [F]. (PDT: 27)
En. The seller must give you apart from operating instructions in Czech also a copy of the
approval document.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: topicaIization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
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(6) Pokud nakupujete u firmy, kteni sama instalace a servis neprovlidi, pak by vam [t]
mela doporucit [f] servisni firmu [F], nejlepe takovou, se kterou pravidelne spolupracuje.
(POT: 31)
En. If you are buying from a firm which does not provide installation and service itself,
then it should recommend you a service company ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(7) Rizikove uvery [ct] ... "stihaji" kryt [f] zvysovanim rezerv [F]. (POT: 53)
En. Uncovered credits ... they manage to secure by increasing reserves.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(8) Tyka, protoze je otazka casu, kdy si zahranicni banky najdou cestu pfimo do regionu,
pfipadne kdy si zajimave k1ienty [t] z regionu zacnou zvat [f] do sve prazske pobocky
[F]. (POT: 63)
En. It does because it is a matter of time when foreign banks find their way directly to
regions, or when interesting clients from the regions start to be invited to their Prague
branch.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(9) Tak velke mnozstvi [ct] trh zrejme neni schopen absorbovat [F]. (PDT: 91)
En. Such a large amount the market is apparently unable to absorb.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(10) Kdybychom je [t] mohli prodat [F], tak bychom je [t] dokazali vyrobit [F]. (POT:
93)
En. If we could sell them, we could produce them.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(11) Napfiklad jako vubec prvni vyznamna letecka spolecnost zacala poskytovat [f] v
prvni tfide mista ke spanku [F] . (POT: 125)
En. For instance, as the first prominent airline they started to provide in the first class
couchettes.
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Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: focalization, end-focus
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(12) Vas obecne platny dotaz [ct] je pripraven zodpovedet [f] spolupracovnik Profitu
[F]. (PDT: 128)
En. Your generally valid inquiry is ready to be answered by a fellow worker from Profit.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(13) Muze po mne [t] takove Udaje pojiSt'ovna vyzadovat [F]? (PDT: 131)
En. Can the insurance company ask such data of me?
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(14) Za jeden forint [ct] jiz neni mozne v soucasnosti koupit [f] prakticky nic [F].
(PDT: 191)
En. For one florin one can buy practically nothing today.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(15) Spolu s psychick)'m zhroucenim a dalsimi zdravotnimi potizemi [t] muze pfijit i
rozpad rodiny [F], stejne jako vlastni firmy. (PDT: 199)
En. Together with mental breakdown and other health problems can come also break-up
of the family just as of the own company. (appearance on the scene, focalized subject)
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(16) Pozornost [ct] musi venovat [f] svemu zivotnimu prostredi [F] ... (PDT: 200)
En. Attention it must pay to its environment...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(17) Zvlastni pozornost [ct] je treba venovat [f] pohybu a protistresovym technikam [F].
(PDT: 201)
En. Special attention needs to be paid to exercise and antistress techniques.
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Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(18) Prevenci [ct] se lze takorym misledkum branit [F]. (POT: 207)
En. By means of prevention one can resist such consequences.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(19) To [ct] by obchodnici vedet [f] meli [F]. (POT: 216)
En. That the merchandisers should know.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: (contrastive) topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(20) Terminy vystav zverejilujeme v teto rubrice s predstihem, aby by se na ne [t]
podnikatele mohli pfipravit [F]. (POT: 217)
En. Dates of exhibitions we publish in this section in advance so that businessmen had
the chance to prepare for them.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(21) Primymi jednanimi [ct] mezi firmami lze vytvofit [f] podminky pro spolupraci v
prenosu know - how ... (POT: 262)
En. By direct negotiations between companies, one can create conditions for the
cooperation in the transfer of know-how ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(22) Myslim si, ze svym dilem k tomu [t] mohou pfispet [f] firmy [F], ktere maji dobry
pffstup k zapadnim financnim trhum a investorum. (POT: 275)
En. I think the companies can contribute to it by their work which have a good access to
western financial markets and investors.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(23) S neky-m [ct] staci promluvit [F] a on si to bude pro priSte pamatovat, jindy je
vetSim ponaucenim kraceni premii. (PDT: 286)
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(23) S nekym [ct] staci promluvit [F] a on si to bude pro priSte pamatovat, jindy je
vetsim ponaucenim knkenf premif. (PDT: 286)
En. Someone it suffices to talk to, and he/she will remember it for the next time ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(24) Pnive je [F] bych chtel upozornit [f], ze jejich pociminf by bylo soudem patricne
oceneno. (PDT: 308)
En. Right them I would like to warn that their actions would be duly evaluated by the
court.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: focalization, focalizing particle
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(25) S elm [t] by meli poeltat [F]? (PDT: 309)
En. What should they count with?
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: obligatory position of interrogative pronoun (interference with
discontinuity discussed in 3.4)
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(26) Jde - li 0 vadu odstranitelnou, muze kupujicf uplatnit [f] u prodavajfcfuo nasledujicf
naroky [F]. (PDT: 319)
En. If it is a repairable flaw, the buyer can assert by the seller the following claims.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: focalization, end-focus
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(27) Sluzeb veletrhu [ct] vsak nemusi vyuzit [f] jen vystavujid [P]. (PDT: 223)
En. Services of the expo need not, however, be used only by the exhibitors.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(28) Zakonnou zaruenl dobu [ct] je mozne pravnim ukonem prodlouzit [P], nikoliv
vsak zkratit. (PDT: 296)
En. Legal warranty can be lengthened but not shortened by a legal transaction.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
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(29) Jak na to, vam [t] muze poradit [f] material na strane 4 - 5 nasledujicfho cisla
Profitu [F]. (POT: 298)
En. How to proceed, you can be advised by the material on page 4- 5 of the next issue of
Profit.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(30) Po kaehne na medu, sanghajskem meci a zabieh stehynkaeh [ct] se u mne mohou
utlouet [F]. (POT: 309)
En. Ouck with honey, Shanghai sword and frog's legs they can fall for by me.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(31) K tomu, aby by clovek mohl delat to, co ehee a jak ehee [t], musi mit [f] zazemi
[F]. (POT: 310)
En. To be able to do what one wants to do, and how one wants to do it, one needs to have
a base.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
M~or motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(32) Na sebe [ct] vsak musim prozradit [f]jednu "neradnost"[F]. (POT: 311)
En. About myself I must give some wickedness away.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(33) Znacne trpelivy [ct] musel byt [f] predseda Ceske strany sochilne demokraticke
Milos Zeman [F], kdyz jeho mladomanzelka Ivana takfikajic prenasela jejich potomka.
(POT: 312)
En. Significantly patient the CSSO chairman Milos Zeman must have been when his
newlywed Ivana so-called overgestated their offspring.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: subject complement
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(34) Software [ct] jsme mohli koupit [f] za miliony od zapadni firmy [F]. (POT: 322)
En. Software we could have bought for millions from a western firm.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
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Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(35) Ceske obchodniky [ct]je mozne potkat [f] po celem svete [F]. (POT: 328)
En. Czech businessmen can be met all around the world.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(36) Letos se tak mohli thajsti mivrhari pochlubit [f] spolecne s italskymi poprve na
bangkokskem veletrhu bohatou kolekci jarniho i zirnniho odivani [F]. (POT: 335)
En. So this year Thai designers together with the Italian ones could show off at the
Bangkok expo rich collection of spring and winter clothes.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: end-focus
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(37) Nynijsem se dozvedela, zejsem 0 restituci [t] mohlazadat [F]. (POT: 341)
En. Now I got to know that restitution I could have asked for.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(38) Abyste tento narok [t] mohla s uspechem ve stanovene lhute uplatnit [F], bylo by
treba, abyste byla nejen ceskoslovenskou, a pozdeji ceskou obcankou, ale me la i trvaly
pobyt na uzemi CR. (POT: 342)
En. To be allowed to assert this claim successfully in the period given, it was necessary
not only to be Czechoslovak and later Czech citizen but also to have a permanent address
in the CR.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, end-focus
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(39) Kolern 11000 hostu [ct] muze denne pfijrnout [f] perla severniho ladranu Rabac
[F]. (POT: 344)
En. About 11000 guests a day can be admitted by the pearl of Northern Adriatic Rabac.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(40) Vysi nakladu [ct] na pofizeni jednoho luzka, ktere v roce 1989 dosahovaly 20000
OEM bez infrastruktury, nedovede v soucasnosti nikdo odhadnout [F]. (POT: 347)
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En. The level of expenditures on the acquisition of one bed, which were 20000 OEM
without infrastructure in 1989, nobody can estimate today.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(41) Zajemcum [ct] muzeme zprostredkovat [f] kontakt [F]. (POT: 357)
En. For those who are interested we can mediate contact.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(42) Firma tuto loajalitu [t] dovede ocenit [F]. (POT: 377)
En. This loyalty the company can appreciate.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(43) A take vedel, jak ma dobry vYrobek vypadat a jake musi mit [f] pro zajiSteni
prodejnosti vlastnosti [F]. (POT: 389)
En. And he also knew how a good result should look like and what qualities it must have
for the guarantee of marketability.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: end-focus, interference with pre-posed relative expressions
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(44) Toto zbozi [ct] musi prodavajicimu vrMit [f] v takovem stavu [F], v jakem jej od
prodavajiciho prijal. (POT: 402)
En. This goods must be returned to the seller in such a state in which it was received from
the seller.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(45) Vyberu maklerske firmy [ct] je potreba venovat [f] jiste usili [F]. (POT: 8028)
En. To the selection of a broker's firm it is necessary to devote certain effort.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(46) Rozdil [ct] byste byl nucen uhradit [f] sam [F]. (POT: 244)
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En. The difference you would have to pay yourself.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(47) Pfihhisku [ct] je tfeba podat [f] nejpozdej i do konce dubna [F]. (POT: 262)
En. The application form needs to be handed in till the end of April at the latest.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(48) Po kazde smene jsme je [t] museli ostfit [F]. (POT: 248)
En. After each work shift we had to sharpen them.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(49) Na polstafi [t] zdevalvovane koruny si exportefi mohou jeste par let hove! [F].
(POT: 256)
En. On the cushion of devaluated crown, exporters can lounge for a few years more.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(50) Narovnavani cenov-ych deformaci a dokoncovani deregulace cen [ct] bude vsak
snizovani inflace jeste jistou dobu brzdit [F]. (POT: 259)
En. Eliminating price deformations and finishing price deregulations will, however, be
slowed down for some time by decreasing inflation.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(51) 0 studium sveho syna [ct] jste se zacal zajimat [f] pozde [F], protoze oficialni
termfn pfihlasek na stredni skoly a uciiovska zarfzenf vyprsel s koncem (mora. (POT:
261)
En. The studies of your son you started to be interested in too late since ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(52) To [t] nelze vyloucit [F]. (POT: 268)
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En. This cannot be excluded.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(53) Autor se snazi! napsat ji tak, aby by si ji [t] s uzitkem mohl pfeCist [fJ kazdy [F],
kdo ma zajem ziskat sirsi prehled 0 kapitalovych trzich a burzach ve svete. (POT: 286)
En. The author attempted to write it the way it could be read by everyone who is
interested in acquiring wider knowledge of capital markets and stock exchanges in the
world.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(54) 0 monopolu [ct] tedy nelze hovofit [F]. (POT: 288)
En. Monopoly one cannot therefore speak about.
Syntactic function ofthe dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(55) Pocitac [ct] lze dokonce s pomocf drzaku upevnit [fJ pod hranu stolu [F]. (POT:
293)
En. The computer one can even fix with a handle under the edge of a table.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(56) Jeji PC Translator [ct] hod la dokonce Arxon upravit [fJ pro prostredi Windows
[F]. (POT: 298)
En. Her PC Translator Arxon even intends to adjust for the Windows interface.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(57) Co [t] bych mel koupit [F], aby bych neprodelal , kdyz bych to [t] potreboval zase
prodat [F]? (PDT: 295)
En. What should I buy not to lose if I needed to sell it again?
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object; direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, obligatory pre-position of the interrogative
expression; topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
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Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(58) Nekdy se stane, ze neprijde nikdo, kdo by mel zajem zrovna 0 Ullmanna a vam se
ho [t] podarf koupit [f] za vyvolavacf cenu [F]. (PDT: 302)
En. Sometimes it happens that nobody comes who would be interested particularly in
Ullmann and you manage to buy it for the upset price.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(59) Na lidske duverivosti [ct] se da vydelat [f] hodne [F], jak 0 tom svectCf cinnost
nekterych zasilkovych sluzeb. (PDT: 311)
En. Human trustfulness one can profit a lot from as is proved by the activity of some
delivery services.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(60) Aby akce dostala punc solidnosti, tak nechybf upozornem, ze v pflpade
nespokojenosti se zbozfm ho [t] mohou zakaznfci vratit [F] a pak dostanou sve penfze
zpet. (PDT: 313)
En. To give the event a hallmark of respectability, a notice is given stating that in case of
dissatisfaction with products they can be returned ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(61) Je -li potfebne z duvodu verejneho zajmu s bytern nebo s domem nalozit tak , ze byt
[t] nelze uzivat [F] ... (PDT: 320)
En. If it is a consequence of public interest that it is necessary to handle the house so that
the apartment cannot be used ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(62) Presnou odpovCd' [ct] je mozne dat [f] az po podrobnem prostudovani spolecenske
smlouvy obchodnf spolecnosti. (PDT: 330)
En. A precise answer can be given after a detailed examination of articles of partnership
of the company.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
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(63) Vas partner yam [t] vsak muze vyhru vypIatit [f] dobrovolne [F] a tak na vasf strane
nevznikne neopravnene obohacenf. (PDT: 333)
En. Your partner, however, can pay you the winnings voluntarily ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(64) Kazdy provoz si na sebe [t] musf vydeIat [F]. (PDT: 342)
En. Each operation must pay its way.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(65) Po daInici [ct] bychom se meli svezt [f] z Prahy az do Ceskych Budejovic [F] ...
(PDT: 348)
En. On the motorway we should drive from Prague up to Ceske Budejovice ...
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(66) DaIs} ryvoj [ct] HDP lze s vetSf, Ci mensf presnostf odhadovat [f] na zaklade
analyzy vlivu hlavnfch faktoru [P]. (PDT: 353)
En. Future development of GNP can be more or less accurately estimated on the basis of
analysis of main factors.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(67) Od 1. ledna 1993 bylo za m2 [t] nutne pIatit [f] 137 Kc u nemerenych dodavek [F],
u dodavek merenych na vstupu do objektu 120 Kc/GJ. (PDT: 369)
En. From January 1,1993 it was necessary to pay for a square meter 137CZK by
unmeasured supplies, 120 CZK by supplies measured at the entry.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicaIization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(68) Ale je to take monopol, ktery si muze se spotrebiteIem [f] pekne pohravat [P].
(PDT: 374)
En. But it is also the monopoly which the consumer can be nicely toyed with.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: lower degree of CD
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Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(69) Vyrobci si take mohli dat [f] do kalkulace mikladu za teplo napriklad jen absolutnf
vysi spravnf rezie roku 1992 [F]. (PDT: 378)
En. Producers could also include, for instance, only the absolute level of 1992
administration in the calculation of their heating costs.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: focalization, focus proper
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(70) Ze se pod tento plast' schova leccos dalsmo [t], nerreba pfipomfnat [P]. (PDT:

380)
En. That many other things can be hidden under this coat need not be remembered.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(71) U ctyrclenne domacnosti [ct] by se hodnota seku mohla pohybovat [f] v rozmezi 8
- 10 tisfc Kc rocne [F]. (PDT: 383)
En. By a family with four members, the value of the cheque could be between 8 - 10 000
CZK per year.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching

(72) Nejdffve jsme museli pracovniky sezmimit s tim, co certifikat systemu rIzeni jakosti
je a co pro jeho zfskanf [t] musf kaZdy na svem pracoviSti udelat [F]. (PDT: 393)
En. First we had to acquaint the workers with what a quality management certificate is
and what each needs to do at hislher workplace to acquire it.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: adverbial
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(73) Myslet [t] si muzete leccos [F]. (PDT: 399)
En. You can think anything.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization of the context dependent head
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(74) V dubnu se k tomu [t] ma vyjadfit [f] Rada hospodarske a socialni dohody [P].
(PDT: 443)
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En. In April a statement on this matter should be given by the Council of Economical and
Social Agreement.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching

(75) Pamatovat [t] bychom meli na moznost ztraty sveho jmena i jmena firmy [F] .
(PDT: 447)
En. We should remember the possibility to lose both our name and the name of the
company.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(76) Z vice duvodu na rok 1992 [t] jiz muzete zapomenout [F] ... (PDT: 493)
En. For several reasons the year 1992 could be freely forgotten .. .
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(77) Ale popsany postup v zadnem pffpade nenutf vyrobce ke zlepseni kvality, protoze
financnl ztratu za zmetky [ct] se snaZi prenest [f] na nas - prodejce [F]. (PDT: 499)
En. But the described procedure does in no way force producers to improve the quality
because the financial loss on faulty products it attempts to transfer on us - the sellers.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(78) V uvedenem prfkladu jsme latku na potah [t] museli shanet [f] sami [F], vyrobce
potrebny vzor nemel , vypravel majitel firmy. (PDT: 512)
En. In the given example, the textile for the cover we had to seek ourselves.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching

(79) Zdanlive nenarocna prace nas [t] totiz muze rocne pfijit [f] na pekne penize [F].
(PDT: 550)
En. A seemingly undemanding work can cost us yearly some money.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
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En. But from whom does he need to be protected?
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: prepositional object
Major motivation factor: grammatically obligatory position
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(81) U posledne jmenovanych jde 0 vYkon, 0 kterem se jim et] po dlouhou dobu mohlo
jen zdat [F]. (POT: 1833)
En. As for the last listed ones, it is a performance which they could long only dream
about.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(82) Zpusoby, jak je [t] chce ziskat [F], jsou dobre. (PDT: 1846)
En. The ways how he wants to achieve them are good.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(83) Tato varianta by nasemu ctemifi [t] mohla pfinest [f] na mijemnem[F]. .. (POT:
219)
En. By this variant, our reader could profit from the rent.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: indirect object
Major motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(84) Toto pnivo [ct] vsak muzete uplatnit [f] jednou za tfi mesice [F]. (POT: 204)
En. This right you can, however, enforce once every three months.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(85) Te mihode [ct] vsak muze pan Kouba ucinne napomoci [F]. (POT: 214)
En. This coincidence, however, Mr. Kouba can effectively help to.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(86) Toho [ct] by se fedenilnf pomoc mela snazit dosahnout [f] co nejusilovneji [F].
(PCEDT: 2406,80)
En. It is what federal support should try hardest to achieve.
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En. It is what federal support should try hardest to achieve.
Syntactic function of the dislocated element: direct object
Major motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
Discontinuity within an Adjective Phrase:
(a) Clauses of comparison
(87) Je to otazka spfS zivotnmo postoje nei nejake kalkulace. (PDT: 782)
En. It is a rather a question of life attitude than of some calculation.
(88) Ale nechci souhlasit, ze by tatra byla mene kvalitnf vuz nei jine zapadnf vozy.
(PDT: 3)
En. But I don't want to agree that Tatra would be a car of worse quality than other cars
from the West.
(89) Kdyby bylo tak proste se domluvit, asi by svet byl pffjemnejsfm mfstem, nei je.
(PDT: 4)
En. If it was so easy to reach an agreement, the world would be a more pleasant place
than it is.
(90) Je to radostnejsf objev nei videt slunce v temnem lese. C
En. It is a more joyful discovery than to see sun in a dark forest.
(91) Takovy podnik pusobf dojmem spfs jakehosi vetesnictvi, nei solidnmo obchodu s
umeleckymi predmety. (PDT: 12)
En. Such enterprise looks rather as some kind of a second-hand shop than as a
creditable artificial products shop.
(92) Jejich frekvence spfs vZrUsta, nei aby se tencila. (PDT: 16)
En. Their frequency rather increases than decreases.
(93) Rozpad CSFR zpusobil vetsf potfze Slovensku nei Ceske republice. Bigger
difficulties in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic. (PDT: 25)
En. The decline of CSFR caused bigger trouble to Slovakia than to the Czech Republic.
(94) Nevyhodou je, ze tady mohu uplatnit jen mensf madi nei v Praze. (PDT: 35)
En. The disadvantage is that I can assert here only a lower margin than in Prague.
(95) Stojf za pfipomenutf, ze efm je ofenzfva kvalitnejSf, tfm spfS se proti destruktivnfmu
zpusobu hry prosadf. (PDT: 288)
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En. It is worthy reminding that the higher quality the offensive has the more probable it
is that it will break through against the destructive way of game.
(96) Je lepsi jednou videt, nei stoknit slyset. (POT: 37)
En. It is better to see once than to hear a hundred times.
(97) Zajfma me vice tvurcf, kreativnf pnke, nez mechanicky vYkon. (POT: 59)
En. I am more interested in creative work than mechanical performance.
(98) Kdo si zahrava s nacionalismem, nikdy nevf, kdy se objevf jeste vetsi nacionalista,
nezje on sam. (PDT: 71)
En. Who toys with nationalism, can never know when even a bigger nationalist occurs
than himself.
(99) Spise ve mestech nez v mensfch obcfch ma kolem 200 clenu zastupitelstev. (POT:
94)
En. Rather in cities than in smaller towns it has about 200 members of local authorities.
(100) I kdyz je zde celkovy upadek snaze citelny, 0 co horsi je nest'astny narkoman nez
panelakovy televiznf zombi. (POT: 96)
En. Although a total decline is easier recognizable here, how much worse an unhappy
junkie is than a prefab TV zombie.
(101) Slovensko dos:ihlo v uplynulem roce pfiznivejsich vysledkU, Dez se v odbomych
kruzfch ocekavalo. (PDT: 151)
En. Slovakia reached more favourable results last year than academic circles had
expected.
(102) Znf mu vie jako Jenfkova matka nei jako jeho nevesta. (PDT: 8048)
En. She sounds to him more like Johnny's mother than like his bride.
(103) Mensi procento obyvatel nez v minulosti se take domnfva, ze s resenfm problemu
uzemnespravn(ho usporadanf je nutne spechat. (PDT: 207)
En. A lower percentage of inhabitants than in the past think that the problem of the local
authority organization needs to be solved quickly.
(104) Po pulrocnf informacnf bariere ze strany Tatry lze odhadovat, ze se to spise nedaff
nei daft (POT: 208)
En. After a half-year information barrier on Tatra's side one can estimate that it is going
rather badly than well.
(105) Je to ale spise otazka politicka nez pravnf... (POT: 213)
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En. It is rather a question of politics than law ...
(106) Je nepochybne, ze pro ekonomiku kaZde zeme je lepsi nezlt na dluh a mit rozpocet
vyrovnany s nfzkou mirou inflace nez naopak. (PDT: 223)
En. It is undoubted that for the economy of every country it is better not to run into debt
and to have balanced budget with low inflation rate than vice versa.
(107) VetSinou platf, ze eimje ho vfc, timje alergie vyraznejsf. (PDT: 238)
En. It is mostly true that the more there is of it the more noticeable the allergy is.
(108) Deti majf ze skoly stale spfSe strach, nez aby mely radost z nabyvanf vedomostf.
(PDT: 242)
En. Children are rather still afraid of school than enjoying the acquisition of know ledge.
(109) 0 dvanact tislc navstevnfku mene prislo letos do jeskynf Moravskeho krasu oproti
stejnemu obdobf lonskeho roku. (PDT: 293)
En. By 12 thousand fewer visitors came to the caves of Moravian karst this year
compared to this time last year.
(110) To, co se tehdy zrodilo, je spise mytus sklenfkoveho efektu nez realita. (PDT: 320)
En. What originated then, is rather a myth of the greenhouse effect than reality.
(111) Tam se bude odpovfdat na stejne otazky jako v nedeli v Hesensku. (PDT: 3051)
En. The same questions will be answered there as were on Sunday in Essen.
(112) Pochopitelne, eim je tetovaz hlubSf, tim je slozitejsf jejf odstranenf a slabsf
vysledny kosmeticky efekt. (PDT: 8292)
En. Naturally, the deeper the tattoo is, the more complicated its removal and the
weaker the final cosmetic effect is.
(113) ... stejne v Cechach, jako na Slovensku chybf politicka sua... (PDT: 8302)
En .... as in the Czech Rep. as in Slovakia political power is missing ...
(114) Naprfk1ad recove funkce jsou u naproste vetSiny lidf vazany vice na levou
mozkovou hemisferu nez na pravou. (PDT: 369)
En. For instance speech functions are by most people bound more to the left hemisphere
than to the right one.
(115) Pfedpoved' znf, ze vyskyt podobnostf by v pffpade aspon nekterych z nich byl
podobne epidemicky jako vyskyt napodobovanf zevnfch znaku. (PDT: 8356)
En. The predication is that the occurrence of similarity in case of at least some of them
would be similarly epidemic as the occurrence of the imitation of external symptoms.
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(116) Ukafi se obavajf, ze dalSf podohmi nehoda jako v Mugellu by pri nedolt~cenem
poranenf obratlu mohla znamenat trvale ochrnutf. (PDT: 1535)
En. Doctors are worried about the fact that another accident similar to the one in Mugell
could result in permanent paralysis in case of unfinished treatment of vertebra.
(117) Jestlize "honba za divokou ovcf" nese nejake nepffme poselstvi pro mezinarodni
vztahy, pak je to, ze Japonci jsou mim podohnejsl, nez si vetSina z nas myslf. (PEDT:
0037,9)
En. If "A Wild Sheep Chase" carries an implicit message for international relations, it's
that the Japanese are more like us than most of us think.
(118) Vypoctena hodnota nam rika, kolik oxidu uhliciteho by bylo zapotrebi, aby by
zpusobilo stejny sklenikovy efektjako vsechny tyto plyny dohromady. (PDT: 9079)
En. The calculated number tells us how much carbon dioxide would be needed to cause a
greenhouse effect equal to all these gases together.
(119) Navic, soutez 0 posluchace se stava tvrdsl v mnoha ohledech, nd kdyz bylo
vysilani prisne kontrolovano. (PEDT: 2406, 9)
En. In addition, the competition for listeners is getting tougher in many ways than when
broadcasting here was strictly controlled.
(120) ... obchodnici si vsimaji, ze trh se v poslednich tydnech nechal post'uchovat VIC
Wall Street nez ukazateli americke ekonomiky. (PEDT: 0059,17)
En ... .traders note that the market in recent weeks has taken its cues more from Wall
Street than V.S. economic indicators.
(121) Tento pfibeh by mohl pusobil silneji, kdyby pan Lane predvadel pred kamerou
stejne jiste vystupovani jako za nf. (PEDT: 0039,25)
En. This story line might resonate more strongly if Mr. Lane had as strong a presence in
front of the camera as he does behind it.

(122) Fyzikove pritom jako by radeji obetovali viru v prirozenou logiku sveta nez apariit
kvantove mechaniky. (PDT: 10025 )
En. The physicists appear to sacrifice rather belief in natural logic of the world than the
apparatus of quantum mechanics.

(123) eim vice se ale Evropa meni, Hm mene jistot, jak se zda, nabizl. (PDT: 7570)
En. The more Europe changes, the fewer certainties it apparently offers.
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(124) eim vetSf odchylka, !lm vfc ceka firmu prace navfc, protoze je tfeba vypadek
kompenzovat jinym zbozfm. (PDT: 85)
En. The bigger the deviation, the more extra work the firm has to do because the cut-off
needs to be compensated by other goods.
(b) Dislocated complementation of an adjective
(125) Nature, patrne nejvyznamnejsi [t] mezinarodnf pffrodovedecky casopis na svete
[t], nedavno oslavil 125. narozeniny. (PDT: 8332)
En. Nature, probably the most significant [t] international natural science magazine in
the world [t] has celebrated its 125th anniversary recently.
Subtype: adverbial of respect; regular word order
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(126) Napf. majitele Apple II museli pouzfvat sve televize jako obrazovky a ulozemi [f]
data na audiokazetach [F]. (PEDT: 0022,4)
En. Apple II owners, for example, had to use their television sets as screens and stored
[f] data on audiocassettes [F].
Motivation factor: the tendency to typically pre-pose agreeing attribute
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(127) Soucet znamena sesty [f] mesfcnf pokles za sebou [F]. (PEDT: 0033,2)
En. The total marks the sixth consecutive monthly decline. (projective counterpart) vs .
... sixth monthly decline in a row (non-projective)
Subtype: a numeral functioning as a syntactic adjective
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(128) Rekl, ze druhy [t] mesfc za sebou [t] vyrobci potravin vykazali nedostatek
odtucneneho suseneho mleka. (PEDT: 0036,61)
En. He said that for the second [t] month in a row [t], food processors reported a
shortage of nonfat dry milk.
Subtype: a numeral functioning as a syntactic adjective
Motivation factor: motivated by the tendency to typically pre-pose agreeing attribute
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(129) "Po cemkoIi modernim [ct] jsou letos studenti obzvlast' hladovi [F]," flka student
pan Deak. (PEDT: 2406,49)
En. "We are starving for all the news [F]," says Mr. Deak, the student. (projective
variant)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
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(130) FNM ma svoje devfticlenne prezfdium ... , ktere je s pracf vedeni Fondu [f] jiz delSf
dobu nespokojeno [F]. (PDT: 241)
En. FNM has its presidium of nine members ... which has been for some time dissatisfied
with the work of the Fund management [F]. (projective variant)
Motivation factor: CD
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(131) Ty nemajf s modou [f] prflis spolecneho [F]. (PDT: 8278)
En. ?With fashion [ct] they don't have much in common [P]. vs. They don't have much
in common with fashion [F].
Motivation factor: CD, internal discontinuity vs. En. contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(132) 0 verohodnosti [ct] ohhisene belgicke sestavy mis trener prflis presvedceny [f]
nenf, zda se mu prece jen prflis defenzfvnf. (PDT: 7223)
En. Credibility [ct] of the announced Belgian team our coach is not particularly
convinced of [F], it seems to him too defensive.
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(133) "S vyvozem vrtulniku [ct] do Chorvatska nemame nic spolecneho [P]." (PDT:
7440)
En. ?With the export of helicopters [ct] to Croatia we have nothing in common [F]. vs.
The export of helicopters [ct] to Croatia we have nothing in common [F] with. vs. We
have nothing in common with the export of helicopters to Croatia.
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching
(134) U telefonu byl utocnik Skuhravy, ktery sekretari CSFA ing. Bat'ovi i treneru
Macalovi sdelil, ze jeho zranene [t] rameno v nedelni lize [t] proti Juventusu si podle
kluboveho Iekare vyzada dvacetidennf klid (by I za nej povolan Timko). (PDT: 7479)
En .... that his injured [t] shoulder in the Sunday league [t] against Juventus will need
according to the club's doctor a twenty-day rest.
Motivation factor: CD, the tendency to typically pre-pose agreeing attribute
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(135) Mezitfm, preletelo asi 125 uprchliku z Varsavy do Dusseldorfu v Zapadnfm
Nemecku, coz byl prvni [f] let v dejimich [f] vychodonemeckYch uprchlfkll. (PEDT:
2102,11)
En. Meanwhile, about 125 refugees flew to Duesseldorf, West Germany, from Warsaw,
the first airlift in East Germany's refugee exodus.
Subtype: adverbial of respect; regular word order
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Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(136) Gaucovi fanouskove sledujici Pondelni nocni fotbal na stanici ABC mohou nyni
behem polocasu volit ze zhruba ctyr nebo peti nahnivek nejvetsf [f] zapas za dvacet let
[F]. (PEDT: 2100,2)
En. Couch-potato jocks watching ABC's "Monday Night Football" can now vote during
halftime for the greatest [f] play in 20 years [f] from among four or five filmed replays.
SUbtype: adverbial of respect; regular word order
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(137) Navrh pfedpoklada, ze prezident bude volen na pet let a muze funkci zastavat
nejdele dye [f] volebni obdobf po sobe [F]. (PDT: 1430)
En. The suggestion presumes that the president will be elected for five years and he can
hold the function no more than two [f] tenures in a row [F].
(138) Chanan Rozen s primatorem projednal take pfipravovanou smlouvu 0 spolupraci
mezi Ostravou a izraelskym me stem Rechovot, kde je jeden z nejvetsfch [f] vedeckych
ustavu na svete [P]. (PDT: 7341)
En. Chanan Rozen also negotiated the prepared cooperation contract with the prime
minister between Ostrava and the Israeli town of Rechovot, where one of the biggest
research centres in the world is situated.
Subtype: adverbial of respect; regular word order
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(139) SDL jako druha nejsilnejsf [t] parlamentni strana na Slovensku [t] nema napriklad na rozdil od SNS - zastoupenf ve vlade. (PDT: 7505)
En. SDL as the second strongest [t] Parliament party in Slovakia [t] has, for example,
unlike SNS no representation in the government.
SUbtype: adverbial of respect; regular word order
Orientation of discontinuity: right-branching
(140) Tento jedenapadesatilety American totiz predstavuje svuj projekt, ktery s
vytvarnym umenfm [t] v tradicnim pojeti nema vlastne nic spolecneho [F]. (PDT: 7558)
En. This 51-year old American introduces his project, which has actually nothing in
common with fine art [f] in the traditional sense.
Motivation factor: topicalization
Orientation of discontinuity: left-branching

Discontinuous Apposition
(141) Nynf Americane experimentovali [f] s motorem [F], ktery by mel antenu rozevrft,
a sice pokouseli se [f] do nej na dalku "prastit". (PDT: 14832)
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En. The Americans now experimented with the engine which should open the aerial, that
is they attempted to hit it from a distance.
Motivation factors: CD
Projective variant: Nynf Americane s motorem, ktery by mel antenu rozevfft,
experimentovali [F], a sice pokouseli se [f] do nej na daIku "prastit".
(142) Modelem by mohl byt Rodolfo Valentino [f], pravdepodobne homosexual. (PDT:
8358)
En. The model could be represented by Rodolfo Valentino, possibly a gay.
Commentary: apposition borders on parenthesis
(143) ZvYseno [t] by mHo byt rovnez tzv. pohfebne, a to (zvYseno) na 3000 korun.
(PDT: 1443)
En. Increase should also concern the so-called death allowance, factually to 3000 CZK.
Motivation factors: topicalization
(144) Stejne netradicnf je jeho panf Dominika, kteni se take velice spolecensky angazuje,
a to v boji proti drogam. (PDT: 10055)
En. His wife Dominika is as unconventional, who is also very much socially involved,
particularly in the antidrug campaign.
Motivation factors: CD
(145) Navdemi strategie je vsak zalozena na stejnem ffglu jako judo: vyuzit sfly
nepfftele ve svuj prospech ... (PDT: 10080)
En. The suggested strategy, however, is based on the same trick as judo: to use the rival's
power to your advantage.
Motivation factors: regular word order
(146) Informaci [t] jsme zfskali z policejnfho tiskoveho oddelenf jen pfibliznou [f] popis [f] pachatele ze vzdalenosti dvaceti metru. (PDT: 7209)
En. We received only approximate information from the police's press relations
department - a description of the culprit from a twenty-meter distance.
Motivation factors: topicalization
(147) Tfi druzstva [et] povaZujeme za vyrovnana - vas, Rumunsko a BeIgii. (PDT:
7238)
En. Three teams are considered balanced by us - you, Romania and Belgium.
Motivation factors: contrastive topicalization
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Discontinuity Specific to Czech
Discontinuity with Complex Predicates
(149) ... velkJ duraz [ct] bude klast na kulturnost projevu [F]. (POT: 1570)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(150) Ponechme stranou, zda podobnou povinnost [ct] ma stat k zivotnimu prostredi
[F].
(POT: 5605)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(151) Na J. Cadka [ct] podala trestni ozmimeni dozorci rada Banky Bohemie [F]. ..
(POT: 1543)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(152) V biologii se 0 jeho uplatneni [t] vede dlouhy spor [F]. (POT: 14822)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(153) ... slyseli jsme dila autora, 0 nemz [t] si lze u nas udelat predstavu [f] pouze na
zaklade slovnikovych hesel [F]. (POT: 4476)
Motivation factor: topicalization, obligatory pre-position of a relative expression
(154) S timto prubehem diskuse [ct] vyjadfil souhlas [f] i britsky ministr Kenneth
Clarke [F]. (PDT: 3045)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(155) 0 Letnou [ct] ma v posledni dobe velky z:ijem [F]. (POT: 1485)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(156) ... pak uz na ostatni v-ykyvy [ct] jeho naIad neni treba brat ohled [F]. (POT: 7296)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(157) 0 "neodkladne" situace [ct] ma totiz tiskjaksi pfirozeny interes [F]. (POT: 7353)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(158) A YMCAjako majitel by pro to [t] mela porozumeni [F]? (POT: 7467)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(159) Na povoleni ucasti [ct] v tomto pffpade nema pravni mirok [F]. (POT: 7536)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
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Discontinuous Noun Phrase
Dislocated Postmodification (Non-agreeing Attribute)
(159) 0 jmenu [ct] lana z Pomuku nenf nikde ani zminky [F]. (PDT: 14926)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Type: left-branching
(160) 0 uloze volenych zastupcu [ct] jsou mineni [f] ruzml [F]. (PDT: 7294)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(161) Podle nasich informaci nebylo po J. Cadkovi [f] vyhhiSeno celostatni patrani [F].
(PDT: 1544)
Motivation factor: CD
(162) Vsak se take 0 to [t], kde bude SSC umisten, pred lety rozhorela uplna
ekonomicka a politicka bitva [F]. (PDT: 10059)
Motivation factor: topicalization
Commentary: the principle of end-weight does not assert itself as often in Czech as it
does in English
(163) Z cs. zen [ct] se s turnajem rozloucily Novotna, Zrubakova a Habsudova [F].
(PDT: 7204)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(164) Starosta obce lavornfk, jehoz [t] je osada U Sabotu soucasti [F], rekl vcera CTK,
ze situace je stale napjata. (PDT: 272)
Motivation factor: obligatory pre-position of the relative expression
(165) 0 situaci [ct] v Abchazii nadale prichazely rozporne informace [F]. (PDT: 7325)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(166) 0 kazdem policistovi [ct], ktery zasahoval na stadi6nu, budou shromazd'ovany
udaje[F]. (PDT: 7489)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(167) Jaka sance [ct] se v tomto smeru otevira i pro ceske obchodniky [F] a vyrobce, 0
tom mnoho napovi reportaz redaktora Profitu, ktery Thajsko navstfvil. (PDT: 22)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization, obligatory pre-position of the relative
expression
(168) ... 0 tom [t] jsou vsak ve Strasburku nejvaznejsi pochyby [F]. (PDT: 7598)
Motivation factor: topicalization
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(169) Napinavy prlbeh [ct] vypnivf 0 pilotovi a jeho navigatorovi [F], jejichz letadlo
bylo sestreleno nekolik hodin po vypuknutf valky 0 Kuvajt 17. ledna 1991 ... (PDT: 717)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
Commentary: exceptional instance analogical to the right-branching discontinuous
postmodification that occurs specifically in English
(170) ... unorove komplikace kolem celnf unie jsou toho [t] v souvislosti se stavem
slovenske platebnf bilance jen dokladem [F] ... (PDT: 64)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(171) Priipravu [ct] jsem mel vseho druhu [F]. (PDT: 71)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(172) ... to pro podnik [t] byla druha velka rana [F]. (PDT: 86)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(173) Techto regulacnich systemii [ct], ktere seITf energii a dlouhodobe i nasi kapsu, je
vice druhii [F]. (PDT: 160)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(174) Naopak svuj naskok [t] neustale zvysoval pred druhym Hradcem [f] na
konecnychjedenact bodu [F]. (PDT: 194)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(175) Znamena to snad, ze 0 stare lidi [ct] nenf zajem [F]? (PDT: 5661)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(176) 0 u.cinnosti [ct] systemu jedineho utocnfka provedla nedavno instruktaz [f] ceska
reprezentace [F]. (PDT: 5698)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(177) 0 slunecni aktivite [ct] a jejich dozvucfch na Zemi v breznu 1991 byly
publikovany desftky praci [F]. (PDT: 14814)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(178) 0 mucedniky [ct] vfry nebyla ve srredovekem prostoru nikdy nouze [F]. (PDT:
14913)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
(179) Spravedlivejsf otazka [ct] by byla 0 rozdeleni statu [F] ... (PDT: 663)
Motivation factor: contrastive topicalization
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(181) Presto se j imi zacala zabyvat teprve letos, a to az z podnetu bezpecnostnfho v;'boru
CNR, jehoz [t] jsem byl clenem [F]. (PDT: 659)
Motivation factor: obligatory pre-position of the relative expression
(182) Nemohu si v teto souvislosti odpustit zeptat se A. Pludka, proc se v obdobf
normalizace nikdy podobne neozval proti porusovanf lidskych pray, jehoz [t] byl denne
svedkem [F]. (PDT: 187)
Motivation factor: obligatory pre-position of the relative expression
Agreeing Attribute Divided from its Governing Noun
(183) Prestoze si kupuji jen obcas jednotlive jizdenky, v;'daj [t] to je dost velkY [F] a
pripada mi neprimereny. (PDT: 29)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(184) Tatarstl poslanci dospeli k zaveru, ze vstup do SNS krok [t] je nezbytny [t]
vzhledem k politicke a vnitmf hospodarske situaci, vznikle po rozpadu Sovetskeho svazu.
(PDT: 180)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(185) Konstatovani [t] je to smutne [t] a velmi bolestne pro cely cesky fotbal. (PDT:
5693)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(186) Problem [t] je to obecny [t], dany spatnym pfistupem k primamim informacfm a k
informacfm vubec, malym rozmerem specializovane badatelske obce ... (PDT: 14804)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(187) Vec [t] je to zdanlive okrajova [F] ... (PDT: 622)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(188) Nicmene shoda [t] je to velmi podnetna [F]. (PDT: 670)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(189) Ale zaruky [t] nemam zadne [F]. (PDT: 5)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
(190) Opata [t] tady nemame zadneho [F] ... (PDT: 13)
Motivation factor: topicalizing pre-position of the head+focalization of the attribute
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Discontinuous Phrasemes
(190) Tomase [ct] je skoda[F] ... (POT: 701)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(191) Vsichni to vedtm a vsichni na ne [t] byli kratci [F], protoze Ounku bylo moc a
kaZdy z nich mel sva lidska a obcanska pniva. (POT: 5720)
Motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
(192) S darwinistickou biologii [ct] ma urcite
hraCi. (POT: 14825)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic

problt~my

[f] podobne jako s hazardnfmi

(193) Ekonomika v recesi prece potrebuje mene energie, a te [ct] je ted' jakoby nazbyt
[F]. (POT: 173)
Motivation factor: topicalization

Relative and Interrogative Expressions
(a) in a function different from the agreeing attribute (discontinuity present in both
languages)
Motivation of all instances: obligatory pre-position of the relative expression
(194) Soudfm, ze mimoradnost - ano, mimoradnost - naseho protinacistickeho odboje
vytvarela sveho druhu ghetto, z nehoz ani po valce mnozf a mnohe nedokazali Ci nechteli
vystoupit. (POT: 269)
En. I infer that exceptionality - yes, exceptionality - of our anti-Nazi movement created a
ghetto which even after the war many men and women did not manage, or did not want to
leave.
(195) V Moste uz si nejsou jednoznacne jisti, jak cinnost chanovskeho spravce hodnotit.
(POT: 7271)
En. In Most, they are not absolutely sure any more how to evaluate the activity of the
caretaker from Chanov.
(196) Popisuji - li jevy, 0 nichz je dnes shoda, slovem "udajne", je tu prece jen co si k
zamyslenL (PDT: 14808)
En. If I describe the phenomena which are agreed upon today by the word 'allegedly',
there is something to think about.
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(198) lake hodnotne hitky ryhonky obsahuji, jak se upravuji, k jakemu jidlu se daji
pouzit jako priloha, jak je servirovat. (POT: 290)
En. What significant substances are contained by the outgrowths, how they are treated, to
what dish they can be used as side dish, how to serve them.
(b) in the function of pre-modification (agreeing attribute; discontinuity specific to
Czech)
(199) Muze byt obcanska valka kvuli Slavii a Sparte, jak)' toho mame pekny pfiklad [fJ
v byzantskych dejinach. (POT: 223)
Syntactic function: object
(200) Hodnoceni udava v procentech, jaka by mela byt za urcitou zavadu poskytnuta
sleva [F]. (POT: 115)
Syntactic function: object
(201) Opozice sice dostala urciry podil na moci, ale neni zcela jasne, jak)' ma politicky
program [F]. (POT: 7322)
Syntactic function: object
(202) Piste nam 0 tom, jake chyby jste se pri podnikani dopustili a jake z toho plyne
pouceni [F]. (POT: 7)
Syntactic function: subject
(203) V pfipade, ze je nema, zalezi na urednikovi, jake zaujme stanovisko [F]. (POT:
18)
Syntactic function: object
(204) Zajimalo mis, jakou zvolili metodu [F], ze se tak rychle vrMili na ztracene pozice.
(POT: 32)
Syntactic function: object
(205) Se stale rostoucim uzasem se dozvidame, jake mame vlastne nazory a potfeby
[F]. (PDT: 201)
Syntactic function: object
(206) Nevim, jake maji hudebni nadani [F], ale vtira se otazka ... (POT: 202)
Syntactic function: object
(207) ... radi, co nesmi chybet na svatecnim silvestrovskem stole a jake mate mit
slavnostni obleceni [F]. (PDT: 207)
Syntactic function: object
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(208) Jake cekate nejvetSi potize [t] pri z{miku konfederace? (POT: 699)
Syntactic function: object
(209) JakY bude podle vas dopad [t] zaniku CSFR na nas sport? (POT: 700)
Syntactic function: subject
(210) Jakou davate zakonu nadeji [F]? (POT: 7lO)
Syntactic function: object
(211) Vite, jaka by to pro mne byla vizitka [F], kdyby by mi nedal gol kanonyr z italske
ligy? (POT: 724)
Syntactic function: subject
(212) Jakeho mate konicka [F]? (POT: 726)
Syntactic function: object
(213) Jakoujste dosud udelil nejvyssi premii [t] zazapas? (POT: 742)
Syntactic function: object
(214) JakY mely tyto snimky ucinek [t] na pacienty, neni zatim jasne, ale skutecnost, ze
jsou v Egypte pfisne zakazane, zajist'ovala podnikavemu lekari urCite bohatou klientelu.
(POT: 189)
Syntactic function: object
(215) JakY maji zajem [t]
Syntactic function: object

0

ceske autory? (POT: 639)

(216) Jaka je mezi nimi hranice [F]? (POT: 79)
Syntactic function: subject
(217) Cas od casu totiz potfebuji zjistit, jake jsou platne Iimity [t] te ktere cizorode latky
v tech kterych potravinach - a prakticky nemaji moznost. (POT: 80)
Syntactic function: subject
(218) Oobre se jiz odhadne, jakje kamen uvnitr zbarveny, jakou ma kresbu [F]. (POT:
166)
Syntactic function: object
(219) Pan Stary dobre vi, ze lide ziskavaji vztah k firme take podle toho, jaka ve firme
vladne atmosfera [F], co pro ne firma deia navlc. (POT: 34)
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(219) Kupujfd, ktery se snazf posoudit cenu, by si mel take polozit otazku, v jakem je
obraz stavu [F]. (PDT: 55)
Syntactic function: nominal part of a verbonominal predicate
(220) Potreboval bych vedet, jak mam od sveho spolecnfka vyzadovat vyravnanf nakladu
na chod verejne obchodnf spolecnosti, pfipadne jaky mam zvolit postup [F]. (PDT: 59)
Syntactic function: object
Quantitative Expressions
(221) Tech prvnich [ct] je nastestf nesoumeritelne vic [F]. (PDT: 292)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(222) Pracovali v nich i lide, ktefi sledovali sve zajmy, ale podle Ministerstva pro spravu
narodnfho majetku ajeho privatizacijich [t] byIo minimum [F]. (PDT: 19)
Motivation factor: topicalization, c1itic
(223) Nenf my m dIem tyto firmy obhajovat, nicmene si myslfm, ze spokojenych
zakazniku [ct] je dost [F]. (PDT: 30)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(224) Vsimnete si, ze otevrenych fondu [ct] nenf na peneznfm trhu hodne [F], nebot' ne
kazdy je tak silny, aby by si dovolil zpetny odkup kdykoliv nabfdnout. (PDT: 40)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(225) Zdrava by byla petiprocentnf nezamestnanost, ale nezamestnanych [ct] je v Praze
ani ne pill procenta [F]. (PDT: 51)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(226) Co hodlate udelat, aby jich [t] bylo dost [F]? (PDT: 60)
Motivation factor: topicalization, c1itic
(227) Mnoha atraktivnf mista jsou uz obsazena, presto jich [t] stale jeste mnoho [f]
zbyva. (PDT: 62)
Motivation factor: topicalization, c1itic
(228) Jestlize v race 1993 jich [t] bylo 8650 [F], coz je vytfzenf kapacity laznf asi na 65
aZ 70 pro cent, tak v letosnfm roce by jich melo bytjiz 9745. (PDT: 65)
Motivation factor: topicalization, c1itic
(229) Regulovanych cen [ct], tykajfdch se prfmo domacnostf, je okoIo 16 pro cent [F].
(PDT: 66)
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Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(231) Duvodu [ct] je jiste cehi rada [F], takZe ffci - vinou jsou nizke platy, nebo naopak
pfilis mekka zachytna socialni sit', by bylo zjednodusenim. (PDT: 81)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(232) Podobnyeh otazek [ct], na nez samotni dikove, bez patficnych informaci jen tezko
hledaji odpoved', je daleko vie [F]. (PDT: 82)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(233) Zatimco obchodu s obuvi [t] pfibylo v okoIi nekolik [F], dalSf nejblizsf opravna je
az 0 nekolik tramvajovych zastavek dal. (PDT: 83)
Motivation factor: topicalization
(234) Byla vsak i starostka, ktera bez factneho pfeCtenf dopisu tvrdila, ze podobnyeh
nabidek [ct] maji denne mraky [F]. (PDT: 90)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(235) Ze 3500 firem, ktere pusobily na nasem trhu v tomto oboru pfed dvema roky, jieh
[t]dnes zustalajen necela polovina [F]. (PDT: 113)
Motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
(236) Sehopnyeh Iidi [ct] ma Gala stale malo [F]. (PDT: 138)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(237) Sensaeionalistu [ct] vsech oboru, vcetne historie, je a asi vZdy bude na svete
prespocet [F]. (PDT: 178)
Motivation factor: contrastive topic
(238) Lepf ji do prukazky a kdyz jich [t] ma 20 [f] v hodnote 100 Kc, odecte se mu tato
castka pfi dalsim nakupu. (PDT: 21)
Motivation factor: topicalization, clitic
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